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This Handbook ,centres around the theoretical basis, research findings, and
application of thej.ests contained in the ACER Early School Series, but its scope

and content extend further. It presents a more general theoretical framework
within which early identification procedures can be developed, a set of diagnostic

tests based on theory, and a mans of translating theory-.based diagnostic
information into behavioural intervention.

The theoretical chapters of this book, and the review of the literature pertaining

to each area of assessment 'are expected to be of general interest to professionals
and_stuilents concerned with early childhood development. The intention has been

to present to the reader some_of the available knowledge and research findings

concerning the identification of important componential skills of early school

learning in young children.
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1

_ THE CONTENT AND STRUCTURE OF
THIS BOOK.. - o

This Handbook was designed to accompany the 10 tests and -test- specific
. .

DiyectionVor Administration contained in_ the ACER" Early School Series.. It
contains an overall rationale for the early Identification of strengths.,and possible
devel ental weaknesses hi school beginners:Thechoice of areas for assessment
is earch based. The purpose and rationale for each` test are discussed in detail, as
ar the implications for the scores which might be obtained. The implications, of
performance, discussed F. eparately for each test, include suggestions for.remedial-

:,activities and recommendations for- other ainects of early intervention. The
information contained in the Handbook is presented in three parts,

Part I contains the introductory chapter's, 1 to 3, which discuss the structure of
the informatior, :,resented in the Handbook and the aims of early identification and

'intervention,- thus providing a framework for the more detailed presentation in
later chapters of the purpose and;rationale of the type 'of assessment provided by
the ACER Early School Series. The presentchapter explains the structure and use
of the Handbook..
Chapter 2 presents the broad aims of early school assessment, and describes the
nature of the information which teachers, school counsellors, parents, and others
concerned with the education of young children can obtain from the tests. The
general purposes of diagnostic assessment and Screening are discussed, and
Cronbach's (1970) 'behavioural assessment funnel' is utilized as a model for early
identification and intervention.

Chapter 3 provides general information concerning the nature, purpose, and
development of the tests contained in the ACER Eaily School Series. Questions of
validity and reliability are discussed, and the research samples are described,

Part II of this Handbook contaiim detailed descriptions of the rationale,
development, aid interpretation of the tests whi6h are contained in the ACER
Early School Series. On chapter is devoted to each test with the exception of the
tests of syntactic structures, the discussions of which are combined in a-single
chapter.

The skills assessed by the tests making up the ACER Early School Series can be

0
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4 - ,/' INTRODUCTION .
Tegarded as falling info three broad areas. Two tests relate to each ofthese areas;
and the chapters covering each test are presezted in the foliiiwing order: '.

Chapter 4 Auditory iscriminatian
Auditory AnaliSis Skills Chapter Recognition of Initial

.

Corfsonpt Sounds .., ,
Chapter& Number,:

Conceptual Skills
I '

. -Chapter
s

T' Language Skills

Figure Formation

Chapter'8 `Syntactic Structures
,

Chapter.9 Word Knowledge , ,
The presentation of the tests: in these three broad areas is a matter of

prganization and convenience rather, than a -strict indication of ,the aims and
contents of the tests. All of: the tests measure multi-dimensional variables and
multi-determined skills and, behaviours.

To 'facilitate the use/of this Handbook, the chapters have beetT,structured as
consistently as ssible. The beginning of each of the three broad areas contains a
general'stateme i concerning the, rationale and purpose of their inclusion in the
ACER Early Sc.', of Series. Subsequently each test is describ tnderthe following
section headin within each Chanter:

,r

Rationale
Description . .

----Ete4eiopment----=--------.7
Administration and Scoring.

...t

Research Results
Interpretation of Scores'
Implications.

The Rationale statement defines the aims of the test anti justifies the assessment
of.the particular sets of skills pertaining to the area on the basis of published
psychological and educational research and theory. Major research studies are
cited. The rationale statement thus provides the test user with- anindication of the
psychological awl educational reasoning underlying the tetvand describes the
skillathe test iCidended to measure,

The Description section of each chapter rep9rts on the.physical characteristics of
the test and includes, where relevant and necessary, a discussion of particular
aspects or characteristics of the items,.nrocedure, scoring, etc.

The Development of each test is described fully. Validation studies and, where
appropriate, constraints influencing the development 9f the :est art discussed.

The discussion ofqdministralion and Scoring for each test is concerned with
important aspects of the procedure of test administration. This section does not
include the general directions for administration nor the vs?batim instructions for..
each item, as this informatiogris provided in the Directions for Administration, a
separate booklet which is ,prod for each one of the 10 tests. The inforMation
contained .in the Adminittration and Scoring part of each test -chapter of this

.*
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CONTENT AND STRUCTURE

Handbook provides useful suggestions for the use of the test, and discusses time
requirements and materiali. , -

Research,Results are provided in the form of a descriptive summary of the
performances on each test of de,3cribed samples of children. Measures of central
tendenq, traditional test statistics, and validity information based on replication
studies are provided. These data are presented, firstly_toovide users of the tests
with comparative information which might assist them in the interpretation of the
results they may have obtained from their own clients. Secondly the research
results obtained provide considerabig evidence concerning the validity and the
reliability of the tests as tools of measurement.

Further assistance is provided to test users in the Interpretation of Scores
sections. This part of each chapter provides Rasch-scaled item difficulties and
standard errors of measurement, as well as Rasch ability estimates Ibr the raw
scores for several independent samples. Standard errors Of measurement \t. re given
for each ability estimate: To some extent this section represents an extension of
the Research Results section. In addition, it provides a means for the rest user to
interpret obtained results'within the framework of a Rasch latent trait model of
measurement. Further details about this model, its assumptions, and'the fit of the
present tests to the &lodel are provided in'Chapter 10.

The tables provided in the Interpretation of Scores section of each chapter allow
the conversion of raw scores into- ability .estimates which provide ratio-scaled
measurement. A more convenient table, ho'wever, which provides a means for
converting r4aw scores from all tests on to a common ability stale is provided in
Appendix IV, Table A.2.

The last section of each chapter is entitled Implications. This section contains
further information which, will both assist in the interpretation of test results and
lead to intervention and remediation procedures. One of the aims of the tests
contained in the ACER Early School Series is to provide teachers, school
counsellors, patents, and others concerned with the welfare of the individual child
with diagnostic information concerning the child's strengths and weaknesses
which will lead to operationally definekducational procedures. General and quite
specific suggestions are made in, this section of each chapter concerning activities
that may facilitate the development of specific skills in which individuals may
require special practice 'or other assistance. To supplement the implications
sections of Chapters 4 to 9, Appendix III contains a number of general points and,
specific suggestions which are applicable to intervention and remediation in all
areas.

Pay III of the Handbook contains Chapter 10 which provides some theoretical
and technical information concerning the model of measurement underlying the
'ACER Early School Series tests. The choice of model on, which to base the
development of a test has to be determined by the type of use which is to be made
of the test results, and on the nature of the variables or the behaviour which are to
be assessed. Chapter 10 contains a brief presentation* traditional item analysis
theory and an introduction to the Rasch model of measurement and to the major
assumptions underlying this model, and reports some results of an examination of

a
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6 INTRODUCTION
, .

the fit of the Rasch model assumptions to the tests of the ACER Early School
Series.

The bibliography provide's full information concerning the sources_of the
references'used th?onghout the Handbook. Appendix I consists of a glossary of
major terms used in Ns _Handbook. Short non-technical definitions are provided
for concepts which are comb only used in test manuals, andtin the discussion of
educational and psychologica14neasurement mpre generally. Appendix II contains
a table showing point-biserial correlations and KR 20 reliabilities for all tests.
Appendix III contains a series of general hints for intervention and remediation.
Appendix IV contains the source list of words, which provided the item pool for
the Word Knowledge Test. The validity and usefulness of any word knowledge test
varies with the purpose for which it is used: The decision to include the total list of
words in this Handbook was made on the recommendation of teachers, who felt
that a comprehensive list of words which is representative of the vocabulary to
which five- and six-year-old children in Australia may be exposed at the present
time would provide useful resource material. The rationale for and the
development of the source list is discussed in ,Chapter 9, where the Word
Knowledge Test is descrid. Appendix V consists of a table whiCh allows fob, the
conversion of raw scores o Rasch calibrated, ability estimates for all tests in the
ACER Early School Series. ,.

The length of this Handbook may encourage some readers to be selective in the
chapters they read or the or er in which they read them. For these readers the
following suggestions are ma : .

.

1 All readers should initially ead Chapters 1,3, and the test chapters, 4 to 9, to
gain a general perspective of the \aims and limitations of the ACER Early School

Series.
s'i....

, 2 It is essential that potential users of any of the tests in the ACER Early School
Series familiarize themselves with the test(s), i.e. understand the rationale, aims,
implications, etc. as presented in the relevant chapter before administering the
test(s).

3 The information contained in Chapter 2 is of general interest, and is
expected to aid the understanding of the purposes of the series considerably.

4 Parts of Chapter 3, Chapter 10 and Appendix I are of a more technical
nature, and might be skimmed only by some test users. However, every effort was
made to present the information contained in these chapters in as non-technical a

manner as possibit It is suggested, therefore, that, with the help of the definitions
provided in Appendix I, both Chapters 3 and 10 should be meaningful to.most
readers.

0
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A NEW APPROACH TO EARLY
IDENTIFICATION AND

INTERVENTION

Lack of academic_achievement, social disadvantage, and an inability to cope in
adult life have frequently been related to immaturity or 'lack of readiness' at school
entry. Over the past 30 years many research studies have linked low achievement
on perceptual and othet pre-reading tests with later academic and social problems.

The need for early identification has been acknowledged, especially in the
United States, since the early 1960s, but traditional procedures of early
identification have been aimed at the prediction of failure in school in general or in
relation to various areas of academic requirements. _Too often this initially
legitimate concern has led to no more than a categorization and labelling of
'children early in their school careers, and to self-fulfilling prophecies.

Early identification tests of the traditional type have tended to be IQ-type tests,
consisting of tasks which correlated highly with success in reading. Children who
obtained low marks on such tests were idekCed as poor risks, and tended to be
assigned to less demanding, frequently less readibg-orientated activities than those
children who had performed well on the tests. Subsequent evaluation of .reading
achievement tended to show that the children who had previously obtained the low
scores on the early identification tests were, in fact, less advanced in reading, thus
validating the early identification procedures (e.g. Bond and Tinker, 1973; Book,
1974; De Hirsch and .tansky, 1966; Fry, 1965).

One might suggestithat, rather than being impressed by the predictive validity of
the above and other tests, one might be surprised if not distressed that little
attempt appears to have been made to thwart such prediction. To alert a parent or
teacher to the possibility of a poor risk might be justified in situations where a
choice exists which might lead to the avoidance of the risk. In the case of most
school beginners in Australia, there is no such choice.'

Teachers and other educators are generally less concerned with the prediction of
failure than they are with its avoidance. They will, therefore, be anxious to
discover why an individual might be a poor risk, and what m_ ight b_ e done_ to help
the particular individual to becOme abetter risk.

Teachers have become increasingly, aware of the need to adt.)t teaching methods

7
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8 INTRODUCTION

nd-rnaterials_to_the_demelopmentalles_els_and_needs of learners. This awareness
has led to a search for reliable and valid measures for the assessment of these
needs.

Individually administered Piagetiari, tasks, although found to be valid indicators
of developmental levels in some areas (e.g. Bart, 1971; De Vries, 1974;
Goldschmid, 1967; Goldschinid and Bentler, 1968) require highly experienced
testers and special equipment, and are too time-consuming for practical classroom
use.

° In th
le absence of generally accepted procedures, some teachers have

administered predictive tests, and then attemped to interprej the results in
diagnostic terms. Others have been persuaded to try out poorly conceived
assessment procedures (i.e. tests for which no rationale, validity information, etc.
harS been prOvided).

The.choice of the test by means of which the teacher will conduct an assessment
(i.e. a description of certain characteristics of the child) has to be made by giving
consideration to both the us&which is to be made of the test results, and the nature
of the characteristics or the behaviour which are to be assessed. To the *reader of
this Handbook, this statement may appear to be a rather obvious one It seems to
have been less obvious to many developers of early identification tests.

New purposes or aitgs in assessment might require new approaches to the
development of tests. Certainly a distinct aim to assess a specific set of variableS
must be accompanied by a correspondingly distinct conceptualization of the test
rationale and possibly a specifically appropriate methodology. In other words, new
Ways of conceiving the characteristics of learners require altered modes of ,
measuring them, and may require modifications in the procedures and criteria Ca

used to establish the quality \of these measuring devices as well.
If it is the. aim to identify particular strengths and weaknesses of individual

children as well as the ,characteristics of the class as a whole so that the moat
appropriate teaching procedures can be develOPed, the teacher requires tests, the
performance on which can be translated directly into "specific learning
requirements. Such tests allow for the interpretation of test pErformance in terms
of specific skills or other modifiable behaviour?. 1

. , 1

Tests which lead to a descrition of performance in behavioural terms have
much in common with traditional measurement of achievement in the classroom.
However, while all ,tests of achievement assess behaviour, not all allow for the
expression of tests results in terms of behaviours. The major difference lies in the
teacher's purposes for using the test, and in the manner in which the test results
are used. The methods of assessment, even some of the-item content, ma appear
to be of the same eneral type; it is the tailoring of asses menr fothe specific
educational problem which molkeS the difference.

7.
Phases and Purpose of Assessment
To_place the-purpose-, fdevelopmentaealteducational assessment specifically
the early identification of childre 4ho may be develop entally or otherwise
disadvantage -into, some p ective, it might be usefu --1o.0think of the

! / ,s,
..,0
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A NEW APPROACH 9

assessmentoLschooLbeginners generally as involving a nurnoer of stages. ir

A variety of models could be conceptualized but, for the purposes of the present
discussion, an arbitrary choice has been made to view the assessment needs of
school.beginners as invotying five phases. The phases are not discrete; they are
expected to overlap. In addition to this, recycling to earlier phases is often useful in
later phases when new information comes to fight. As a model, these phases might'
be regarded' as representative of what Cronbach (1970) called a 'behavioural
assessment funnel' because a maximally broad band of assessment narrows rapidly
to focus on those specific areas identified during the broad phase, and then
maintains a relatively narrow focus through the phases of intervention and
continuous monitoring.

The five phases might be perceived as follows:

Screening and assessment of general developmental variables
In this initial phase a general assessment of the developmental and social
characteristics is made, and possible areas of difficulty are noted. Developmental
variables are considered and decisions are made as to the nature of additional,
more precise assessment procedures. The methods used in this phase are generally
quite broad, and often of low fidelity (Cronbach, 1970), and might include
teachers' first impressions, classroom observatiOn, parent interview data, the
ACER Checklists for School Beginner's, or other checklists, and similar wide-ranging
assessment devices.

Frequently qualitative rather than quantitative data are obtained at this point.
The assessment literature tends to ignore this and the following phase, or to treat
them quite briefly. In fact little objective eviilence appears to be available on the
processes involved in determining the targets for early intervention (Hawkins,
1975). The literature tends to focus on how to estimate the severity of a problem,
but provides little assistance in determining how the problem is to be selected as
crucial. In many instances, for example, two different infant teachers observing the
same child would not necessarily select the same problem area for further
investigation and intervention.

t
Definition of the problem
This phase includes two major functions, measurement and hypothesis formation.
It is likely that the teacher or counsellor shifts back and forth between these
functions several times during this phase. Measurement may be aimed at
classifying the problem for administrative records. It may be oriented towards
determining what general type of intervention may be required (e.g. skill training,
change in class, or both), or towards some other general decision making. An
example of measurement in this sense would be the administration of a
standardized achievement test which can be used to compare relative performance
among peers, or even reading group placement for the child, but which does not
lead to the identification of which specific skills the child might need to be taught
next.



10 INTRODUCTION

Hypotheses may be generated as tp which behavioural or skill sLrengVi _and

weaknesses might play a key role in the observed major problem and difficulties.,

for example, whether observed difficulties in adapting to school might stem from
learning, motivation, or social problems (or all of these). This phase includes the
assessmeneof the strengths of the child, and of the educational resources available

to him or lier.

Pinpointing and design of intervention k

Tit third assessment phase requires the teacher to select specific bihaviours or
environmental variables as targets for change. A narrow band, high fidelity
(Cronbach, 1970) assessment procedure is appropriate here. This phase may,
therefore, be represented as the narrowest point in the cup of the assessment
funnel. The pinpointing aspect of the assessment neednot be formal. In fact, the
best'pinpointing often turns out to be informal.

In this phase, assessment must go beyond formal achievement tests which might

provide age arid/or grade equivalent norms, to more specific educationally
diagnostic assessment of the particular component skills involved in, fdr example,

reading and number work. In the assessment of school 'beginners or
developmentally and otherwise handicapped_individuals, the tests contained in the

ACER Early School Series are expected to be particularly useful during this phase.
Phase 3 involves the making of tentative plans as to possible early intervention

procedures, and includes the evaluation of their feasibility, the revision of plans,
and possible further assessment of feasibility.

At .this stage the teacher predicts' the possible effects of various methods of
intervention and programming. Examples of such prediction would include
consideration of the child's motivation for remediation or behaviour change, \the
relevance, availability, and relative promise of a number of reinforcers, and the
child's strengths in particular skill areas which .might be employed. Ideally this
phase would not conclude before the teacher has established some sort of baseline

pre - intervention profile.
The latter constitutes an essential prerequisite for the following two phases, and

for other attempts to evaluate remedial or intervention procedures.

Monitoring of progress
During this phase the teacher implements the intervention procedures, while
continuing to use t:le assessment method selected to obtain the baseline data. A
relatively continuous measurement of the child's or group's progress is required
and the procedure must be as economical, in terms of time requirements, as
possible. It is essential that the skills, behaviours, and environmental variables
measured are relevant to the specific objectives of the intervention procedure, and
that they are sensitive to the invervention effects. They should, consequently, be
criterion referenced and of high fidelity. The precise definition and measurement
of relatively identifiable skills and components of mbre complex skills provide an
excellent means for obtaining data which are sensitive to intervention procedures.
These types of measures are provided by the tests of the ACER Early School

Series.
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Because- the-same measures are usually used repeatedly over time in this
monitoring phase, and because such measuresitend to cover a relatively narrow
range of skills, behaviours, or environmental variables, this phase of the
assessment process may be lepresented by the neck of the behavioural assessment
funnel. A !number of specific hints concerning 'anterventicn and remediation
-procedures are presented in Appendix Iii. ,

Follow-up
Responsible assessment and intervention proceduees usually involve some kind of
follow-Up after the termination of intervention. This justifies the length of the neck
of the assessment funnel. The measures used will appropriately be somewhat
narrow in focus still, similar to those used during intervention. In fact, the follow-
up measures will usually include those used in the previous phase.

The tests contained in the ACER Early School Series provide useful measures
for use during phases 3, 4, and 5 of the above suggested model of assessment and
intervention.

All 10 tests are based on a criterion referenced model of measurement, and thus
provide teachers with meaningful guidance in the development of individualized
teaching prodecures, and in determining individual progress. Performance on the
tests can be translated directly into specific learning requirements for each child.
At a time when, a strong focus in the delivery, of educational services is on
accountability, the ACER Early School Series tests can facilitate the demonstration
of program effectiveness.

More specifically the benefits of this set of tests include the following:
(a) for each child, a record of a profi) of behaviourally defined and teachablp/-k

skills which have been accomplished at the time of testing a d skills not mastered
at that time;

(b) providing the teacher with concrete and operationa ly defined skills which
need to be taught in each of ten important areas of development;

(c) allowing the teacher to pinpoint the educati nal needs of individual

children in thes areas;
-(d) a means for assessing and-recording progress/for each child, for groups of

children, and for the classas a whole;"
(e) a means...of both folmative'and summative evaluation;
(7) the possibility that repeated use of the tests would provide a means of

ongoing ev uation and therefore facilitate the identification of appropriate
individua ed learning objectives.

a
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THE ACER EARLY SCHOOL ERIES

Nature and Purpose
The tests contained in the CER Early School Series were designed to provide a

seriessof,estimates of a c ild's cognitive development and maturity.,

Apart from their:a lication for the identification of particular strength
needs of individual school beginners, the tests are expected to have widet'uy iityhas

--certain groups/6f handicapped older persons. 1;he tests pepvidean a prokiate
counselling and gdidance tools in the lower grades prigiary dwith

meansforthdassessment of children who cannbt read and foriemedial stddents,

as readingiisnot,tequired for the ACER Eady School Series.
Trial timing showed thatgost children ere interested in the tests a d appea

to gni the items. ThereforetheAestvontaines1 intheACER Early hool eties
rimy, acilitate the establishment of rapport With childten in clini0 a d sm grbtipr

si ations. No specialiked training,or testing experielee is require on e pgeof
the teacher or counsellor )yiio administers the tests.: ye ections for
administration are explicit and scoring is objective and requiri.s' lift time. All tests-- --

are completely niimarl arelhus power rather than;pird iirDWAte this,
most of the sts take no/more than 15 to 20 minutes. Lo keyiests are designed to

be adtpi istered in ,.sections over a period of tin)e. Retesting to monitor
deve dpment and prOgress is highly 'recommended. ittl
fX erbalization on the part of the testee is not requ'le : The child is asked to place

a cross on one of a number of alternative ppfui s which corresponds to the
stimulus presented by the tester. The fact t atvThe sts do not require verbal
responses makes it possible to administeri 11etpfdtc call groups, thus providing a

resonably economical means of assessment f.r.egards time.

Another advantage of the ilack ofivetiarresponse requirement is that this
makes the tests a suitable means for theigsessment of speech impaired children

(e:g. stutterers, children suffering f ti delayed speech, forms of expressive
aphasia, ,and certain autistic childre and very withdrawn children.

Although the tests are suitabl r administration to- imalrgroupsiof children,
individual testing will a way give more valid results. It is recommended that

12
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physically and/or mentally handicapped individuals always be tested in one-to-one
situations.

Motor-impired children can be asked to point to the appropriate response
picture. In more pevere cases of ,perceptual impairment, the tester can, after
presenting the stimulus, point to each respqnse alternative in turn, and elicit a
`yes' or 'no' (nod, etc.) reaction from the testee. The ACER Early School Series
tests can thus be administered to any individual of reasonable hearing and vision,
who understands the stimulus words and who can communicate a yes/no response
in simile form.

Culture Fairness
School beginners, even more so than older primary school children, have not yet
fully internalized the customs, habits, and ways of the culture which surrounds
them. This makes it meaningless to consider the culture fairness of the test items.

Another more valid reason for the disregard of culture fairness lies in the
intended purpose of the series. As stated previously, the tests contained in the

indication of the child's sirengt s and weaknesses in 1 number of important
ACR Earl); School Series are in ended to provide the teacher or parent with an

learning areas so that intervention can take place bef6re the child becomes
disadvantaged.

Activities in the classroom of which the child is a part strongly reflect the culture
of a school in Australia; A valid assessment of ppssible cultural, social,
developmental (including language) disadvantage of an individual can only be

erived from the use of procedures which are culturally relevant to the situation in
which the individual has to function.

I ....***41.

Major Constraint
A major constraint imposed on the design of the ACER Early School Series was the
demand that the tests be of the paper and pencil 'ype, and that all tests in the series
could-be-administered-rcrsnrall groups of children. ibis led to the exclusion of a

umber of relevant areas of assessment, and restricted the assessment to areas of

ceptive functioning.

De cription
All he tests are criterion-referenced, each ;having its own direct implication for
teac ing,theokills which may be found to 'be weak or lacking in a particular
indivi ual.

The entire set of tests was designed to be administered by teachers, counsellors,

kinder ten teachers, and in some cases parents, since they are most iikdly to
benefit om the diagnostic information in their endeavour to provide experiences
and teac ing which are tailored to the specific needs of the individual child.

--,Dev4opna nt
The petus for the selection o, -st areas and items was received from the
educational and psychological research literature. Extensive pilot testing of

4
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individuals and small groups of school beginn...rs 1,,,elerprten, -rade, and
some handicapped children was followed 1} revision of a number of initial
items and sets of items, and finally resulted 'n oclusion of following tests:

1 Auditory Discrimination Test
2 Recognition of Initial Consonant Sounds Test
3 Number Test
4 Figure Formation Test
5 Prepositions Test
6 Verb Tense Test
7 PronoUns Test ,

8 Negatibn Test
9 ComPrehension Test

-------;;----.-_------10Word-Knowledge Tat

Research Simples-
The research results presented for each test were based on the performances of a
number of different samples. The auditory analysis and conceptual skills tests were
administered to a representative sample, aryl Co a number of unselected samples.
The scores of the latterAvere.provided by teachers and guidance officers 'who had

shown a special interest in the project.
. The representative sample consisted of 50 Victorian schools and included
government, Catholic, and private schools. This sample was drawn by the sufvey
section of the ACER. Four of the 50 schools were unwilling to participate and were
Teplaced 0 schools from a matched list. The school principals who had consented
to participate in the study:were asked to submit complete class lists for the
preparatory grades of their schools, and were requested to appoint a co-ordinator
who would be responsible for the administration of the tests.

Six children were selected randomly from the class lists submitted 0 each

school. A notice was prepared and forwarded to each participating school, listing
the names of four children who were to be tested, and-two supplementary names to
be used as-substitutes in case of absences. The tests were administered in all

schools during the first week of August. Forty-nine schools returned the test
booklets as requested. The total representative sample thus consisted of 196 school

beginners, all of whom were tested on the Auditory Discrimination Test, the
4014crignition of Initial Consonant Sounds Test, the Amber Tat and the Figure

rormation Test
The previously mentioned additional, unselected samples differed in number

and size for the four tests. Some children in these samples-had. completed several

tests. As most children appeared not to have attempted all four tests, and as the
combinations of tests which had been, administered together varied, the test
performances of these samples were investigated for each test separately. The sizes
of the samples of unselected school beginners were substantial, thus providing
good opportunity to validate the observations made on the basis of the
representative samples. For the Auditory Discrimination Test, data of an additional"
599 school beginners were investigated. The performance of an additional 600

22
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children was examined for the Recognition of initial Consonant Sounds Test. The

scores for an additional 612 and 600 school beginners were analysed for the
Number Test and Figure Formation Test respectively.

Because of staffing circumstances at the ACER, it was not possible to administer
the langOage skills tests to the above described representative sample. The sample
for the language tests was drawn from five Victorian schools, representing

\ extremes in terms of socio-economic status, and to children in a country school.
Two of the schools were situated in the inner suburban area of Melbourne, which

has a high incidence of children from non-English language backgrounds.
Languages spoken in the families-of the children in the sample included Italian,
Greek, Macedonian, Portuguese, Serbo-Croatian, Turkish, and Vietnamese. One
of the schools was situated in a high socio-economic suburb of Melbourne, one in a
high socio-economic area in a provincial city not far from Melbourne, and one in a

country area. The total sample consisted of 220 school beginners. Testing took
place four months after the beginning of the school year. The performances of

dish-and -non-En4ish-language-6ackgrounds-were-exam ined--
separately as well as in combination.

Application for Diagnosis and Screening
The tests contained in the ACER Early School Series can be used for both purposes
of educational diagnosis and screening. Both the terms 'diagnosis' and 'screening'
are more frequently used in medical settings. This does not detract from the;r
usefulness in the present context as long as bath concepts are suitably defined in

educationallerms.
The definition of the term 'diagnosis' provided in the Shorter Oxford English

Dictionary is `to identify by careful observation'. This general definition is equally

valid for medical, educational, social, and other purposes, in which distinctiVe
characteristics need to be rfdentified. In its application to medicine, the same
dictionary defines diagnosis as 'the., determination of the nature of a diseased
condition' or the 'identification of a disease by investigation of its symptoms and
history'. In other words, medical diagnosis is concerned with the etiology and the
classification of symptoms. In medical praCtice, knowledge of the etiology of the

disorder is usually essential for both treatment and prognosis:
.Unfortunately many research workers and practitioners have attempted to

transplant the medical model of the concept' of diagnosis into the field of the
behavioural ;sciences, particularly into the areas of learning disabilities and
disorders of behaviour, without redefinition. Academic and other school problems
were regarded as if they were diseases for which an etiology had to be found which
would ultiinately lead to a specific form of treatment. From this orientation
resulted the emphasis on the importance of diagnostic measures, and the belief
that specific miles within the individual, would be found foi specific and ,more
generalized learning difficulties; and for psychological problems.

The early workers concerned with the identification of specific learning
disabilities (e.g. Kirk, Clements, the Orton Society, andAthers_publishing-in the
1950s) tended to regard dyslexia basically like any physical illness. The only
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difference in this view between a c ndition like dyslexia ind a bodily disease was
that the former, affecting learning ability, manifests jtselfby_means of functioning
in the school situation, ,whereas the Vatter, affecting physicil organs such as the
heart, lungs, skin, etc., manifests itse f by means of symptoms relating to thOse
parts of the body.

-..,:
4

,A consideraQe and, 'we are told, inc easing number of children fail to benefit
optimally from normal classroom instruction. Among them we find both the gifted
and those with learning problems. A tradi 'onal reaction to the child with the !anti-
problem, once the possibility of laziness has been discounted, tends to be to
investigate what is wrong with him or her. There ay be nothing wrong with the

child. His or her development and perfor ancemay be perfectly appropriate in
relation to the experiences provided and the constraints imposed by the
individual's environment up"to the poip.fof 4ssessment.

Any adult or child may develop learning prof lems depending on the situation or
environment in which he finds himself. On the tither hand, a handicapped person's

abilityand-performance may_improve if the environment is structured in such a
way as to meet the individual's specific needs. .

The individual with a visual deficit is provided ith glasses, the deaf child with a
. hearing aikrGood provisions tend to be made for a varietylof physical handicaps. In
the majo f cases our intervention is based on alid-and reliable diagnosis: our
intervention procedures meet the diagnosed needs of the individual. Is our record
equally good in diagnosis and intervention in other\educational areas? Teaching,
remedial teaching in. particular, should be based on the knowledge of individual
needs and differences which are operationally defined

Whre it is possible that the etiology bound medical n \odel of diagnosis may well
i)e appropriate in the investigation of some learning disorders (e.g. in relation to
neurological disease, in certain psychoses like schizophre ia, and in some types of

e group of problems

autism; where research appears to be establishing the imp rtant role of genetically
determined biochemical factors) it seems equally certain th t an educational model
will prove to be more effective in dealing with the lar
subsumed under the heading, 'learning disabilities'. \

One of the most important and detrimental consequences of the transposition of
the medical model to education and educational counsellin is the attempt to
derive diagnogtic labels for the classification of individuals. Maj r objections which
can be brought against this practice include its lack of validity and reliability and its
disregard of environmental factors. In addition to this, eve- thie consideration
were given to the child's environment and if such, labellik, /ere both valid and
reliable, it cannot be expected to serve a useful`, purpose in relati n to indi'viduals
with learning problems, or in relation to the earl} idert'ficationofs hool beginners
who might be at risk for such problems. \

As noted previously,, a medical diagnosis is ',,useful if it provides information
concerning the etiology of the disorder, or if it has implications for treatment or
prognosis. If, however, a diagnosis has no implications for treatment \Ir prognosis,
then what is its purpose beyond providing a desFriptive label for the individual?

From an educational point of view, it seems quite futile to label an individual,
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since labels have no etiological or treatment : nplications. The practice is of
dubious value even in relation to research. In fact, it might serve to draw attention
away from more important and useful educational activities.

:It-might- be a wasteful but revealing exercise to add up the number of school
hours which have been spent in the past 15 years in Australian schools in attempts
to arrive at differential diagnoses in relation to learning.difficulties and other
educational problems. Mischel (1968) and others have documented impressiye

fsefindings in relation to this activity in the United States of America. Apart from the
fact that many of the tests used identified only those children who had previously
been identified by less costly 'Means, in the majority of Cases no important
consequences were found to have resulted from the diagnoses. Why then waste
precious'schooltime to arrive at a diagnosis?

Diagnostic testing is justified, however, if it is based on an educational model of
diagnosis. The educational model of diagnostic assessment is equally applicable to
the identification of the needs of both the gifted and of those with special academic
difficulties. 'Educational diagnosis' can be defined as the attempts made to identify

- immediate and future specific educational needs of theindividual, and as a means
to provide a basi=s for the:selection of teaching procedures.

The educational model of diagnosis requires a diagnostic test to indicate specific

areas :of strength and/or weakness in the child's achievement of a given,
operationally defined set of skills and to suggest, as a result of this, appropriate
-means of intervention. ; Y

-

The tests contained in the ACER Early School Series are diagnostic in the sense
of an educational model of diagnosis. Each test is aimed to assess educationally
definable and modifiable skills-in a specific curriculum-related area.

- As noted previously, the tests and criterion-referenced. This means that the set
of items constituting each tat 'can be conceive as a sample from a domain of
tasks covering a well defined ... cOmpetency!--(-Van-der-Linden, 4080, p.469).

Since Gfa'ser$ (1963) seminal* paper. which , provided first distinction
between norm-referenced and criterion - referenced strategies of measurement,
many statements defining criterion-referenced testing have appeared in thp
literature (Gray, 1978; Gronlund, 1973; Hambleton, 1981; Popham and Husek,
1969; Nitko, 1980). The most widely accepted definition is probably reflected in

that used by Hambleton which he basically attributes to Popham:

A criterion-referenced test is constructed to assess the performance levels of examinees
in relation to a set of well-defined objectives lor competebcies). (Hambleton, 1980,
p.421)

Each of the tests '_in the ACER Early School Series is designed to measure one
major objective. The testee's performance on each test is reported separately and
provides an indiFation of his or her achievement on each of the objectives.

Criterion cut-off scores or any other scores which differentiate one group of
children from another, or categorize and label children, are not necessary. The

purpose of criterion-referenced tests in educational diagnosis is to focus on the

identification and edUcational description of individual differences. The
information yielded by diagnostic testing is expected to increase the effectiveness

,

4
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of educational intervention because it reveals the chitd's strengthsand weaknesses

in relation to relevant academic skills and Sub-skills.
The educational target for all school beginners is full, ma ,tery of all tasks of the

types assessed in the tests of the ACER Early School Series. In" the initial stages of

schooling for children who may have particular' handicaps, or when a screening

instrument is required, the teacher may wish to compare an individual child's or a
group's performance kith that of peers. Tables I and 2 of each or the test chapter&

in this. Handbook make it pc&ible for the teacher or counsellor to compare the
performance of individuals orreach test with the performance of a representative
Sample of school beginners and with theiores 'obtained by other groups`of
children. In this way the tests contained igidthe ACER'Early School Series can be

used to obtain both ipsative and comparative information on the individual. It
should be noted, however, that the ormance data provided in the Handbook do

not represent norms: Criteri -referenced tests have no norms; instead they
signify skills and behaviours which all children should achieve at somestage.
final norm is thus expecfed to be complete mastery for all children. The research

findings presented in the Handbook are intended solely to provide test users with

guidelines and encouragement.
For some purposes of assessment, a combination of the criterion-referenced and

normative approaches ',might seem appropriate. Softie test ,constructors have

normed criterion-referenced items to provide educators with guidelines as to the

age or stage at which children -typically tend to peEform a range of skills. This
approach has been used successfully in a number of developmental scales,

including the Bayley Scales, Cattell Infant Scale, Denver Developmental Screening '

Test, the Gesell Age Norms, and the Vineland Social Maturity:Scale. These tests

provide behaviourally described developmental 'milestones'. However, although
some criterion-oriented descriptions are provided, the aim of these types of
instruments kOasically a norm-referenced one. Items may be criterion linked, but
they tend to be widely spaced and not necessarily representative of a defined
objective or criterion. The tests are designed to compare the performance of one

child with that of peers. These tests may provide information concerning the need

for . educational intervention. They are not designed to provide the specific

knowledge required for the design individualized teaching procedures and other

need-based intervention.
The teacher requires tests which provide reference points concerning the child's

performance on specific skills, and some information concerning a sequential

order of developmental skills, close enough in increasing level of difficulty so as to

be useful in the development of appropriate instruction. -

.The usefulness of criterion-referenced tests for educators would certainly be

enhanced if the items in each area could be' presented in a sequential order of
.dirficulty or developmental level which is generalizable across samples The Rasch
calibration of the ACER Early School Series tests constitutes a considerable

movement in this direction, However, the adoption of this type of measurement

model should not mislead usg,`rs to assume that all developme .tal and educational
archirchies of skills are invariant, and that particular strengths orweaknesses of the

1
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child and environmental factors such as hothe back round, pre-school_experience,

quality of teaching, etc. would not affect the Acuity of specifieAems for
individual children. For example, the above d cribed hybrid model of Wormed

criterion- `referenced measuremeq applied torthe Word Know7edge Test of .tire

ACER Early SChool Series would assume that ,the difficulty level of individual
words would be much the same for all chi!,
related to maturation. The multicultura
in Australiashows the lack of practica
assessment.

- in the-absOce of- generalizable]
sub-skills, which would provid
ACER-Early-Sehool-Series
such a way that they are
the teacher with peff
skills in each ar

ten of similar ageorgildecand mainly
ommunity reflected in moot- classrooms

alidity and utility of such hyb'rid model of
1.

t

analyse-Kra :skills into literarchifalry'sequenced
a 'ready-made teaching program, the a;Trt of the

been to-attempt-to §elects items in eachSkill area-1,0

ly representative of teachable sub-skills. This provides
ance data for each child on a representative sample of sub-

, and allows the plan,ning of teaching procedures on a broad front.
Instead-orCssessing level or progress for each child by a

_---.point oeborderline at which the child appears to begin to h

.. be possible on t e basis of a set of hierarchically segue

emptinvo identify the
ice difficulties (as would
iced ftelps-4ccording to ,

difficulty level'', e items are regarded. as --aSarrpreTepresentative of the
population of possible items relating to each specific skill, and the child's '
performance on each set of skill-related items will provide thp teacher. with
information concerning_thestrength of the skill and the types of sub-skills. in need

of further training, In- other words, the child's performance on each test focuses

the teacher's attention on specific appropriate sub-skills which particular children

need to be taught.

Reliability
The consistency with which a test measures is referred to as its reliability.

Reliability is as important for criterion-referenced tests as it is for conventional norm'
referended tests, and it can be determined in much the same way. The notion that
`classical' test theory and 'traditional' methods of test analysis are inappropriate for
criterion-referenced tests is based on a misconception, namely, that scores on a

.sriterion-referenced test-show no variability because all who take the test.make perfect
scores answering all the questions correctly. While this is a theoretical possibility, it

""'"F."4"-?, 'IriiicliltrappefigrkEbt1719-79;p1S,1-)-
Obviously both criterion-referenced and norm-referenced tests should be reliable,

as should any observationsl which are subsequently reported.
'Indices of equivalence, stability, and internal consistency tend to ,be,considered

in the assessment of the reliability of -a ,normed test. Equivalent reliability is

established for tests which have parallel forms. Stability'refers_to retest reliability,

and refers to the consistency of measurements yielded by two administrations of
the same test to the same group of testees, usually with the intervention of a short

period of time. Reliability in terms of internal consistency refers not to the
consistency of the test results as ameans of assessment, but to characteristics of

the items making up the test. Internal consistency coefficients show to what degree

the items making up thtest are consistent among themselves.
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All three reliability indices and combinations of them can be computed for both
normed and criterion-referenced tests. However, for criterion-referehces1 tests,
certair) constraints operate and some reliability indices canniatke-conceptualized in
the same way as they are in norm-referenced tests. The reader interested in
pursZlingt these matters is referred to the research literature (e.g. Ebel, 1979;

-Po'phatf,-1'979r. Sliffittit'fferetoal.,00M..b,ol,b0Rantlity..and..Y.alidifysaeffi.cients_
for tests are calculated on the basis of the scores of particular groups of individuals
who have taken the test. The characteristics of the group affect the values of both
coefficients. The heterogeneity of the performance in the_group is of particular
importance. All other things being equal, the larger the variance in a set of
obtained scores,.the greater the possibility of a correlation between those scores
and another set of scores. Reliability coefficients obtained in homogeneous groups
are ,expected to be lower than those obtained for samples of individuals whose
scores on the test are more heterogeneous. Many criterion-referenced measures
yield rather homogeneous performance data, particularly in cases where it is
possible to define the objective of the test in a quite narrow way, and where the
group includes individuals with and without the skill tested. This restriction-of-
range problem distorts the meaning of any estimates which are derived by
correlational statistics.

`The nature of the decision alternatives wijunfluence the ,type of
procedure we employ' (Popham, 1979, p.146). The most frequently ,reported

jeji§biligAtitnte jun it Adm of internal consistency, This reliability coefficient
-reflects the degree -to which items_withine test are intercorrelated. Although this
examination of response homogeneity might be regarded-7a SO-1--hnew ..7ffii-dundant

..a.1.&.[IIvirv.VMII.I.1

operation in relation to a criterion-referenced test, the items of which measure a
welludefined reasonably..narrow..nhjectiver this type.of reliability is reported.

The Kuder-Richardson formula 20, usually symbolized as KR 20 (Kuder and__
Richardson,_19331was_used to estimate the internal consistency of each test. This
formula requires that the test be given once only,_ and calculates the mean of all
possible split-halves coefficients (Cronbach, 1951) for the tested group of
individual as follows: 5+

/ n 62t Epq
KR 20 = ft = 84 ,

.-...-,....-, ....:........0fine-fr 7.7-4., .IQ- 1, ,I,J1....1.1.Rrlii.....) 1 .....e.,.....*W.V.-iI.S.I.,114../.7vVaIII........70..4~1/
t is the reliability coefficient for the whole test,

n is the number or items in the test /
82 is the variance of total scores in the'test '

_and --Epq is calculated by sumining the products of the proportion of persons
who pass (p) and theiproportionof persons who do not pass (q), whichis

_ computed for each/ifem,"across items. -

As can be scen in Table/A.1, the reliability coefficients are moderately high. The
actual value bf the relibKity coefficierit,s a function- of the intercorrelations
between items and the)ength of the test. More specifically, as the average inter-
item correlation increases and as the number Of items increases,,the value of KR

20 increases. e
The reliability of the individual tests could have been improved by including

I v..
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additional highly correlated items. This was not done because the gain for the
jteacher resulting from the relatively weak impact of increased reliability would

/seem negligible as compared with the additional time and resources required fur
the administration, scoring and information of 'ringer tests.

Because' miasures of internal consistency do not refer to the reliability of
decisions r ulting from a test,/ but are restricted to a description of the items
themselv , Popham.(1979) suggests:

For itirion-referenced testing; we might better conceive of internal consistency
esti ates as a vehicle for varifYing the derivative homogeneity a a set of test items.
Co ceptually internal consistency approaches qre notparticularly helpful when thinking
of, criterion-referenced test's consistency of measurement. (p.155)

I dices of equivalence areot relevant in the present contexLas no parallel forms
f the tests are available,at present. The stability of both item difficulties and ability

4,Agstimates Fie high as' shown in the Rasch analyges of the performance data
'obtained from a number of independent samples of school beginners.i it
. Standard Errors.* Measurement

. Testg
i
are not perfectly reliable. 0,n a retest the scores of most children would

-,

prObably differ, some*hat from their original scores.These changes can result from
at variety of/Variables mainly connected with the testing situation, and are not

!expected to` be criterion related. / .

, The Standard Error of Measurement (SEM))s a statistic whic e test

fo user with an indication of the amount of c re which might be expected
on a retest. I , wit out oitervening learning period, the mean
c ange in score is/assumed to be zero, and/the changes which do occur are assumed
to be distributed'according to a bell-shaped curve around zero: In other words, it is
assumed_ that -many children obt06 an increased as a, deireaied score in the
second testing. The Standard .ThfOrASE) represents the standard deviation of the '
changes it/score which occur in/s6ch a test-retest study.

Figur73.1 provides an illustrrion of the general model for the SE, together with
its specific application to the jests contained in the ACER Early School Series.

The SE provides a numb6r of benefits to the test user. Most importantly, it
provides an indication of the limitations of the reliability of the items or test. It
tg'us reminds test users to be -less rigid in their interpretation of test scores. Not
only does it show that an obtained test score of 30 might lie somewhere between 29
and ?.1, but it makes possible a more valid interpretation of performancewithin the
same test battery. in fact, the Rasch calibrated item difficulties and ability
estimates are accompanied by an indication of the SE for each ability estimate. ,

The conventional use made of the'SE is to treat each score X as X±1 SE. In
this way each test score is interpreted as a range or band, rather than as a fixed
point. Where the ranges of scrims overlap, the differences between scores are
disregarded (i.e. not interpreted as differences in ability). For example, for any
item with a SE of 2.5 points, a child's two scores (or the scores of two children)
havp' to be at least five points apart before a difference is interpreted.

Validity
It is generaliy'accepted that test validity_ is not an inherent or fixed attribute of the

Se
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test itself, but rather that he /validity of a test depends on the use mad of it
(A erican Psychological issopation,_19 4; Cronbach, 1971; Shepard, 100).

ent/y years ago, Ebeypoi ted to th fact that the validity of measurement
..,..

see s n9t to be a problem in he physical sciences:

I it reasonable to judge tie q ally of a rometer solely or even mainly by the accuracy
o the Weather Torecasti which are madewith its help? (Ebel, 1961, p.644)

The equirements of physical.measurement are operationaldefinitions of what is to

be ensured and accuracy of measurement (i.e. reliability). Validity appears to be

{
taken for granted. This is not advocated .for developmental and educational
measurement at this stage.,It is suggested, however, that th6 ultimate assessment
of the validity of a test muit be based on whether the results of the individual's
performance on the test accomplish the purpose for which the test was intended.

e term ',validity' generally refers to the extent to which a test measures what it

pur its to \ measure. Strictly speaking, 'one validates not a test, but an
inter retationpf data arising from aspecifiedprocedure' (Cronbach, 1971, p.447).

;

.
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This distinction is of relevance because it is quite possible for a test to bettlatively
valid for the measurement of one kind of characteristic but entirely-invalid for the
assessment of other characteristics. Thus it is not meaningful to discuss the validity
of the measuring instrument itself, but that of the measuring instrument in
relation to the purpose for which it is designed, or for which it is being used.

While the ,definition of test validity seems simple, there are several types of
va idity-wttich-are-of concern to test users..Each of these types of validity takes a
somewhirdifferent approach to the assessment of the extent to which a test
measures what-it is-intended to measure. Details concerning the different types of
validity and their meaning, usage, and limitations are discussed in text books
concerned `with educational measurement.

Here the five most basic types of validity will be described. These are predictive
validity (frequently referred to as criterion-related validity), concurrent validity,
content validity, face validity, and construct validity.

Nunnally (1978) suggests that predictive validity 'is at issue when the purpose is
to use an instrument to estimate some important form of behaviour that is external
to the measuring instrument itself, the latter being referred to as the criterion'
p.87. For example, one validates a university entrance test by showing the accuracy
with which it predicts how well a group of students will perform in their academic
studies'at university. -

In operational terms, thedegree of criterion-related or predictive validity of the
_ test is estimated by the size of the correlation between test performance and
performance on the criterion variable. This correlation coefficient tends to be
referred to as a validity coefficient. It is obvious that a test will not be a valid
predictor of a criterion unless it correlates substantially with the criterion variable

. and, similarly, the higher this correlation the more valid a predictor is the test
expected to be for the particular criterion.

The term concurrent validity is used when the criterion mcasure against which
, test scores are validated is obtained at approximately the same time as the test
scores. The American Psychological Association Standards Jbr Educational and

. Psychological Tests (APA, 1974) differentiates between predictive and concurrent
validity only on the basis of the time which elapses between the assessment of the
criterion and the obtaining of test results.

Major limitations of criterion validation procedures are that in many situations
the relevance and the measureitieni-Ofihe criterion itself may be questionable. In
many situations, too, especially when dealing with more abstract developmental
concepts, there are no appropriate criteria against which a test can be validly

evaluated.
Criterion and predictive validity have their major relevance in relation to

selection tests. The tests contained in the ACER Early School Series are designed
as diagnostic tests. Their purpose is not,to predict future performance, but rather
to describe the individuals' present developmental status, and to provide the
teacher with a basis for individual zed educatiorialplanning.

. Content validity depends on the extent to which the test reflects a specified
domain of content. A thorough examination- of the literature provided an

O



Table 3.1 Multi-skill Mull-sainple Matrices for the Auditory Analysis and Conceptual Skills Tests

Tist

Sample 1 Samplt..2 Sample

Rec. Audit. Num. 1 Fig. Rec. Audit. Num. 2 Fig. Rec. Audit. Num. 3 Fig.
Con. 1 'Form. Con. 2 Form. Con. 3 Form.

Sample 1
Rec. Con.

0

Audit. 1 .49
Num. 1 .51 .36
Fig. Form 1 .32 .15 .28

Sample 2
Rec. Con. .87
Audit. 2 .77 .37

Num. 2 ' .87 .56 .14
Fig,Form. 2 .47 .31 .62

Simple 3
Rec. Con. .93 .86
Audit. 3 .64 .80 .55

Num. 3 .88 .95 .40 .28

Fig. Form 3 .64 .73 .08 .05 .06

r)

tJ
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indication of important conceptual pre-reading and language skills. The items
contained in the tests of the ACER Early School Series are intended to reflect the
content of early skill development. There are no well-defined objective criteria of
content validity. 'Inevitably content validity rests mainly on appeals to reason
regarding the adequacy with which important content has been sampled and on the
adequacy with which the content has been cast jn the form of test items'
(Nunnally, 1978, p.93).

Because the' ACER Early School Series is designed .to provide a means of
identifying, early in their school career, children who for any number of reasons
might be expected to experience problems in learning to read or other school
related activities, and because the individual tests are intended to provide
diagnostic information concerning specific areas and starting points for
intervention, content ,validity is particularly important. Part II of this Handbook
contains a detailed account of the rationale and aims for each test, the selection of
items, and their scaling. Careful item construction and test development
procedures were employed to ensure that a relevant sample of learning-related
skills were incorporated in the ACER Early Shool Series tests.

Face validity is not a validity in the measurement sense. Anastasi (1976)
c:;scribed it as follows:.

It refers not to what the test actually measures, but to what it appears superficially to
measure. Face validity pertains to whether the test 'looks valid' to the examinees who
take it, the administrative personnel who c*ide on its t*, and other technical

' untrained observers. (p.139)

The manner of presentation of tasks, the type of drawings used, and the story type
framework in which most of the items are couched should maximize the child's
interest and motivation. The latter factors contribute considerably to the validity of
the test scores obtained by testees; that is, they provide face validity.

Construct validity 'attempts, at the same time, to verify both the existence of
some hypothetical construct, and a given.test's ability to measure that construct'
(Popham, 1975, p.153). This differs from content validity, which judges whether a
test measures the variables or behaviours which make up the domain under
scrutiny. The importance of construct validity in relition to a test depends on how
abstract the function or trait is, which the test purports to measure. In the case of-
most of the,tests described in this Handbook, there is an obvious body of content
which describes the characteristics of the domain the test purports to measure. The
tests of syntactic structures probably represent the best examples of this. It is not

_ difficult to establish content validity for these tests. The constructs measured by
the tests of auditory analysis skills and the conceptual skills tests, though of
broader content than the language tests, can still be judged in terms of content
validity. Some psychological tests measure constructs for which no obvious body
of content is available, for example, creativity, intelligence, anxiety, etc. Indices of
construct validity become very important for, tests of this kind.

Popham's definition of construct validity, which was quoted above, stresses the
dual function of this type of validity. While it may be unnecessary to examine the
existence of a hypothetical construct in criterion 'or domain referenced tests, it is



Tablo`3.2

Test

Sampk A
Rec. Con.
Prep. 1
Pron. 1
Neg. 1
Com. 1

Sample B
Rec. Con.
Prep. i2
Pron. 2
Neg.'
Com 2
Sam le C
Prep 3
Ver . 3
Pro r{. 3
Ne
Co . 3

Multi-sample Matrices:for the,Tests of Syntactic Structures

. Sample A (English) Smple B (Non-English) Sample C (Mixed)

Prep?
1

erb.
1

Pron.
1

Neg. Corn. Prep. Verb. Pron. Neg. Corn. Prep. Verb. Pron. Neg. Corn.

1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3

.74

.69. .74

.12 .67 .54'

.60 .58 .56 .48
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Certainly necessary to judge construct validity in relation to its second function;
that is,-to judge how well the test measures the construct.

Before one can investigate the relit onship between a particular skill or trait and
other skills or behaviours, one must h ve confidence in one's measurement of that
skill or trait.

27

The primary concern of users and ppte
Series tests Will be with the adequacy of th
rather than with the adequacy of any- tai
confirmation of certain theoretically predic
traits and theoretical constructs. Because'
and to some degree inappropiiate, to gsta
done in norm-referenced tests, by means

ial users of the ACER Early School
tests as measures of particular skills,

s which might be determined by the
d associations with measures of other

f this it was regarded as unnecessary,
lish construct validity, as traditionally

factor loadings.
The high stability of the Rasch calibrateihitein difficulties and ability estimates

across different, completely independent saMples provides a considerable amount
of support for the construct validity of the tests.

Further, an attempt was made to examine the consistency with which the tests
measure the skills and constructs they were \designed to measure by a partial
investigation of the convergent and discrigiinant validity of the tests (Allen and
Yen, 1979; CamPbeff and FiSke,-1959; Stilliva)t and Feldman, 1979). Campbell
and Fiske (1959) first advocated this met* of test validation as a logical
extension of the concept of construct validity (APA, 1954) and of Cronbach and
Meehi's (1955) theoretical considerations. The,method is 'used when two or more
traits are measured by two or more methods. ,'

As used by Campbell and Fiske (1959) the term !convergent validity' refers to
the notion that, if a test provides a valid measure of a trait, then, even if one
attempts to measure the trait by quite different methods, the methods ought to
produce similar results. In. other words, different means of measureinent would
converge in the measuilement'of the same trait. Discriminant validity refers to
their notion that, if the measurement, is valid, its result:

should disctiminatrtraits that are distinct. That is, even if we measure different traits by
the same method, our results should not correlate too highly because they are different
traits, validly measured ...Thus the correlation across different traits should not be too
large or we might begin to suspect that our measures are invalid perhaps due to some
sort of methodological contamination. (SullWan and Feldman, 1979, p.18 -19)

The 'method of convergent- and discriminant validation utilizes a matrix of
intercorrelations among measurements representing at least two traits, each
measured by at least two methods. Measures of the same trait across methods are
expected to correlate higher with each other than they do with different traits
involving the different methods, and ideally even within the same method.

Campbell and Fiske's (1959) methodology was uSed partially in the validation of
the present series of tests. Specifically for the present purposes the term
`convergent validity' refers to the extent to wl ;h items measuring a particular
skill yield similar results indifferent samples of children, making the fundamental
assumption that different and independent samples of children in whom the same
skill is measured should' converge on similar results. Discriminant validity,
howeVer, refers to the extent tO'which the measurements of different skills within

o
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28 INTRODUCTION

one sample lead to different results. In other words, discriminant validity implies
that the skills which differ from one another should produce different results the.°

jowey(correlations) even if they weremeasured in,the same person.
,? In the investigation of convergent and discriminant validity of the tests in the

ACER Early School Series, therefore, measures of the same skills across different
samples are expected to correlate more highly than they do with measures of
,different, though at times related, skills within, the same sample.

The performances of three samples of children were intercorrelated for the non-
language and language tests separately. The results are presented in Tables3.1 and
3.2 respectively. The three samples whose results are presented in Table 3.1 were

independent and,unselected. In. Table 3.2, Sample A consisted of children who
were native speakers of English. All -children in Sample &came from families
whRre English was not spoken in the home, and Sample C was an unselected
sample containing children from English and non-English language backgrounds.

. The correlations presented within the triangles of these tables represent the
relationship between the measurements of different skills within each one of the
three samples. The correlation coefficients above the empty triangles reflect the
similarities of-measures of the same skill in different samples, and hence the
convergent validity of the skills measured by the tests.

Inspection of Tables 3.1 and 3.2 shows that all values of the correlation
coefficients in the diagonals,above the empty triangles are considerably higher than
those presented within the triangles. The correlations representing same skill%
different sample relationships ranged from .64 to .95 for the auditory analysis and
conceptual skills tests, and from .87 to .99 in the tests of language skills. These
validities are extremely high. The relatively highL: correlations obtained in the
language tests can be interpreted to show higher validity of these tests than of the
non-language tests. Auditory analysis and conceptual skills are from less easily
deflned.and probably broader domains than the knowledge of syntactic structures
assessed in the language tests.

U
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Purpose

0

Area A: Tests of Auditc\ry
Analysis Skills \

An ability to discriminate between speech sounds is a prerequisite not ly for the
production of speech (Kamil and Rudegeair, 1972) but also for reading Bateman,
1968; Robinson. 1972; Rosner and Simon, 1971; Zigmond, 1969).

Both the Auditory, Discrimination Test and the Recognition of Initial consonant
Sounds Test are designed for the assessment of skill,/ pf auditory analysis. The term
'auditory analysis', as used here, refers to the resolution of spoken wards i to their
phonemic elements. The importance of this skill is stressed 'by Rosner (I 73):

Learning to read, regardless of instructional system, requires the transforms ion of
visual symbols into verbal language, be it audible or covert ... the child must I arn to

"- torisretheinsictodthrffins-dleatttirrattrtitettilarsimmtrat
The aim of the Auditory Analysis Testeonlained in the ACER Early School Se 'es is

. to assess the child's ability to identify acoustic elements in-the spoken word..This
skill is regarded as an important preliminary step to the process of recognizingthe
acoustic components of the reading and spelling code as heard in spoken language.

I

o

_
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TORY DISCRIMINATION TEST

Rationale
The term 'auditory discrimination' is generally used to describe the abili to
differeptiate each sound of the language from every other (e.g. Lorry, 970;
Sabatino and Miller, 1979). As a child develops skill ill discriminating %4Run s, he
or she must also becomeincreasingirproficieittinlecognizing4hern in-a-variety-of
phonetic contexts, and eventual! gain-the same-meaning from the spoke-fair
written word. The child who has di cu ty eariiig s pee s

has difficulty reieating sequences involving those soup s.
Some children have difficulty in sound recognition, or the selection of relevant

frqgxkeey..gtt%ajglitoggk_nuli.an_d-tu ce _ _
difficulty in listening in-The-cfass7txnv4heir haviour-is-often-marked by

- nr ....t.tt pc 4.2446 et.*".-.4,4ste,114,4Ct

duei 4l4.4.1.4.2ateciLeak144,?0410.41.4%.01zetoete,....e3sauke

distractibility, short attention span, and a lack bf res
also been found between poor articulation ability an
school beginners (Kamil and Rudegeairt_9_72;ica
Venezky, 1969).

Some authors (e.g. Hillerich, 1974; Kirk, 1

Schiefelbusch, 1972) believe that the developme
skills is strongly related to age, and that four- to fiv
hear differences of one phoneme in words unless t
perceptuatmechanisms are physically iMpiired:WepmairTest-ustrs-would tem) to
disagree with this view. Wepman(1958) found that five- and six-year-o lckhildren
with fo'w scores in auditory diicriminatiou skill developed ackquate ability in {he
,subsequent two_yeam i'lle-y---were rhos children whose dis6iminatory abilities

,...,,-devel6red relatively ilowly:Hoiii-eVer; the-same-study suggests that older children
with similarly low scores, in this 'ability are less likely to show_ extensive

improvement
-In any event, whether the.child's disability is caused by delayed development,

physical factors,' psychological variables, or all of these, it is advisable for the
teacher be e aware a the extent of the problem and, where possible to
provide spec ntion. Such. individual differences-even where they are
developmen lly determined and therefore relatively temporary, coinciding with

mt. A high correlation as L

poor discrimination skills.in
il, 19,70; Skeet, Calfee, aitd

66; McLean, Yoder, an
t of auditory discrimirTairo
year-old children are able to
eir hearing dr other auditory
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individuals (e.g. Hammill and Lirsen, 1974; Skeel, Calfee, and Venezky, 1969).

32 \ THE 'TESTS

1-1h-e-begintiriro f-schoOlinv-can lead to severe and lasting disadvantage for some

Difficulty-or inability to perform well on auditory discrimination tasksuan be the
result of differences in lustoihary sound patterns between languages. This may
frequently be the case among school beginners in Atistralia. On the other hand it

_
cambe-argited that,disabilities, whether in auditory discrimination abilities or in

. other areas; should be identified even where they-may be the result of a physical

deficit. Rif leacher,is in an excellent position to alert parents and health
p_ersonmi-who-might further investigate the possibility of such a deficit.

A test of auditory discrimination skills was included in the ACER Early School
Series because of the consistently demonstrated importance of this skill for the

"---"derelliFigiirorrpeFEE, reading, and spelling, and because such a high proportion
Vralian schools come from non-English-speaking homes.

Description ,

The Auditory Discrimination Test is a 40-item test. Eactritems poses an English
speech-sound discrimination task in which the child is required to respond to a
stimulus word by indicating which of two pictures, representing similar sounding
words, represents the stimulus.

The testincludes the same types of sound contrasts as the Wepman Test (1958)'
trliecause...oLkdiffdrent procedureof testin& avoids the two major problems

which are frequently encountered in the use of the Wepman Test. It has been

foun at itietwirmairproblems--Niith-the.Wepman Auditory Discrimination
. Tests are that youngchildlen, and children whose native language is not English,

do not always understand the cogsepis.'same' and 'different' auditory memory
is a major factor being tested in the Wepman Test (Flower, 1968). and that it is
impossible to separate auditory discrimination and auditory memory prigksies
frOm the 'child'rperforsmance on the test.-

The same/different problem was avoided in the ACER test by requiring thechild

to mark the appropriate picture. The contamination of the individual's
performance vilth auditory memory skills was avoided by providing one stimulus
word instead of two. Coltheart and Curthoys (1968) and others have commented
on the procedure, used ip, a number of screening tests, ofjraving only twb response
alternatives.lt is accepted that` the teatee has a 50 per cent chance of producing the
correct response by random guessing, although research has shown that t e
probability of chance success in a two-picture auditory discrimination task with
young children is much less than 50 per cent (Fraser, Bellugi, and BroWn, 1963).

The provision of Multiple alternatives would certainly increase the .memory
requirement of the task.. In the ACER Audit* Discrimination Test, an attempt
was made to eliminate.the memory viriable as far as poOble. Other constraints

impbsed on the design of the test were the need to reduce the time required for
testing and the need.to limit financial expenditure. The cost of the test would have
been consiaerably higher had three or four response alternatives been provided.
5hortening of the, test in favour of additional response alternatives was regarded as
_undesirable because initial pilot data showed varying difficulty levels for different

soynd combinations.

40
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As testing is likely to be taking place in very small groups, it Was assumed that

the tester Would be able toldentify random marking more readily than would be
the case if larger groups were tested. Furthermore it is expected that diagnostic
interpretationsnf the test performances will be made only after taking into account
many other sources of inconsistency and disturbance which may have influenced
the test results. A further discussion of these is presented at the end of this chapter.

Developruznt
.

.

Initial item trials wereconducted with three sets of 30 items in a number, of
kindergartens and inner .city, schools. Tkials were conducted with short tests of
varying item - number with' two, three, and four response alternatives. The
increased memory requirement for a four-choice test caused obvious interference
in the performance of some kindergarten and migrant children. A tendency to
,inspect only. the first two or middle two pictures was noted among these children.
In the three-choice case,-also, the strategy of comparing only two pictures was f

observed butless frequently.,
Different testing procedures were tried out in one-to-one testing situations. For

the majority of children, no difference was found between a two stimulys words
same/different procedure and the 'procedure finally adopted in the present test.
This procedurewas preferred because the same/different procedure complicates
response requirements somewhat when used as a paper and penciltest, and
because of possible difficulties With the same/different concept (Flower, 1968)
especially for very young and migrant children. Other reasons for the choice of the

- mode of administratipn adopted in the test were presented in the previous section.

Administration and Scoring
The time required for administration of all 40 items depends on the maturity and .
possible handicaps of the testee, and the size of the group of individuals to whom
the test is being administered. During trial testing, the initial instructions and the
administrations of the three practice items took two to five minutes. Individual
items tended to require less than 30 seconds each.

The tests -included in the ACER Early School Series are designed to be poWer
tests, not speed tests. On the basis of the experience gained from trial testin / it is
suggested that the performance of very slow responders 1s unlikely to be in oved
if More than 30 seconds are allowed for each item.

The Auditory Discrimination Test can be administered in parts over a nwhber of
sessions. In this case, the three practice items,are administered at the beginning of
each testing session, and they are follOwed by the itenrsubsequent to the( last item

administered during° the previous session. This procedure is recddimended
partitularV fdr Very.young and handicapped children. Materials required consist.of

the Dirac:ion:V*0r Administrationwhich contain general and detailed instructions for

\ the administration of the Auditory,..DiscriMination Test, a test booklet, cardboard
marker, crayon or pencil for each child, and a spare test booklet which the tester
uses for demonstration purposes. The instructions are in simple English and are
printed out in full for each item.'

.
K
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Table 4,1 Auditory Discrimination Test: performance of 194 School Beginners

Obtained scores

Total
sample

Home language

Non-English English

Mode 40 (54%) .40 (39%) 40 (57%)

Median 40 0 40

Mean 38.6 . 37.0 39.0

SD 3.7 4.0 , 3.5

SE 0.3 0.6 0.3

Average item facility 96.3% 92.5% 97.4%

SD ; 3.0% . 8.0% 2.2%

KR 20 '0.92 0.87 _ 0.94
N 194 38 156

Scoring
A score key is provided. One point is given for each correct item. POssible points
for each item are zero (0) or one (1), The raw score for the-test is provided by the

sum of correctly completed items. Possible total scores for the test raw from zero
(0) to forty (40). Tables 4.4 and A.2 allow the conversion of raw scores to Rasch.
scaled developmental ability scores.

Research Results
This section contains descriptions of the performances of different samples of
children on the Auditory Discrimination Test. These research results are presented
here toassist users of the test in their interpretatiOn of test results by providing

them with comparative data.
Table 4.1. presents a summary of the performances of 194 children from the-

representative sample of 197 school beginners, described in Chapter 3, who were
tested approxiniately six weeks after the beginning of the school year.

As shown in Table 4.1, among the total sample, 54 per cent of children
completed all items correctly, i.e. obtained a total score of 40 on the test. This

-it performance level is lower than might have been expected in a perceptual ability
which is generally expected to have developed adequately at the stage when the
child begins formal schooling. Only 39, per cent of the children from non-English
language backgrounds completed all items correctly. This information is presented
here, not to underline differences between groups of children,-but rather to focus

on the fact that a large proportion of children have not reached a level of auditory
discrimination ability, which many teachers and parents tend to take for granted.
Criterion cut-off scores are naturally inappropriate in a diagnostic test of this type.

To validate further the findings obtained, tom the representative sample, the
results of another 599 school beginners -were provided by 13 teachers and school
counsellors who tested unselected samples from city and rural schools of varying
sizes. For analysisIthese data were divicld into two sets according to the expected
proportion of non- English language background childrqn in the sample schools.
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As expected, the Auditory Discrimination Test results of the two samples differed
to the, extent that in the sample including fewer children from non-English
language backgrounds, which consisted of 249 school beginners, 57 per mit of
children obtained full score on the test, while in the other sample, which consisted
of 359 school beginners, only 27 per cent completed the test without errors.
Testing of both samples took place in the same week, eight weeks after the
begiking of the school year:

Table 4.2 shows the difficulty found by children in the different samples for each
item of the Auditory Qiscrimination Test. The facility of each item is expressed in
terms of the percentile of .khildren in tthe'saanple who completed the item

,v correctly. The orderiritof items in the'final,version of the test was determined-by
- the performance of the total representative sampler--The item difficulties for the
validity:samples arepresented in the last two columns of 'able 4.2. The headings A
arid B refer to the samples with a high and low prOportion Of non-English language
background children respectively: , ,

Table .4-.2 shows that for most items only a small percentage of children
experienced difficulty, ;This percentage was considerably higher among children
from non-English backgrounds than among the native speakers of Engliih. An
appreciable difference in the within-group variability ot, difficulties is reflected in
the. observable difference in standard deviations. The native speakers of English
tended to do better.on the tests and the variation between individuals within this

,group was considerably smaller than among non-English language background
children- It is interesting to note that, although the latter tended to performleis
well on the test as awhole than ,their English language background, peers, the
former performed better on some individual items. This emphasizes the
.importance of a focus on individual differences and the diagnosis -of strengths and
weaknesses of individuals, rather than a differentiation:of one group of children
from another or a categorization and labelling of children.

Interpretation of &Ores .

Table 4,3 shows the estimates of Rasch item difficulties (Di) and standard errors,
(SE& for the difficulty estimate, for, each item in the representative and the
validation samples. No, significant difference was found in the Rasch item
difficulties between the threesamples'(k!----, 0.01, df2, 117, p >0.05).

Table 4.4 shows, Rasch-scaled ability estimates (Ai) and standard errors (SEA;)

. for each estimate for the three samplei. Inspection of Table 4.4 indicates that the
Rasch ability, estimates .obtained from raw scores in the three separate and
independent samples-show,yery close agreement. This shows the stability of the
Auditory Discrimination, .Test as. a measurement tool. The Rasch - scaled ability
estimates are quite Mdependent'of the sample of children from which they were
obtained. In other words the iascit,ability obtained by a,child will be the same no

,
Matter, in-which group of child/en tjtethild is tested., .

The correlations between the' ein diffieuhiesObtained for the three completely
independent groups were positive and reasonably. high. This, suggests that, while
the ease with which different grOupg ,_solved ,the: tasks varied because of
developmental or other differences betweeriihese groups; the performances of the
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Table 4.2 Auditory DiscriMination Test: Item Difficulties Expressed as Percentage
Correct

Item

Representative sample Validation sample

Total Non-English A

1 bee 99.--,-, 100 a 97 -98

2 soap, 99 :100 96 98

3 bed 99 '100 98 99 t

4 bat 99 100 97 97

5sauce 99 97 96 98

6 puzzle 99 100 96 96

7 tree 99 100 99 99

8 ship 99 100 97 99,
9 feather

10 see saw
99 . -
99

97
100

93
95 .,

98
98

11 fish 98 97 96 100

12 --bell 98 100 98 100

13 clock 98 100 93 97

14 money 98 97 98 98

15 rock 98. 95 97 98

16 plane 98 95 , 98 100

17 grass 98 97 98 98

18 cotton 98, 97 94., 94

19 tooth 98 92 93 96

20 play 98 97 96 96

21 pig 97 100 98 99

22 sweep 97 92 , 96 97

23 sheep 97 97 95 96

24 toe 97 951 97 98

25 pen 96 92 81 88

26 +ash 96 89 95 94

27 roof 96 89 97 97

28 pet 95 84 86 93

29 fruit 95 92 ,, 94 93

30 stool 95 84 \9 94

31 pin 95 89 4 98

32' path 94 84 84, 89

33 town 94 87 87\ 92

34 pearl 93 87 , 90 ; 93

35 mouth 93 76 , 90 A 95

- 36 peel 93 -92 88 \ 93

37 knot 92 '82 82 91

38 board 90 74 88 \ 94

39 'cap 89 '79 66 " 88

40 fountain 87 71 .86 , 92

96.3 92.5 92.8 95.8

SD 3.0 8.0 6.4 3.2

N 194 38 350 249

t
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Table 4.3 Auditory JDiscrimination Test: Ranch - scaled Items, Difficulty Estimates
(DO; and Standard Errors (SED1) for Three Independent Samples

Item

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

_17,,
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

36
37
38
39
40
X
SD
Na

Representative sample \ Validation samples

A

Di SE(D0 Di SEED;) Di SE(Do

61.6 1.3 56.7 0.9 56.4 1.5

60.7 1.4 1 64.3 0.7 60.2 ., 1.2

60:0 1.4 55.6 1.0 54.8 1.6

57.9 1.6 58.6 0.9 58.1 1.3

57.0 1.7 54.1 1.1 55.7 1.5

`57.0 1.7 54.1 1.1 53.8 1.7

57.0 1.7 55.6 1.0 55.7 1.5

56.4 1.7 57.9 0.9 59.1 1.3

55.2 1.9 55.9 1.0 56.1 1.5

55.2 1.9 56.9 0.9 55.7 1.5

55.2 1.9 50.2 1.4 55.7 1.5

55.2 1.9 51.5 1.3 54.8 J.6
52.8 2.3 50.3 1.4 48.4 2.6

52.8 2.3 59.1 0.8 59.6 1.3

52.8 2.3 49.2 h5 55.2 ... 1.6

51.7 .- 2.5 46.8 1.8 50.4 2.2

51.7 "2.5 ...46.2 1.9 52.9 2.9

1 50.5 2.8 43.1 2.4 43.0 4.1

5 7.8 `, 47.3 1.8 50.4 2.2

50.5 2.8 49.9 1.5 52.0 2.0

48.9 3.2 51.5 1:3 51.2 2.1

48.9 .2 47.8 1.7 52.0 2.0

46.6 3.9 47.8 1.7 39.0 5.7

46.6 3.9 44.0 2.3 39.0 5.7
46.6 3.9 51.5 1.3 50.4 2.2

46.6 3.9 43.1 2.5 45.4 3.3

° 46.6 3.9 45.6 2.0 43.0 4.1

46.6 3.9 44.1 2.3 39.0 5.7

46.6 3.9 44.8 2.1 48.4 2.6

46.6 3.9 50.6 1.4 54.3 1.7

42.8 5.4 46.2 1.9 49.5 2.4

42.8 ,' 5.4 -47.3 - 1.8 45.4 3.3

42.8 5.4 48.3 1.6 , 52.6 1.9

42.8 5.4 38.9 3.5 43.0 4.1

42.8 5.4 45.6 2.0 43.0 4.1

42.8 5.4 51.5 1.3 , 48.4 2.6

42.8 5.4 49.2 1,5 47.1 , 2.9
42.8 , 5.4, 46.2 1.9 45,4 ' 3.3

42.3 ', 5.4 48.7 1.6 43.0 4:1

42.8 5.4 44.0 2.3 39.0 5.7

50.0 50.0 50.1

5.8 5.3 1 6.1

89 89 \ 2'54 254 106 108

a The differences in N between Tables 4.1 and 4.2, and Tables 4.3 and 4.4 are due to the
fact that Rash analyses exclude individuals who have obtained full scores or zero
scores on the test.
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Table 4.4 Auditory Discrimination Test: Ranch Ability Estimates (Ai) and Standard
Errors (SEA,) for Three Independent Samples

Representative sample Validation samples

A B

Raw
score Ai SE(M) Ai SE(,ki) Ai SE(Ai)

1 29.1 5.8 29.7 5.6 28.7 5.9

2' 33.2 4.1 33.7 4.0 32.9 4.2

3 . 35.6 3.4 36.1 3.3 35.4 3.5 \

4 37.4 3.0 37.8 2.9 37.2 3.1

5 38.9 2.7 39.2 2.7 38.7 2.8

6 40.1 2.5 40.4 2.5 39.9 2.6

7 41.1 2.4' 41.4 2.3 41.0 -2.4

8 42.1 2.3 42.3 2.2 41.9 2.3

9 42.9 2.2 43.1 2.1 42.8 2.2

10 43.7 2.1 43.9 - 2.0 43.6 2.1

11 44.5 2.0 44.6 2.0 44.4 2.1

12 45.2 2.0 45.3 1.9 45.1 2.0

13 45.8 1.9 43.9' 1.9 54.3 2.0

14 46.5 1.9 46.6 1.8 46.4 1.9

15 47.1 1.9 47.2 1.8 47.0 1.9,

16 47.7 1.8 47.8 1.8 47.6 1.9

17 48.3 .1.8 , 48.2 1.8 48.2 -1.9

18 48.9 1.~8 48.9 & 1.8 48.8 1.9%

19 49.4 1.8 49.4 1.8 4 49.4 1.8

/0 50.0 1.8 50.0
8

50.0 1.8

21
.

1.850.6 ,,,,, 1.8 50.6 50.6 1.8

21 51,1 1.8 , 51.1 1.8 51.2 1.9

2-3 51.7 1.8 51.7 1.8 51.8 1.9
24 52.3 1.8 52.2 1.8 52.4 1.9

25' 52.9 1.9 52.8 1.8 53.0 1,9

26 53.5 1.9 53.4 1.8 - 53.6 1.9

27 54.2 1.9 54.1 1.9 54.3 2.0

28 54.8 , 2.0 54.7 1.9 54.9 2.0

29 55.5 2.0 55.4 2.0 55.7 2.1

30 56.3 2.1 56.1 2.0 56.4 2.1

31 57.1 2.2 56.9 2.1 57.2 2.2

32 57.9 2.3 . 57.7 2.2 58.1 2.3

33 58.9 2.4 58.6 2.3, .59.0 2.4

34 59.9 2.5 59.6 2.5 60.1 2.6

35 61.1 2.7 60.8 2.7 61.3 2.8

36 62.6 3.0 62.2 2.9 62.8 3.1

37 64.4 3.4 63.9 3.3 64.6 3.5 k

38 66.8 4.1 66.3 4.0 67.1 4.2

39 70.9 5.8 70.3. 5.6 71.3 5.9

N 89 89 254 254 106
'

106
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representative sample and validation sample A showed reasonable similarity in the

rank order of item difficulties. Individuals in validation sample B appeared to differ

more from the other two groups. -

The ordering of the ability estimates obtained in the three samples was very
similar and shows the stability of the measuremenras it relates to-the locations of
particular individuals on the ability assessment provided by the test. The ability

estimate provided by the Auditory Discrimination Test is thus shown to be
unaffected by the performance of the group within which the individual is tested.

Table 4.5 shows the correlations between Rasch item difficulties on the left side,
and the correlations between the ability estimates for The groups on the right side.

nplications
IAhhough the ability to discriminate between sounds, like any other perceptual
ability, is considered to be developmental in nature and, although some younger or

. more slowly developing children haVe been observed to make rapid improvement
in these skills when .they grew older, it cannot be denied that the very fact that
some children begin -school at a stage when their-ability io discriminate sounds is
beloii the level of that of their peers and/or below a level of-adequacy indicates a

need for intervention and remediation.
Compensatory training kparticularly important in the case of handicapped

children. For individuals who, in a number of retest situations, show little or no
improvement in auditory discrimination ability, full consideration needs to be
given to this problem in the design of language and reading programs. For
example; Johnson and Myklebust (1967) showed that manyaphasic children have

severe auditory discrimination diffictiltieS along with delayed language

development. For these children and children with physiologically based hearing

deficits, compensatory teaching strategies in language and initial reading
instruction should certainly make greater use of visual and kinesthetic cues. The
literature, particularly in the ERIC system,, contains many references which will be

found useful by teachers both in regular and special classrooms, and by parents and

others who are engaged in helping children overcome delayed development or to

compensate for deficits in this area.
Suggestions of specific activities, which may be found useful in the training of

auditory analysis skills more generally, are provided at the end of Chapter 5, as
they cover the skills assessed by both the Auditory Discrimination Test and the
Recognition of Initial Consonant Sounds Test.

It is important to consider certain limitations of the test. Tests of auditory
discrimination provide a useful procedure to determine_whether an individtral can

distinguish sound similarities between syllables or words, but they do not identify
'individuals whOse primary disability relates to sound perception within words.

k Since many different kinds ofauditory interferences and disturbances (e.g. lack of
vocabulary, phonetic incompetence, foreign accents, inconsistencies in the tester's

presentation of stimulus words, environmental poise, etc.) may be influencing the
child's test performance, it is necessary to expldre the individual testee's auditory

:1*
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Table 4.5 Amiltory Discrimination Test: Correlations between Item Difficulties and
between Ability E_semates for Three Independent Samples of School
Beginners 1 '

Item difficulty (Di) ' Ability estimate (Ai)

Sample Validity A. Validity& Validity A Validity B

Representative .71 .41 .99 .91

Validity A .51 .91

ability in many bordering areas. These-areasinclude;

1 hearing similarities and differences in words
2 distinguishing similar parts of words
3 blending sounds into words
4 following auditory sequences
5 analysis and synthesis of syllables and individual sound sequences.

p
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RECOGNITION OF INITIAL
CONSONANT SOUNDS TEST

Rationale
The genetal points made in the purpose statement introducing the tests of auditory
analysis skills section of the Handbook and in the rationale for the Auditory
Discrimination Test cover the Recognition of Initial Consonant Sounds Test. These
points will nOt be repeated here. The reader intending to use the Ricogniiion of
Initial Consonant Sounds Test is advised to consult the relevant sections earlier in
this Handbook.' t.

The content of the following paragraphs will be concerned with thon aspects of
the' assessment of auditory analysis skills which are specific to the ability to
recognize initial consonants.

Letters in the initial and final positions of words have a special role in reading. They
begin or end not only their word but also a phoneme, a syllable, or morpheme, and
usually, a spelling' pattern. (Ruben, 1978, p.171)

Research has shOwn that children just learning to read use initial letters as cues in
word recognition more often than they use either medial letters or word shape
(Marchbanks and Levin, 1965; Rubin, 1978; Williams, Blumberg, and William,
1970).

Although adults utilize initial letters less often than children (Williams,
Blumberg, and Williams, 1970) it has. been shown that they are more likely to
perbeive initial letters more accurately than lettets in any other position in
tachistoscopic presentations (Brtl r and O'Dowd, 1958; Haslerud and Clark,
1957). initial letters play an iniporlEt role in facilitating the recall of words in the
absence of visual presentation: On occasions when a person finds himself in the
state of baying a word 'on the tip of the tongue', he or she is most likely to
remember initial sounds or letters (Brown and McNeill, 1966; Rubin 1975, 1978).
Vowels have been found to be used more frequently in word recogniti9n than
consonants (Groff, 1978) anditre genirally regarded as learnt more easily. For this

i reason'the Present test is based on the recognition of initial consonants and does
not include words starting with vowel sounds.

The Auditory Discrimination Test and the Word Knowledge Test focus on whole _

words. The ability to segment words is increasingly being regarded as an important

49
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prerequisite skill for reading and spelling (Durkin, 1966; Ehri, 1979; 'Elkonin,

1971, 1973; Fox and Routh, 1976; Liberman and Shankweiler, 1977).
The processes underlying the recognition of initial consonants include the

analysis and synthesis of words. Practice in this type of task can be expected to
increase the child's sensitivity to the structure of words (Goldstein, 1976; Otto and
Chester, 1976). Goldstein's proposition was that a phonemic sensitivity might
operate both as a cause and a consequence of linguistic capability and learning to

read; that is, that the posiession of these skills helps in the learning of reading but
that learning to read also improves these skills.

Gbldstein's (1966) findings and those of Fox and Routh (1976) and Liberman
and Shankweiler (1977) suggest that increased sensitivity to word and letter
Sounds may well be. operating as a facilitator in the acquisition of language and
reading skids. _

The skills of phonemic analysis and sy,nthesis taught and assessed by the
Recognition of Initial Consonant Sounds Testwere found to correlate with learning to
read (Calfee, Lindamood, and Lindamood, 1973; Chaff, Roswell, and Blumenthal,

1963; Rosner, 1973):
As was suggested previously the auditory analysis skills assessed in both the

Auditory Discrimination Test ind in the Recognition cif Initial Consonant Sodnds Test

have been regarded as a prerequisite for and a component of the processes o1
mading and spelling. Both these activities demand that the *individual is able to

recognize and to relate the phonemic elements of the spoken word to the printed
or written code.

Foclising on initial consonants is expected to acquaint the child with a further
basic concept, namely that the phorlertlic elements in a word 'have a §pecific
wmporal organization. -In other words, the individual learns that the blended

sounds of spoken word occur in a precise sequence. f
In this-connection, it is important to recognize-that an individual does not need

Ito know the names of lettersin order to learn to read. Rather he pr she should have
established certain frequently occurring sound associations for letters. The laud
skill and the ability to name letters are quite different. (An extensive discussion of
evidence on this point is provided by Hillerich, 1966.) Tests or knowledge of letter

names are a type of test which correlates well with reading sacess, but this type of
test has no diagnostic value.

A further purpose of the Recognition of Initial Consonant Sounds Test materializes

from the methodology of test administration. Each consonant sound is taught as

part of the iten by which it is tested. This procedure was designed not only to
utiliie testing time for instructional purposes but, more importantly, to provide
the teacher with an indication of the child's ability to learn.

Description
The Recognition of Initial Consonant Sounds Test is a 17 -item pictorial test. Each
item consists of two parts. During the initial part ofthe item, the tester teaches the
relevant initial consonant sound utilizing four pictorial representations of words
beginning with that sound or sound combination. The second part of each item

50
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requires the testee to respondio four stimulus words of which two begin with theli
previously taught consonant sound. The testee's response consistsof placing a
cross (X) on the correct pictures.

The pictures consist of simple, easily recognizable, single object drawings. Each
page Of the disposable test booklet contains three items.

DeVelopment
Theinitial item pool of 20 items was tried out first in one-to-one testing situations,
and later with groups of between three and eight children in two kindergartens and
in preparatory grades in three schools. A number of teachers assisted in these
trials, Three out of the 20 items, were consistently found to be much more difficult
than the 'other items in the test. They w?re items relating to consonant sound
combinations which wereas a result of advice from teachers and panel members,
subsequently deleted from the test. This left:the Recognition of Initial Consonant
Sounds Test as a 17-item tist.-

Research data on the test were gathered from a total of 797 school beginners.
The representative sample, described in Chapter 3, consisted of 197 children.
Performance data from four additional . unselected samples were provided by
teachers and school counsellors. Two of these samples consisted of 150 children_
each. The other,two groups consisted of 200 and 100 children each. The areas in
which the schools constituting these samples were situated differed in socio-
economic status and in the proportion of pupils from a non-English language

ckground.iTesting of these samples did ,not necessarily coincide.

Adikinistrition and Scoring .
. . . .

As noted in the description df this test, the administration of each item is preceded
by a preliminary exercise which is intended to teach the consonant sound which is

4 to be test
.. The tine required for each item depends on the maturity and possible handicaptest

;-

of the testee.. The amount of school experience and the size of the group of
individuals td\whom the test ikbeing administered at one time will influence the

. time required rqthis test more than any of the other tests.contained in the ACER
Early School Series. J '

Unless used as ale-test, for example at the end of the preparatory school year or
at the beginning of Year 1, it is suggested that this test be administered in several
parts over a number osessions. When this procedure is followed, the preliminary
exercise is administere at the beginning of each testing session. This is then
followed by the item su equen to the last item completed during the previous
session.

During trial testing the avepge time required for the first administration of lout
items including the practice item to groups of three to five children,early in the
preparatory year, was approxim tely 15 minutes. if.the test is administered in the
second-half of the school year o on subsequent administrations, this time can be
expected to be reduced to approxi ately 10 minutes. When testing in one-to-one
situations, even the first administration of the test should take less than 10 minutes
for four items.

c
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To lok°5.1 Recognition of Initial Consonant Sounds Test: Performince of 197 School
Beginners

Obtained scores

Home language .

Total
sample Non-English English

,... Median 1014

15 (13\ 17 (33%)
-16-

Mode 17 (28%)

Mean 12.6 9.3 , ' 13.4

SD 1 5.3 5. 4.9
0.4 49 0.4

Average item facility 74.3% 54.5% 79.0% 0

5D 7.1% 11.5% - 6.4%

KR 20 0.94 ,0.91 0.94

N ' 197 , 37 155

The tests contained in the ACER Early School Series are power tests, not speed
tests. Because of the instructional content of the Recognition of Initial Consonant

Sounds Test, speed should,in fact, be largely disregarded.
/ Materials required consist ofthe Directions for Administration, a test booklet,
cardboard marker, crayon or pencil for each child, and a spare, est booklet which

---Ahee tester can use for demonstration purposes. The Directions for Administration
contain full instructions for each item.

\ Scoring'
A score key is prbvided. A score of one point is given for each correctly completed
item. Possible points fOr each item are zero (0) or one (1). This means that for an
item to be completed correctly, both response pictures pertaining to the consonant
tested must be masked correctly. The procedure of requiring two responses for
each item is designed to increase the reliability of the test. No partial scores are
awarded, but the teacher will find the observatiOn of partially correct items of some

diagnostic value. .

-The raw_score-for the total test is provided by the sum of correctly -completed
items. Possible total scores for the test range from zero (0) to seventeen (17).

. Table 5.4 allows for the conversion of raw scores to Rasch-scaleddevelopmentil
ability scores. 0

1 0
I-,L,..- Research Results .: 0 f

- This section provides a summary of the results obtained on the Recognition of

. Initial Consonant Sounds Testby the representative sample described in Chapter 3,
and by four validation groups, described in the section on the development of the

test. ..
.

..

Table 5.1 describes the'performance of the representative sample of 197 school
beginners. Inspection of Table 5.1 shows that one third of the children whose
home language was English completed all items of the test correctly at is first

r. 52
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Oft of Initial Consonant Sounds Test: Item Milieu Mei Expressed
I a Perientage C

r

. -
1 ,

Item '''t

1 DA 1,

2 pt. -1
3 iml 1,-.

4 111-
5 Iii A .

.6 [WI

t/6-,", C . 7 Ish) 1'
8 (dl i
9 [rd

10 re :, I ,
11h icsl,st,s0

. ',112c 'b.]
,,r 13 [col

.1114 [cl

.. 15 (hl .

. .
Representative sample . Validation sample

- Total Non-English A B . . A
. .

' 83 68 85 77 67

' 83 *68 86 77 65

80 59 82 79 .65
79 54 -, 83 74 62 ,,- 79 57 73 71 61

) j 78 . -63 76 77 78i 77 57 , 82 77 64.
77 59 76 68 .58

:-A 77 i 59 72 63 . 54
. " 75 65 80 66 -60

75 65 78 : 69 54
73 49 71 76 62
70 .., 51 77 64 56
69, 43 78 66 59
67 38 . 80 6; . 59

16 Ivl -4'.:,
. 4 17 lt1 ,

Average item facility'
SD '. i
N

,-

66 ' ; .43
55 27
74.3 54.5

7.1 11.5
19T 37

,

. , , ,
administration. Only 13' per cent of the children froitii non-English language
backgrounds were able to coMplOe all items correctly at the initial administration;
of ,the test. Comparison of the average performance scores (mod, median, and '*
mean) of the two groups shows, not unexpectedly, an obvious disadvantage in this

s ,

Skill for the children whose home language is not English. THis finding is noted not
to stress differences in performance between different groups of children but to

\ ,.

it underline the importance of an assessment of thislypetof receptive-language ability --JO
. .

B .

59'
59
57
53 1

48
55
58
46 4'
46
44
49
49
39
44.
40 ,

69 57 53 32 ,
63 59- 41 26.
77.1 69:9 59.3 47.3

6.1 6.8 6.8 9.4
;150 150 . 200 100 .

..

and the need for appropriate intervention procedures to reduce the risk of long-
ranging disadvantage. ,

This point is further emphasized by the results of the four validation groups,
31 percent (N'= 150), 26 percent (N = 150), 18 per cent (N = 200), and

8 per cent1N , 100) of children completed II items of the RecoAition of Initial
Consonant Sounds Test correctly at the first a inistration of the test.

Table 5.2 shows how diffiCult each item bf he. Recognition of Initial Consonant
Sounds Test was foundiv children in the diff rent samples. The facility of each
item is expressed ip terms o: the percentak of children in the sample who
cornplAted the item correctly. The arrangement pf items for the final version of the
test 4as determined by the order of difOulty experienced by the total\
representative sample. The item difficulties for I h e validation groups are presented
in the last four columns, headed AB, C, 9dg.in\Tablet.2.
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Tok.5.3 Reemmitiou of Waal CoasormaiSmuuls Test: Rasa-scaled Item Difficulty Estimates
.

,

Item

1
2

.3
4
3 - ''
6
7
II"

9,
10
11

. 12
13

ti -14
.'- 15

16
17

X
SD

INa

Representative Validation samples

A \ . B C
sample- le .. .

. 4 -D
.

Di
.

Di .SE DiDiSEDi Di SEDi \ Di . SErii

_ 57.4 1.2 56.2 1.3 , 54,3 '1:2 56.6 1.1

53.2 1.1 53.4 - 1.3 55.0 1.2 52.2 - 1.1

53.0'. 1.1' 48.8 . 1.5 50.9 . 1.3 50.1 1.1
. 52.3 1.1 49.5 . 1.4 . ' 51.4 1.2 50.4 - 1.2

51.7 1.1 - 50.4 1.4' 52..2 1.2 51.4. Ll
50.5 1.2 52:6 1.3 .47.5 1.4 49.0 1.1

50.0 1.2 49.7 1.4 50:6 1.3 0.. I 51.9, 1.1

49.8 1.2 48.8 1.5 ,51.4 e 1.2' ..:f 49.9 1.1

49.2 1.2 52.3 1.3 52.5 .1.2 .152.8 1.1

49.0 1,2 50.7 : 1.4 ' . 50.9 1.3 1 50.6 . 1.1

49.0 1.2 47.4 1.5 47.3 1.4 46.1- 1.1 .
48.5 1.2 . 50.7 1.4 47.3 1.4 46.1 1.2

48.3 1.2 52.1' L3 . 49.5 1,3 ' 49.6 LI
48.1 1,2 47.4 1.5 4,48.4 1.3 49.4 1.1

4741' 1.2 47.8 1.5 46.2 1.4 47.9 1.1

46.1 1.3 45.4 1.7 t, 46.9 1.4. 4 47.9
h

1.1 -

46.1 1.3 :,16.3 1.6 .46.9 , 1.4 47A 1.1 ,

50.0 ). 50.0 v 50.0 49.9
2.8 . 2.7 ' . 2.6 2.6,

.132 132 99 99: 106 106 150 150

58.4 4 1.9
55.5 1., t
52.6 .L6
51.2 1.6 .
52.9 1,6
49.2 t 1.6
'49.2 1.6
51.2 ,_ 1.6
50.4 .1.6
50.4 1.6
A5.8 ' 1.6
44,2 1.6
49.5 1.6
47.9 1.6
46.3 '1.6
45.4 1.7
45.4 , -' 1.7

49.7
3.7

i

76 - 76

a Thfe differences in N obtrved between Tables 5.3 and 5.4 versus Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are because Rascb . slyselexclude
individuals who have OM ad full scores or iero scores on the lest..

!
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b^

Table 5.2 shows that a large-percentage of children experien ed difficulty with
the task of recognizing initial consonant sounds, a task which i recognized as an,
important component of/reading, spelling, and other language s ills. As might be
expected. Native speakers of English do better on,the task, but t e skill can by no
means beregarded as adequately,established, even imong school beginners whose
.language background_ is English. - I

.. ,
.

Interpretation of Scores
Table 5.3, shows the estimates of item-- difficulty ,(Di) :and the wars
(SED;) for the'difficulties for all samples as Rasch"-scaled values.

No significant differences were found between ihellasch item difficulties
between the five groups (F= 002, p >.05).

Inspection of Table 5.4 shows that the ability estimates obtained for each
possible raw score,on the test were extremely similar for the five separate and
Completely independent samples. \

:Table.5.4 shows the stability of the Rasch-scaled ability estimates which can be
obtainedfrom the conversion of raw scores on the Recognition of Initial Consonant

Sounds Test. The Rasch, abilities (Ai) as obtained on the test by the five separate
and independent samples of school beginners are shown. The standard error
(SEA;) of the ability estimate is provided for each raw score level.

The correlations between thd item difficultiei and between the ability estimates
based on raw sc et wer very high between the five independent samples. On the
left-hand, side of ble .5, the correlations between the Rasch item difficulties
obtained in the five ples are shown; on the tight-hand side of the same table
the correlations betwe h the Rasch ability estimatesTothe five groups are shown.

Inspection of Tabl 5.5 shows the correlations between the item difficulties
between groups to v. icy, but to be moderately high. The reason for their variation
lies in the betwee Lgroup variation of item difficulty. As the summaries of
conventional item alysis procedures provided in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 showed, the
performance jevel of the groups differed.

The Rasch abili estimates obtained in the differ "at groups correlated perfectly,
as reflected by th coefficients of r === 1.00 presented in the right-hand side of Table
5S. As noted' p viously, this finding emphasizes the stability of measurement,
both in terms o :its validity and its reliability. These results show that the Rasch-
scaIed ability e imate provided_by the test will be constant for each individual, no
matter in Wha type of group he or she is tested. For a more detailed discussion of
points raised in this sction, and of the assumption' s and advantages of Rasch
caling, refer to Chapter 10.of this Handbook.

Implicatio s
As.with th abilities assessed in the Auditory Discrimination Test, the skills covered
by the- ecognition of Initial Consonant _Sounds Test are considered to be
develop ntal, in nature. The case for educational intervention was argued in
Chapter and will not be repeated here. In brief, the basic need for early
interve ion presents itself because the child who, for whatever temporary or more

_ _
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Table 5.4 Ref:ignition of Initial Consonant Sounds Test: Raub Ability Estimates (Al) and Standard Errors (SEAL) for Five
Independent Samples

. Raw
score

/1 '
2 ..

3
4

6
.* 5

7
-8-

.1,10:
11

12

13

14
-15
16

N

,, Al

'sample
Representative,..Representative,..

el::

*_ SEAr

'-. '

Ai

A/

SEA; Ai

B.

SEA;

,

Al Ai SEA; Ai

D

SEA;

36.6
..

.0 5.0 ". * 36.8
-, ..

5.0 36.8 5.0 36.8 5.0 36.3 5.1

40.2 ' 3.6 . 40.4 3.6 40.4 3.6 40.4 3.6 ,. 40.4 3.8

42.5 3.1' '; 42.7 3.0 42.7 3.0 42.7 -3.0 42.4 3.2

, 44.4 .. , 2.8 44.2 '7 2.7 44.2 2.7 44.2 2.7 43.9 2.9

47.1 2.5 47.0 I 2.5 47.0 2.5 47.0 2.5 46.9 2.6
45.8 2.6 2.6 45.7 2.6 45.7 2.6 45.5 2.6

4 48.3 2.4 48.3 / . 2.4 48.3 2.4 48.3 2.4 48.2 2.5

49.4
0

2.4 49.4 2.3 49.4 2.3 49.4 2.3 49.4 2.4

53.O 2.5 53.0 2.5 2.5

50.6 2.4 , 50. 2.3 50.6 2.3 50.6 2.3 - 50.6 2.4

-5177- ,

52.9 2.5
2.4

''

51. 2.4 51.7 2.4 51.7
53.0

2.4 31.8
53.1

2.5
2.6

54.2 . 2.6 54.3 2.6 " 54.3 2.6 54.3 2.6 54.5 2.6

55.7 2.8 53.6 2.8 55.6 2.8 55.6 2.8 55.7 2.9

57.5 - 3.1 57.3 3.0 57.3 3.0 57.3 3.0 57.6 3.2

'59.8 3.6 5°..6 3.6 59.6 3.6 59.6 3.6 60.0 3.8

63.4 5 0 63.2 5.0 63.2. 5.0 63.2 5.0 63.7 5.1

132 132 99 99 106 106 150 150 76 76

Validation samples

56

41.
00
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Table 5.5 .Recognition of Initial Consonant Sounds Test: Correlations between Item
Difficulties and between Ability Estimates Obtained for Five Independent
Samples of School Beginners

1
Item difficulty (Di) .. Ability estimate (Ai)

Sample A BCD A BCD
Representative .33 .59 .48 .76 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Validity A .69 .72 .73 1.0 1.0 1.0

Validity B .87 .92 1.0 1.0,

Validity C .89 1.0

permarient reason, has greater difficulty in hearing and understanding the spoken
word than his or her peers, is likely to be disadvantaged right from the beginning of

his or her school career.
The user.:of either of the auditory analysis skills tests included in the ACER

Early School Series is advised to study the total material in all sections of this
Handbook which pertain to eithefof these tests.

Training ,in auditory reception and analysis skills needs to include practice in
listening and the discrimination and reproduction of speech sounds, words, and
sentences.

The following"types of specific exercises might be found useful:
1 identification of specific sounds (e.g. animal sounds, car/motorbike sounds,

household sounds, toy sounds, music, etc.);
2 discrimination of one sound from a background of others (e.g. whistle against

traffic, solo .instrument and orchestra, etc.);
3 listening for meaningful sounds in the environment;
4 following of verbal, instructions (starting off with one task, directions

presented in short sentences, attempt to utilize pictures and other visual clues);

5 learning of rhymes and rhythms.
HoweVer, the consideration Of one important diagnostic possibility must not be

neglected. It has to be remembered that children with auditory receptive
difficulties which do not appear to improve with initial training are more likely to

be suffering from .hearing defects than individuals in the general population. Some
such defects can be temporary, for example resulting from ear Infections, colds,

...,,etc. Others may well respond to long-term medical treatment or be compensated
by mechanical devices. Early referral for medical assessment wotild\ thus seem
essential for suspected deficits of this type.

0



Area B: ConCeptual Skills

Concrete and abstract concepts constitute one of the essential aids, both in the
organization of human experiences and in,higher cognitive functioning.

The importance of the development of conceptual skills in children has been
recognized for some time (Lovell, 1962; Sigel, 1964; Vinacke, 1951). Russell
(1956) pointed out:

The clarity and completeness of a child's concept are the best measure of his possible
success in schdol learning because meaning is fundamental to such learning. (p.120)

Piagek (1963) identified various types of concepts which he found to be attained

by children at different stages of development (Flavell, 1963). In her review of
research concerned with the deve'opment of spatial concepts and classification,
Maccoby (1964) noted considerable support for Piaget's theory of. age -relate:
qualitative changes in the conceptual development in children. She also noted tile
possible influence of individual and cultural differences on the rate of concept
attainment (e.g. Brain, 1959; Duckworth, 1964; Wallach, 1963), a finding which
has been emphasized increasingly in more recent times (for reviews see Goodwin
and Driscoll, 1980; Sattler, 1974). ,

While Piaget's theory of stages in cognitive development has received
considerable support in the research literature. (e.g. Dodwell, 1960; Elkind, 1961;
Flavell, 1963; Laurendeau and Pinard; 1962) a number of studies have failed to
support Piaget's stages of developrfient (Estes, 1956).

A number of other variables, aprt from age, have been related to the
development of concepts in children. These variables include previous experience,
cultural factors, motivation, and training (Inhelder, 1962) and socio-economic
background (Anastasi, 1958; Ausubel, 1958; Estes, 1'956; John, .1963; Siller,

1957; Wilson, 1963).
The ACER Early School Series tests discussed in the following two chapters are

the Number Test in Chapter 6 and the Figure Formation Test inChapter 7. Both tests
require the application of conceptual skills to non-verbal stimuli. The testee must
"reason to complete the items of these tests successfully.

The development of perceptual organization abilities (i.e. analysis and synthesis

50
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THE TESTS 51

skills such as the grouping of objects, the understanding of quantity, size, shape,
space, and functional relationships between the parts of a whole) plays a major role
in the individual's performance on these tests. Other variables contributing to test
performance include concentration, the ability to distinguish between essential
and non-essential parts, and the ability to use step-by-step sequential strategies.

9
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THE NUMBER TEST

O

Rationale
The research literature contains a considerable amount ofevidence for the view
that the number scheme is a central quantity scheme which influences the way in
which children form concepts in other areas (Elkind and Rave% 1969; Gal'perin
and Georgiev, 1969; Inhelder and Sinclair, 1969; Laurendeau and Pinard, 1970;
Piaget, 1952, 1968; Wohlwill, 1962). These investigators tend to suggest 'that the
processes which enable the child to apply_ge_atumber-scheme in general are
essentially those' which render 'quantities countable' (Gelman, 1972, p.164).

The hypothesis that counting is fundamental not only in arithmetic but also as a
basic mechanism used by young children to estimate numbers of all sizes appears

to be well supported (Beckwith and Restle, 1966; Gelman, 1972a, 1972b; Neisser,
1966; Smedslund, 1966). The term 'counting' tends to be used for two quite
separate processes: the activity of repeating numbers by rote, and the ability to co-
ordinate successive items or events with numerals (i.e. to represent the quantity of

a given set of items by a numerical value). The latter is the meaning intended
wherever the term is used in This Handbook.

The Number Test in the ACER Early School Series is aimed to assess the
individual's ability to count objects. This activity 'requires a perceptual grouping of
objects into those already counted and those still ahead' (Beckwith and Restle,
1966, p.437), and the attaching of correct numerals to express quantity. Reins
included in the test require both the counting of discrete objects and the counting
of sets of objects. The ability to perceive assemblies ofdiscrete objects in groups
and the function of such groups in counting has long been described as an
important perceptual (Wertheither,'1945) and developmental stage (Woodworth

and Schlosberg, 1955). its application transcends perceptual development. The
ability to process discrete objecis as sets is of particular relevance in the
development of the estimation of quantity without counting, in the development
of classification skills, and in concept formation more generally (Piaget, 1952;

Siegel, 1971; .Wohlwill, 1960).
ti

tiv
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THE NUMBER TEST 53

Description,
The Number. Test is an eight-item pictorial test. Each item requires the child to
represent the quantity of discrete objects, or sets presented by drawing an
equivalent number of 'sticks' into a 7,5 x 7.5 cm 'box' provided for this purpose._
The items to be counted consist of simple everyday objects (e.g. cars, planes,
trucks, houses, dogs, etc.). The drawings are simple and relatively large. Two
items are represented on each page of the disposable test booklet.

Development
An initial item pool of 20 items was tried out with individuals and groups of three
to 20' preparatory grade and kindergarten children in three 'schools and two
kindergartens. A numbei of teachers voltinteered to try out the test with school
beginners of their choice. More than half of the items appeared to be suitable ror
inclusion in the test. The final selection of items was based on the preferences

,
expressed by the teachers and kindergarten teachers who had co-operated in the
trials and on the advice received from school counsellors and guidance officers

concerned with school beginners in the Australian Capital Territory. New South
Wales, Victoria, and Queensland, who emphasized the need for the tests in This
battery to be as short as possible. ..

Various types of directions and a variety of wordings were tried out during initial
trials of the test.

k

'Administration and Scoring o
,

The administration of the practice and test items is preceded by three preparaAory
exercises which are intended to convey to the child both the,activity of counting
and the representation of the counted objects by means of stick drawings' The

- Directions for Administration contain full instructions for these preliminary
exercises. The child marks his or her responses to these exercises on the reverse
side of the test booklet which contains three boxes of decreasing size, the smallest
size (7.5 x 7.5 cm) being equivalent to the size of the boxes accompanying the test
items. .

The time required for administrati 1 of the test varies with the maturity and/or
handicap of the testee and the size pi' the group of children tested at one time.
During trial testing the average total time required to administer the Number Test
to groups of three to eight 5- or 51/2-year-old school beginners was 10 to 15
Minutes, excluding the preliminary exercises. The time required for the latter *
varied from 2 to 5. minutes. .

Like the other tests in the ACER Early School Series, the Number Testis a power
test, not a speed test. Triil testing showed, however, that the performan e of very
slow children did not improve when additional time was given. It is s ggeited,
therefore, 'that except in cases of particular physical handicap, no mor than 20 ,
minutes be allowed for the completion of the six test items. .

Materials required consist ortlfe-Directions for Administration which contain
general and detailed instructions for test administration, a test booklet, cardboard
marker, crayon or pencil for each child, and a spare test booklet which the. teacher
can use for demonstration purposes. The instructions are in simple English and are
printed out in full for each item.

61
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Table 6.1 Number Test: Perforbonee of 192 School Beginners

Mode
Median
Mean
SD
SE' I. s

Average item facility
SD
KR 20
N

Obtained scores'

Total
sample

Home laguage

Non-English \ English

1

7 and 8 (58%)

7
6.3
1.7
0.1

. 7 (30%) ,
6

. 5.6
1.8
0.3

' 8 (33%)
7

k-,__ _6.5

10.71
..- 79.1% 67.7%4 81.4%

14.2% . 21.8% 12.4%

0.70 0.68 0.70
192 156 36

Storing , -
1

t °

A score key is provided. One point isfren for each correct item. Possi le points
arezero (0) or one (1) for each item. e raw score for the test is proviciFd by the
number of correct items. The maximum obtainable raw score on the Nriber Test
is 6. Tables 6.4 and- A.3 allow the cOnversion of raw scores to Rasch-scaled
developmental ability scores. : 1+

, 1

Resekrch Results
1

1
.

Tabl4 6.1 presents a description of the erformance of 192 children',of the
representatiVe sample of 197 school begin ers described in Chapter 3.

In the. total sample, 29 per cent of childre completed all items correctly '-score

of 8), and another 29 per cent obtained a score of 7. The difference in Imean
performances between children from non-English and English language
backgroun was statistically significant (t ='2.91, Or. 190). The reason foif this
may be si ly that some of the non-English background children were unable to
follow the erections because of language difficulties. On the other hand, Tabl 6.2
shows that the non-English backgrounc; group found the first three items no ore

.0 difficult than did the English background group, and that the discrepancy in the
performancs of the two groups increased with increasing difficulty of the items.
This suggests that it can be assumed that the non-English group had underst.hod
what was required by the taskss, and might lead to hypotheses of possible
developmental disadvantage in the non-English group. As the proportion of non-
English background children was low in the present sample, these statistics must
not he over-interpreted or generalized. The intention of the above discussion s
solely to demonstrate and emphasize the importance of the gathering of qualitativ

as well as quantitative information in diagnostic assessment. This matter will be
discussed further under Implications later in- this chapter.

A further finding which may be of general importance to teachers is that the
greater average item difficulty for non-English background children was
accompanied by a considerably larger standard deviation than was obtained in the

32



THE NUMBER TEST

Table 6.2 Number Test: Item Difficulties Expressed as Percentage Correct

55

Item

Representittive sample Validation
fotal Non-English English sample

1 planes 92 92 92 88

2 houses 90 89 90 88

:3 money 86 83 87 82

4' trucks 84 69 88 83

5' cars 81 69- 83 75

6 'men 77 67 79 75
7 shoes 76 67 78 70
8 ladies 47 22 83 46

Wish background group. This finding suggests that the performance Of the
children in the non-English group was considerably more varied than in the
Englisti group. Careful observation of the sources of this variation is thus
particulafly important in the case of non-English background children.
Maturational, motivationali cognitive, environmental, and other variations which
are to be expected in any group of school beginners may be many times increased
through multi-dimensional interactions with language and culturally determined
experiential differences.

Table 6.2 shows the difficulty found by children in different samples for each
item of the Number Test. The facility of each item is expressed by the percentage of
children in the sample who completed the item correctly. The ordering of items for
thg final version of the test was determined by the performance of the total
representatiye sample.

The column headed 'Validity sample' contains the results of a further 612 school
beginners which were provided by 13 teachers and school counsellors, and had
been obtained from unselected groups of school beginners in city and rural schools
of varying size and socio-economic status. The proportion of non-English
background children in these samples varied but was considerably higher than in
th,e representative, sample. The sample is discussed in Chapter 3. Initiarseparate
analyses of the Number Test results \of these 13 additional samples showed only
minimal discrepancies in the rank ordering of items. One set of item difficulties
was thus determinid for the total validation sample.

RR
Interpretatioe

v
of Scores

Table 6.3.shows the estimates of Rasch item diffillty (Di) and standard errors
(SED;) of the difficulties for both the representative and the validation samples.

- No significant difference was found 'in the\mean Rasch item difficulty between
the- two grot:ps (t ,, 0.28, 4f, p -7..05). The- correlation between the item I

difficulties' for tha two groups was extremely high (r 1198). This finding and the
. very close agreement of Rasch ability esti tes (Ai) obtained for these twoit

different and completely independent samples, presented in Table 6.4 shows the
stability of the Number Test as an assessment device for different samples. The

1

4
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Table 6.3 Number Test: Rasch,-scaled Item Difficulty Estimates

Representaiive sample Validation sample

Item Di SE(Do. Di

1 61.5 1.3 61.5

2 54.5 1.2 52.8

3 52.Q 173 51.6

4 50.3 1.3 48.8

5 48.0 1.5 48.1

6 46.7 1,5 47.9

7 44.6 1.7_ 45.0

8 41:0 2.0 44.1

L 49.8 50.0

SD 6.3 5.5

NA 133\ 406
Aw n

SE(DI)

0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0:7.
0.7
0.8
0.9.

a The difference in N between Tables 6.3 and 6.4 and Tables 6.1 and 6.2 is because; in
Ran\ analyses, individuals who obtained full scores on the test are eliminated from the

analysis.

correlation between the ability estimates in the two groups was found to be perfect

(r = 1.0):
Table 6.4 describes the performances of the two samples in terms of Rasch

counting ability (Ai). An indication of the standard error (gm) is provided for the
Rasch ability estimate of each raw score.

For more detailed discussion of the Rasch model of measurement, its
assumptions and, advantages, and the fit of the ACER Early School Series tests to

the model, refer to Chapter 10.

Implications
The results of the Number Test provide the teacher with a broad indication of the
degree to which individuals and the group as a whole can count correctly.
Observation of the procedure by.which each child obtains the answer to each item

is of further diagnostic importance, as it might provide the teacher with an
indication as to the size of the number sets to which the initial teaching of
arithmetical reasoning might need to be restricted in the case of particular
individuals. Some children appear to have mastered the principles of counting for

small sets of objects. If their ability to count correctly (i.e. their ability to represent
accurately the size of a set a 3 a numerical value) is limited to small sets, they must

be expected to have difficulty in keeping track of and manipulating larger set sizes

when required to reason about them.
Further diagnostic infor.rno.Aion can be obtained by noting whether the child

completes items by counting or. by using one-to-one correspondence. The latter

type of strategy is regarded Wan indication of emerging counting skills, more
frequently found in three- to -four-year-olds than in five-ye- r-olds (Gelman and
Gallistel, 1978). Older children are more likely to use one-to-one correspondence

strategies with larger than with smaller sets.'
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Table 6.4 Number Test: Rasch Ability Estimates

\ 57

Representative sample Validation sample
Obtained.
raw score At SE(AO At SE(A0

1 37.8 6.5 , 38.9 6.0
2 43:3 5.0 43.9 4.5

3 . 46.7 4.5 i 47.0 4.1

4 50.0
)

4.3 50.0 4.0
5 53.0 4.5 53.0 4.1

6 56.7 5.0 56.1 4.5
.7 61.7 6.5" \ 60.6 6.0

N 133 406 ,

Sources of error vary, and they-provide valuable information for the design of
intervention procedures. In the trial testing studies, most errors were due to a
tendency on the part of some individuals to double count or to skip an object in the
set. These errors occurred among both' children who counted consecutive objects
directly, and thoSe using one-to-one correspondence. As a matter of fact, errors of
this kind among, children using the latter type of strategy appeared frequently to be
the result of some difficulty in co-ordinating the complex motor activity involved.,
in this type of strategy of counting. Less mature children and individuals with
delayed motor development orpoor visual motor co-ordination had some difficulty
in this activity which requires them to point and dravia line at thesame time. Some
children showed particular difficulties at the beginning and/or the,end of certain
items.

Gelman and Gallistel (1978) and Vygotsky (1978) have suggested that the type
of object to be counted may not be irrelevant to the application of counting
procedures in three- and four-year-old children. Results of item analyses of the
present test would, lend support, to this hypothesis. Item- 3, relating to piles of
money, was found to be an easier item in all samples than the items Which required
the counting of larger numbers of discrete items. Reasons for this may be related to
familiarity and perceived importance, as well as to the development of abstraction.

Observed differences in strategies used to complete different items in the test by
one individual, or a refusal to complete particular items, especially in relation to
performance on discrete versus set items, can be expected to provide the teacher
with valuable guidelines in the planning of teaching programs. Other systematic
sources of error might be observed in individuals or groups. All of these suggest
that particular children require further practice in counting, even though they may
have grasped the general princiPie of what is required. The goal is that each child's
understanding of quantity.will generalize to a wide ranie,of settings.

Extensive use of manipulative and concrete objects is recommended for initial
counting practice at this level. Sequence and position may need to be taught. Dot-
to -dot brawings and similar activities can be used to teach sequence. The abacOs
and various counting frames provide useful devices which children can use
effectively.
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FIGURE FORMATIONZEST

Rationale /
The aim of the Figure Formation Test differs from the general purpose of the other

. tests included in the ACER Early School Series. In /the other nine tests, prere-

\ quisite and component skills Of basic learning processes are assessed. The-perfor-
mince of individuals in these testslis expected tnzprovide the teacher with diag-

nostic information concerning ihe--1ri'dividual's strengths and weaknesses in the
particular skills measured by each test.\This information may then be used in the

planning of learning activitiesland other educational experiences which meet the
needs of 'the individual and cater for the identified individual differences, of the

. .i
group to be taught..

1

- The contribution of the Figue Formation Test to the ACER Early School Series is

to provide a quick but rough indication of the child's more general intellectual
maturity. The latter term, as used here,II is not intended to convey any notions of

.

intelligence aso a unitary conskruct on the/basis of which individuals might be

exchanged by the word 'Conceptual', as i) oposed by Harris (1963):
categorized or labelled. Rather the as used here might be

o - 1, i
f#

By intellectual maturity is meant the ability to form concepts of increasingly abstract
character.. Intellectual activity required: (1). the-ability to perceive, i.e. to discriminate
likenesses and differences; (2) the ability to-abstract, i.e. to classify objects according to
such liPartesset and, differences; and (3) the ability to generalize, i.e. to assign an, object
newly exp wienced to a correct class, according to discriminated features, properties, or
attributes. `'hose three funttion&taken together, comprisetheproc.vess_o .f coriceprfo ma-

don. (p.5), )

.
A concept is usually defined in psychology as the product ota mental or thought pr

cess; whereby the qualities, aspects, and re lions of objects are identified, compared,
abstracted, and generalized. When the pr s covers different individuals or items, it is
Wed a class ccncept. When the process repr cents a common aspect of the class, it is an
abstract idea. The processes which include pefception, conceptualizing, and knowing, as

. well as judging and reasoning, are" called cognition.. (p.6) .

More_mature-nd older children (although age and experience do not appear to be
the only factors) are able to discern and specify the pr' ?erties of objects and situa-
tions in greater detail. They are also able toll iecognize the characteristic and essen-
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tial properties and relationships of objects, classes of objects, and eventually
abstract ideas mote readily, and tend thus to be able to form morcprecise an
generalizable concepts.

The inclusion of a test of more general conceptual ability in the ACER Early
School Series was requested particularly, by school counsellors and infant teachers.
Traditionally those wishing to include in t e as...:.isment of school beginneri a
measure of more generalized conceptual aturity have tended to administer the
Go9denough-Harris `Draw-a-Man' test Goodenbugh, 1926; Harris, 1963).

In recent years an increasing amount of disenchantment with this test has been
expressed both in the literature (e.g. Ernhart, 1975; Goodwjn and Driscoll, 198b)
and by practitioners. Criticisms have mainly been related to the complicated
requirements for the scoring and interpretation of the test, the negative influence
of cultural and other experiential factors on the scores obtainable on the test, and
questions relating to a possible decreaie in the validity of the test in recent years,
during which imagination and creativity have tended to be emphasized in
children's drawings and languarl skills. .

The Figure Formation Test was designed to provide a quick evaluation of the
child's understanding of basic concepts and relationships. The ability to identify
necessary parts belonging to a familiar object will reveal the diScrimination they
child has made about that object and its parts-as belonging to a category, in other,
Words, as a concept.

Specific skills required for the completion of the tasks making up thlr Figure For
Itta tion Test include the ability to visualize separated parts as a tiAtoleu it. The child

1 .1

needs to be aware of the relationships between space, shape, size, and the figure as
a whole. Anothir ability involved in the successful performance on the Figure Fir-
mation Test is the ability to relate three-ilmensional objects of the real world to
two-dimensional stimini as presented in the ,items of the test;

Where the testis administered individually or to small groups, observationdtir-
ing the child's mirk on each itetncan,provide the teacher with diagnostic informa-
tion concerning the child's conception of the patticular item, and of /the
appropriateness of the strategies used in completing the item. Inability to recognize
the figure and trial-and-error responses might be noted. The types of errors tnost
frequently made by an individual throughout the test provide useful guidelines to

the design of educational programs.
The opportunity for such close observations of the performances of indiv duals

will probably occur rarely in the screening bf school beginners: The assume ion is
that the test rill be administered to reasonably large groups. The simplicity of the
instructions and the tasks themsftives, together with the brevity of this tes , make
the flgure Formation Test suitable to be administered to lafger groups han is
advisedin the case of the other tests contained in the ACER Early Schoo Series.

'It is suggested, therefore, that the diagnostic Component of the Figure F rmation
TeSt as used in the ACER Early School Series (tor_ other uses, see the s tion on
Development) will tend to originate less from variables inherent in the tot perfor-
mance itself, but rather fromthe codsidetation of the score on the Figure ormation
Test in combination with the child's performance op other tests, path larly the
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Number Test. The implications of the performance otiOe Figure Formation Testand
its,diagnostic use are distussed' further atifie end of this chapter... .... ,

0

Description .

The Figure ForMation Testis a four-item pictorial test which can be administered to
individual& or.to a group. Throughout thq test the individual is required to identify
shapes and the functional relationship between them by marking the essential
component parts of a familiar object. In keeping with.the school beginners' level of
development, the items selected are concrete tither than abstract at thii stage;

EadiNem consists of a single page, the upper.half of Ahich shows the complete
object, and the tower half of which contains parts which make up the object and a
number of spare parts. The testee is reqt5ired to mark the pans which are necessary
to make the object. The drawings are,-large and simple.

In both content and administration, the Figure formation Test departs from the
style of the other tests contained in the ACER Early School Series. As previously
noted, the aim of the test is to assess: broader conceptual maturity rather than
abilities which are specifically related to a particular area of the child's learning'at
school. The administration of the test is extremely simple and, unlike the other
tests, the Figure Formation Test can be administered to large groups of children at

' one andthe same time.

Development
Different types of items and assessment procedures were considered. In the initial
stages of development, the methodology used was that of asking children to draw
objects. The difficulties in scoring and interpreting these responses led to the
adoption of the method Ofaasking the 'child to identify the relevant parts of objpts
from a' given set.

Special consideration was given to different methOds of scogng the respOnses. A
number of different piocedures were tried out. Finaliy a decision had to be made
between two different methods of coring. It was found that a rapid evaluation of
the child's understanding of basic c ncepts and the relationships between parts of

an object can be_madeby_scoring each_item-as-eitherccorrect or incorrect.
Another method, which is more precise b-ut also More time-consuming and

demanding as far as the tester is concerned, would have been to award point scales
for each item. Proportional scores would, in this case, be awarded for partly correct
responses. Points would be deducted for wrongly marked parts, etc. In other words
this latter scoring procdure-would be similar to that of tests like the Goodenough-
Harris 'Drawing Tests' (Goodenough, 1926; Harris, 1963). Such tf method of
scoring was not completely distijissed as a suitable procedure for the scoring of the..
Figure Formation Test. .

However, for the use made of this test in thp ACER Early School Series, where
the aim was to provide a set orteaionably straightforward, simply scored and
interpreted sc ?ening and diagnostic tests, it was decided to adhere to dichotomous
scoring of each item, as applied i4 the other nine tests contained in the series. As
part of the.screening and diagnostic proceddres provided by the ACER Early?
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School Series the results obtained by means of the Figure Formation Test will
provide the counsellor and teacher with a quick assessment of the child's ability to
perform the tasks of which the test is comprised. The results of this test will also

provide a rapid means to identify those children who have more difficulty with the
tasks than their peers. The performance of the latter group should be further
investigated for diagnostic signs, so that appropriate teaching and compensatory
procedures can be initiated. .

If the Figure Formation Test were to be used not solely to provide a rough
indicaiion'of the conceptual maturity of individuals, but as a developmental test
identifying different levels of intellectual maturity, the use of a scoring procedure

of the second type discussed above would be more appropriate. Further work in
this direction {min progress at present. Initial indications are that the Figure
Formation Test may well form part of another series of ACER tests which are being

prepared, namely a set of non-verbal measures aimed to assess general ability at

various stages of development.._
test in its present form was tried out with a representative sample of 193

school beginners. The characteristics of thi1s sample were described in Chapter 3.

The results of an additional 600 school beginners on the Figure Form'ation Test were

obtained in the form of four samples of unselected subjects. These data were

provided by number-of teachers- fromunselected government and Catholic parish

priMary schools. The .proportion of children from non-English language
backgrounds could not be ascertained in these data.

Administering and Scoring
Administration of the Figure Formation Test is extremely simple. For example, for
the practice item the tester says: 'Now put a cross on all the parts which are needed

to make up the boat'.
Unliye the other tests in the ACER Early School Series, this test can be given to

quite large groups at the same time. During the trial testing, the test was
administered successfully to classes of 15 to 20 school beginners early in their first

term at school.
The administration of the Figure Formation Test does not require an experienced

tester. The person administering the test need only have experience with children
and be competent at following directions. The Directions for Administration
contain full instructions. A teacher's aid'a or other assistant could be asked to
administer this test.

Materials required consist of the Directions for Administration, which contain
general and detailed instructions for test administration, a test booklet, and a

crayon or pencil for each child, \and a spare test booklet which the tester can use for

demonstration purposes.
The,time required for administration of the total test varies with-the maturity

and experience of the testees and the size of the group tested at one time. During
trial testing.the average time required for this test was five minutes.

-- --The-FigureFormation Test is a.pow.ettest, not a speed test. However, it has been

found that the performances of very slow - working children did not improve when
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Table 7.1 Fignre Formation Teit: Performance of a Representative Sample of 193 ,

School Beginners

' Obtained scores

I Home language
Total

sample - Non-English

Mode 4 (48%) 4 (24%)
Median 4 -3 .:
Mean. 3.0 , 2.4

SD 1.1
J

1.4

SE 0.1p 0.1 a

Average item fa ility 77.2% i 59.5%
4.8% 7.6%

KR 20' 0.651 0.70

N 193 - 38

English

4 (54%)
4
3\3

0.4 i
-.1;0

81.6% /
4.1%/
0.56,'

I155 /

extra time (beyond six to seven minutes fo/r the total test) was allowed. Therefore
it is suggested that, except in cases of special handicap, the total 'test be
administered in approximately five minutes.
, /

coring- 1

.A score key isiprovided. One point is given for each correct item. Possible pints
are zero (0) orl one (1). for each item. The raw score for the test is provided b the
number of correct items. The maximu score-for the test is 4. Tables 7/4 and \A.3

allow the comiersion of raw scores to asch-scaled developmental ability scores.
/.

Research Results
In this section, a summary is provided of the results obtained op the Figure

Formation Test by the representative ample of 193 school beginners who were
tested five weeks after the beginning o their preparatory school year, and of fOur
unselected vallidation groups, previousl described in the section on Development.

, Table 7.1 summarizes the performan e of the representative sample of school
,

beginners, and shows that 54 per cent of the children whose home language was
English completed all -items of the test correctly. Only 24 per cent Of the children
frpm non-English language backgro'unds ompleted all items correctly.

In the four unselected comparison same s, the proportion of native speakers of
English could not be validly ascertained. It is assumed that all but sample A
contained a .considerable number of children from non-English language
backgrounds. 1-1'pwever, it is known that a number of childretTin these samples
were tested later in the school year than weie the children in the representative
sample. I

. --

Among the foulr comparison samples, 74 percent (N = 50), 57.5 per cent (N
400), 45 per cent (N.= 100), and 16 per cent (N = 50) of samples A, B, C, and D

j) I
..'-'respectively-com leted-all-items-on-the-test-correctly. -- - ,I-

Table 7.2 sho s how difficult each item of the\ Figure Formation Test was found
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Table 7.2 Figure formation Testi Item Difficulties Expressed as Percentage Correct

63

hem

Representative sample Validation samples

Total Non-English English A B C D

1 truck 82 166 86 98 84 71 50

2 teapot 80 66 4 83 96 84 87 54

3 robot 76 53 81 4..86 77 69 44

4. church 71 53 4r6 86 73 . 67 42

Average item
facility
SD, e

N

77.2 59.5
4.8 7.6

193 38

81.6 91.5 79.5 73.6 47.5

4.1 6.4 5.4 '9,1 5.5

155 50 400 . IN 50

by children jn the five differe t and completely independent samples. In this table,

the facility ; of each item is epresented in terms of the percentage of school
beginners in the sample Who ompleted the item.correctly. -

The arrangement of items f r the final version of the test was determined by the

order of difficulty experience by the total representative sample.

Table 7.2 shows that a con iderable number of school beginners experienced
difficulty with all items, and t at the samples varied in ability. The non-English
language background children' performance was considerably weaker than that of

,their peers whose home lang age was English. It is not surprising to find that
language difficulty affects co eePtual Maturity. This has been
addressed in the research litera ure, and will be discussed in the next chapter.

Interpretation of Scores
Table 7.3 contains the estimates of item difficulty (Di) and the standard errors
(SED;) for the item difficulties for all five samples as Rasch-scaled values. No

'significant differences were found in the Rasch-scaled difficulties of the items for

the five groups.
Table 7.4 shows the ability esti aces (Ai) obtained for each possible raw score

on the Figure Formation Test,,ana the standard error (SEA;) for each ability
estimate.

The ability estimates for the different samples show a very high stability. This
shows that Rasch scales allow the estimation of ability independent of tl:e sample

as part of whichitn individual.is assessed. While some variation between groups

can be expected as regards the item\ difficulties because of ability differences

between the groups the ability estiMates should be, and were found t9 be, stable

across groups. The latter finding is also reflected in Table -715, which shows the

correlations between Rasch item difficulties obtained in the five samples on the
left-hand side of the table, and the correlations for the ability estimates for each

raw score between the five groups on \the right-hand side of the taple.
Inspection of Table 7.5 shows that tide correlations between the ifem difficulties

are moderately -high to high: As notedl-previously, the rea§on -for the variation of
the item difficulty-correlations lies,in the between-group variation of item difficulty

/
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Table 7.3, Figure Formation Test: Rasch-scaled Item Difficulty Estimates (Di) and Standard Errors (SEL) for Five

Independent Samples

Representative
sample

Validation samples

keit
A g

Di SEDi Di SEDi Di SEDi Di SEDi Di SEDi

1. 52.6 1.1 55.5 2.7 54.1 1.0 53.0 1.6 52.2 2.0

2 50.7 1.1 55.5 2.7 51.7 1.0 52.1 1.6 51.4 ' 2.0

3, 48.8 1.1 46.4 3.8 47.1 1.0 i 43.9 2.3 47.3 2.2

4 . 47.9 1.1 42.6 5.1 47.1 1.0 51.1 1.6 49.1 2.1

--.3c 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0

SD 2.1 6.5 3.5 4.2 2.2

Na: 89 89 13 13 143 143 43 43 27 27

a The differences in N observed between Tables 7.3 and 7.4 versus Tables 7.1 and 7.2 are because Rasch analyses exclude
individuals who have obtained full scores or zero scores on the test.

Table 7.4 Figure Formation Test: Rasch Ability Estimates (Ai) and Standard Errors (SEAL) for Five Independent Samples

Representative
sample

Validation samples

A B C D

Raw
score Ai SEAi Ai SEAi Ai SEAi Ai SEA; . Ai SEAi

1 44.8 , 5.4 43.4 6.9 44.5 '5.8 44.3 6.0 44.8 5.5

2 50.0 4.7 50.0 6.0 50.0 5.0 50.0 5.2 50.0 4.7

3 55.2 5.4 56.6 6.9 55.5 5.8 55.7 6.0 55.2 f.5
Si 89 89 13 13 143 143 -- 43 43 27 27

1
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Table 7.5 Figure Formation Test: Correlations for Item Difficulties (Di) and for
Ability Estimates (Al) Obtained between Fiie Independent Samples

Item difficulty (Di) Ability estimate (Ai)

Sample A B k C .

Representative .93 .98 .54

Validation A .93 .51

Validation B .70 ,,

Validation C

D A B C D/7-

.85 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

.83 1.00 1.00 1.00

.94 1.00 1.00

.90 1.00

for some items. As the results of classical item analysis procedures showed in Table

7.2, the performance levels of the groups differed.
The Rasch ability estimates obtained in the different groups correlated Perfectly.

As noted previously, this result emphasizes the stability of the Rasch-scaled
measurement both in terms of its validity and its reliability. For a more detailed
discussion of the latter point, refer to Chapters 3 and 10 of this Handbook.

Implications
As noted previously, the Figure Formation Test aims to provide a rough indiLation
of the child's conceptual maturity. The test does not relate closely to any specific

aspect of the school beginners' learning program. Howeyer, as is the case with

most tests of more' general intellectual functioning, the abilities required for
successful completion of the items of the Figure Formation Test have Undoubtedly

some bearing on other areas of perception and learning.
The ability to recognize familiar objects and to separate essential from non-

essential parts of the whole (Sauter, 1974) and, perhaps more importantly, the
ability,to visualize the component parts of a concrete object and to assemble these

`parts into an imagined whole involve visual closure. In other words, the child must

be able to visualize the relationship of fragmented parts into a whole without
actually physically putting the parts together.

Techniques to aid the deVeloftent of visual closure would emphasize familiar

objects and the relationship of parts to the whole. Manipulation of-objects by the

child is important. Jigsaw puzzles of familiar objects, sewing cards, pictures which

can be cut into pieces and reassembled, and a variety of games can help. Simple

kits which can be built by the children, who may subsequently be asked to explain

various, parrs of what has been built, and their function. Other exercises of visual

closure might include the following types of activities:
I the identification of parts of the body
2 ,the search for and identification of objects in pictures

3 the identification of items or\ parts of items which have -been represented

incorrectly in a picture
4 the completion of incomplete drawings
5 matching of objects, colours, shapes, symbols, geometric forms, letters, etc.

6 the identification of groups or classes of objects in pictures.

An-understanding of -space is another ability assessed in the Figure

Formation -Test. In terms of academic skills, the child who has difficulty in the
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understanding of spatial relationships of the type presented in the items of the
Figure Formation Test may be the individual who, without special attention from
the,teacher, might have difficulty in differentiating between similar letters, such as
b and d; who might not recogRize the proper sequence of letters in words (e.g. who
might reverse letters and read 'saw' for 'was', or interchange letters in other ways);
who might not read or write letters in proper sequence within a sentence; or whose
letter formation in writing may be characterized by rotations and mirror writing.

Another ability which may influence the performance on the Figure Formation

Test in some individuals is figure-background discrimination: that is, the ability to
perceive a stimulus apart from its background. An individual who is deficient in
this aspect of i visual perception may perceive all components of a picture with equal
strength. In ibther words, he or she will be unable to focus on a central theme or
figure as opposed to the background.

Children who are lacking in figure-ground discrimination ability often appear
disorganized and distracted. However, this type of distraction is not so much a
matter of shifting attention, as the fact that the individual cannot distinguish
background material from the stimulus under consideration, and thus loses the
meaning of the stimulus and its relevance. Background material is moved into the
foreground and weakens, displaces, or even masks the stimulus. This deficiency
occurs in adults as well as in children, and can occur in other sensory areas (e.g. in
auditory discrimination).

The consideration of performance scores obtained on the Figure Formation Test

in relation to the performance on the other tests of the ACER Early School Series
has been recommended earlier in this chapter.

Among children in the research samples, the test provided valid diagnostic
information concerning various types of disadvantages. The finding of a
moderately high to high score on the Figure Formation Test combined with very low
scores in the language. or in the language and auditory analysis tests identified
children who, with extra help, were able to increase their language skills very much
faster than had been expected.

As a result of information obtained during trial testing, the performance of a
group of children with very low scores on the Number Test, but adequate to high
scores on the Figure Formation Test, was investigated further. It was shown that the
low scores these individuals had obtained on the Number Test were due to technical
and motor problems, rather than to an inability to pet:form the counting tasks
required by the items of the Number Test (Turner, 1978).

4
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Language skills are of central importaiice for human functioning. The facilitation
of language development is thus a vital concern for parents and all educators.
Although many divergent theories of language acquisition can be identified, a
dominant view has been expressed by Ruder (1972):

This is taking a rather broad view of grammar or of language, but it is upon such a
It is apparent that a tOeory of grammar must include phonology, syntax and semantics.

general viewpoint of grammar that this psycholinguistic model of language acquisition is
based (p.5)

\ Other theorists have maintained that three levels of language can be ici,.ntifieda
\ syntactic, a semantic, and a phonological leveland that, although each is

go'verned by separate rules, all three levels are integrated (Roberts, 0-64; Smith,
\ 1973; Smith and Miller, 1966; Solberg, 1973).

'.Perkins (1971), citing Lenneberg (1969), elaborated upon the nature of
language and upon the interrelationsllip of its four components phonemic,

morphemic, syntactic, and semantic elements and their changing

interrelationships.

Nota static product of the mind, it is the dynamic manifestation of the functioning of his
brain:\Every level of language phonemic, morphemic, syntactic, and semantic
facilitates the discrimination of relations among classes of objects as they belong to
different,classes. Never is a word a unique name for a single object. So in the broadest
sense, a disorder of language impairs the ability to discriminate relations. (Perkins,
1971, p.238)

It has been emphasized frequently that children whose command of language is
adequate or advanced seem to be able to cope bettei with the demands made by
their environment, especially with school learning. Until relatively recently less
attention appears to have beet given to frequently replicated research ifindings
which have shown the- importance of language development among early
environmental, influences, in the development of thought processes and
intelligence in young ,phildren (Carroll, 1966; Cazden, 1972; Hunt, 1961;

"Ifygotsicy; 19623:TheSe\-- researchers arguedthat- delayed,- inadequate,- and
restricted language development in young children has led not only to an
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incomplete knowledge of syntax and to a severely restricted vocabulary in later
life, but to lasting disadvantage (Bernstein, 1961; Labov, 1970).

For a large proportion of children in Australian schools, English is not the native
language, nor the language spoken in the home, In many other cases the type or
style of English used in the home does not match the English used in the
classroom. The phenomenon, irrespective of whether it is caused by a language
difference, a developmental deficit, or a combination of both, is characterized aptly
by Cazden (1972):

The language problems of, the educationally disadvantaged child are not merely
problems of expression or dialect. They are basically conceptual problems ... Most of
these children will remain confused throughout their School career unless they are
taught, starting now, the basic concepts and the man= in which these concepts are
expressed through the kind of language used in school. Most of these children will be
severely restricted in their future ability to think and generalize unless they are taught
something about the basic structure of language and the basic concepts that will be used in
the classroom from the first day they enter the first grade . . . Educational programs in this
country are predicated on the student's ability to use ... complex (standard English)
grammar. It is the form of English used in conveying information to students and it is
expected to be reproduced in their own writings and communication process. It is not just
a matter of their having a deerent vocabulary due to deerent life experiences, but also of their
not having the same flexibility in manipulating words grammatically (p.62) ... The student
is handicapped in his ability to communicate and to receive communications. Without
an adequate grasp, of language, it is impossible to cope with abstract ideas. For this
reasotil children must be encouraged to develop their language. It enables them to
think. (p.63; italics not in original)

It has been shown that early intervention can foster and expand the language skills
of disadvantaged and developmentally retarded children (Bereiter and Engelmann,
1966; Blank and Solomon, 1968; Dale, 1965; Drash, 1972; Eisenson, 1972; Guess,
Sailor, and Baer, 1974; Klaus and Gray, 1968; Luria anh Yudovich, 1971; Sloane
and MacAuley, 1968). The basic aim of such intervention is to increase the child's
ability to understand language in a wide variety of areas, contact with some of
which the teacher may be provid;-: r the child for the first time. An, effective
language development program must be based on the teacher's knowledge of
language strengths and weaknesses of all children in the group. -

In considering possible areas for the valid assessment of language skills in school
beginners, an attempt was made to select abilities which could be regarded as basic
to the child's ability to receive verbal communications and which, at the same
time, could be regarded as readily trainable. Cazden (1971) following Chomsky
(1965) stressed the importance of developing simple and more difficult language

skills in syntax and vocabulary as a first step.
In an empirical pilot study, a number of language samples were collected from

four-year-old native speakers of English who were attending kindergarten, and
from children attending the same kindergarten whose home language was not
English. Content analyses of the recorded samples resulted in the identification of
vocabulary, knowledge of prepositions, pronouns, verb tense, and general
comprehension as major areas in which signakdiit-performance discrepancies-
between competent and advanced language users and linguistically disadvantaged
children could be obServed:

A careful review of the literature supported this emphasis and led to the
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selection of the areas of syntax, comprehension, and word knowledge as domains
for the development of the tests of language skills in the ACER Early School
Series.

The specific syntactic structures to be assessed were selected so as to coincide
with the types of structures which had tended to be regarded as fundamental in
syntax development in this age group in the research literature (Berko, 1958;
Brown, 1973; Brown and Fraser, 1964; Cazdem 1968; Fraser, Bellugi and Brown,
1963; Menyuk, 1963; Miller, 1973). Five separate tests were developed, each of
which emphasized one of the following, syntactic structures: Prepositions, Verb
Tense, Pronouns, and Negation. Theie tests and the ,Comprehension Test are
described and discussed in Chapter 8. Chapter 9 discusses the Word KnOwledge

Test.
The method of presentation adopted in Chapter 8 departs somewhat from that of

the previous chapters, in that the five tests are discussed together. The structure of
Chapter 8 is the same as that of Chapters 4 to 7, and of Chapter 9. The seven
section headings Rationale, Description, etc. used in the discussion of the
tests presented in Chapters 4 to 7 and in Chapter 9 have been adhered to in
Chapter 8. However, instead of organizing the discussion of one test after another,
Chapter 8 is structured on the basis of the section headings, and the relevant
information concerning all five tests is reported together under each ,heading.

The reason for this departure from the general design is that the tests of syntactic
structures are less independent from each other conceptually than the other tests.
They all assess competence in syntax although each test focuses on a different

syntactic domain.
It is assumed that teachers wishing to assess language skills will usually make use

of all five tests. This provides another reason why it may be appropriate to present
the rationale, description, implications, etc. of these assessment instruments in
orie chapter.
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TESTS OF SYNTAX

PrepoSitions Test
Verb Tense Test
Pronouns Test
Negation Test

Comprehension Test

Rationale
The general rationale for the inclusion of tests of syntax in the ACER Early School
Series vas provided in the introductoiy pages on language skills in the previous
section of this Handbook. The choice of the syntactic structures to be covered by
these tests was determined by published research and on the basis of empirical
pilot data obtained from four- to four-and-a-half-year-old children in Australia.
The validity of the items constituting syntax tests based on published studies
which are generally regarded as having provided rerlicable and authentid
descriptions of the acquisition of syntactic structures in the language of young
children (Brown, 1973; Brown and Fraser, 1964; Cazden, 1963; Miller, 1973) and
research which has investigated and described the control young children have
over various aspects of English syntax (Berko, 1958; Menyuk, 1963, 1964).

A common assumption held until the late 1960s was that, by this stage, five
year-olds have mastered the syntactic structures of their native language, and that
later developments consist mainly of the addition of a sophisticated vocabulary.
This view was challenged by Piaget's research, which stressed that language
development is dependent on more general mechanisms governing the child's
overall cognitive develqpment. His studies on various categories of knowledge
showed that many crucial developments in langyage and cognition take place well
beyond the age of five years. Sinclair's (1967) study showed very dearly that many
components of syntactical structures (e.g. prepositions, pronouns, verb tenses)

though-lire-sent young' V&A-big-011ie-re notiully internaliltd nor used
as relational terms until the child's corresponding concepts in conservation and
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seriation had been mastered. On the basis of psycholinguistic research, Carol
Chomsky (1969) showed that the real understanding and mastery of complex
syntactical siructtres, such as complex adjectival, verbal, and pronoun
constructions, develop as a very gradual process extending over a number of years,
and that only the very basic tools of language, such as frequently used prepostions,

-.verb forint and ,pronouns tend to have been acquired by the age of five years.
Other stuaies, which confirm hat a considerable number of aspects of syntax are
not .well established in five-y ar-olds and that many interacting linguistic and
general cognitive problems ar involved include: in relation to English Bever
(1970), Brown (1971), Cron; r (1971), Gaer (1969), Hayhurst (1967), Limber
(1973), Maratsos -0976), Sheldon (1974), and Weil and Stenning (1978); in
relation. to French -- Ferreiro (1971), Kail (1975), and Sinclair and Ferreiro
(1970); in relation to Swiss German Caprez, Sinclair, and Studer (1971); and in
-45

relation ti.' Spanish Ferreiro (1974).
Nouns, verbs and verb tenses, and function words including prepositions and

pronouns have been regarded as among the most basic classes of words in the
child's syntactic repertoire (Berko, 1958; Chapman, 1979; Clark, 1973; Slobin,
1967) and thus need to be assessed. A test of negatives has been included,
although some studies suggest (Bloom, 1970) that many children have no
problems with these syntactic constructions. The greater complexity of negative
linguistic constructions for children from non-English language backgrounds has
been noted in the literature (Bloom, 1970; Brown, 1973; Wode, 1977).

The remaiThng area covered in the syntax tests of the ACER Early School Series
is listening comprehension. Comprehension is regarded as one of the categories of
language performance (McNeill, 1966) and has been defined as 'understanding', a
concept which in the area of syntax implies the understanding of the structure of
sentences (Smith, 1973). The literature does not make it clear whether syntactic
structure is, in fact, the most important element in the ability to understand a
sentence. None the less, praciice in general corriPtehension can be expected to be
of benefit to the child, not only in relation to general communication, but also in
relations to his or her ability to learn to read.

While some reading experts have assumed that word recognition and
comprehension are highly related (Durrell, 1968), others have argued that the
relationship is less substantial (e.g. Kendall an Hood, 1979; Wiener and Cromer,
19G7). Both Cromer (1970) and Guthrie (1973) have concluded that there may be
two types of disabled readers, one type primarily deficient in word recognition
skills and the other primarily deficient in comprehension skills. - -----

It has been shown that readers with good comprehension but poor recognition
abilities 'make errors that more often are contextually than graphically
constrained' (Kendall and Hood, 1979, p.42). Cromer (1970) found that readers
with poor comprehension but adequate word recognition skills fail to make
meaningful relationships ntnong words. The latter ability would seem to be
extremely important, am. was thus regarded as highly desirable to include a

comprehension' test in th !sent- pre-reading battery:"
The tests of pregesitiol. rb tense, pronouns, and negation were designed to
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provide the teacirer with an indication of the child's comprehension of basic
syntactic structures in a simplified form so that any failure to comprehend a
particular structure is easily noticeable by the teachr. The Comprehension Test

requires a greater degree of attention, auditory memory, and the integration of
various pieces of information. Thin test, among other, uses previously discussed,
should provide a means for the identification of those children who, while they can
understand a single sentence, find the concentrated listening and interpretation of
more comjlex materials such as stories, instructions at school, etc., much mace

diffi-Cat ,

Description
I

Syntactic Structures are assessed in a total of 43 items on the basis of the following

separate tests:
Prepositions Test ( 9 items)
Verb Tense Test ( 9 items)
Pronouns Test (1I items)
,Negation Test, ( 8 items)
Comprehension Test ( 6 items) .4

Each item in all tests consists of a stimulus sentence or brief stimulus story read
by the tester, to which the child is required to respond by indicating which one of

n array of four drawings best represents the stimulus priSfige. The recommended
esponse for group administration of the tests is thht the child place a crop on the

Correct picture. I
IN

\ Where possible, the items for each test were produced' in such a way that they
would fit into a framework of story content which is unique to the particular test.

ci\F r example, all items of the Prepositions Test relate to the activities of Sooty, the

cat The Verb Tense Test is concerned with a faniilY of bears.
The stimulus material for the Pronouns Test relates to activities of a human

family, The items for the Negation and Comprension Tests are less uniform in
content. The reason for ttlis was that preliminary item trials had shown that a
uniform story framework for these tests was more likely to provide the testee with
extraneous cues, thus decreasing the validity of the assessment of the target skills

of syntactic structure. . .

Sorge teachers may wish to use one or only some of the tests.. its would depend_ .

on the purpose of assessment. The tests are suitable for use as acuiievement tests to

assess the efficacy of teaching certain grammatical constructions. Wherever the
aim is to obtain a more general impression of a child's or a group's language ability,
it is recommended that all five tests be administibred. The tests have been designed
to be as,short as possible so as to provide the teacher with a broad sample of the
child's language functioning with minimal expenditure. of time. It is possible to
administer all five receptive language tests in one session. If this procedure is
desired, is is recommended that the tests be administered in the order in which
they are being spresented in this Handbook, :namely: Prepositions, Verb Tense,
Pronouns, Negation, Comprehension. HoWever, as each test-forms a self:
contained unit, it is not essential that the above order be followed. Wherever the

tests are administered over a number of sessions, the order of administration
1'
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, depends on the preferences of the teacher. All tests are sui 'ble for retesting
-purposes.

The drawings are clear and simple and containlittle detaifr even individuals with
minor problems in visual acuity are not expected to 9Werience difficulties with
them.

Development .
,

The need to code the test items as pictures placed some constraints on the choice
of stimulus constructions. For example, only pfepositions and verb forms which
could be Sonveyed by relatively simple drawings could be included in the tests. All,
items were initially tried bin in one-to-one testing situations, Trial testing took .

place in groups of between. five and ten children'.
Research data on the tests were obtained from 217 school beginners after they

'had been at school for almost five months. The sample was drawn from five ,
Victorian schools. Two df these schools were situated in the inner suburban area of,
Melbourne, which nas a high incidence of children from non-English language
backgrounds. Language .backgrounds in this group included Italian, Greek,
Macedonian, Portuguese, Serbo-Croatian, Spanish, Turkish, and Vietnamese.
One school was from a high socio-economic suburb et Melbourne, one from a high
socio-economic area in a provincial city, and one from a country area. Testing was '

carried out in two sessions on consecutive days for each child.

Administration and Scoring
The time required for adminiitratiOiicif all five-tests-of syntaiideliends-on the
maturity and possible handicaps of the testee, and on the size of the group towhom
the tests are being administered. During trial testing none of the tests required
more than 10 to 15 minutes, and it was found that on the Comprehension Test few

children required more than one minute per item. In fact, it was ?bund that the
performarices of slow responders tended not to improve when more time was
allowed; In the other tests, most children requited no more than 30 seconds to ,

-complete each item. All tests included in the ACER Early School Series are
designed to be power tests, not speed tests.

As previously noted, the language tests can be administered either in one
session or over a period of time. If the latter procedure is adopted, it is suggested
that each one of the syntax tests be administered\as a total test in one session.
Some -of the other Wks contained in the ACER atly School Series (e.g. the

i IAuditory Discrimination Test and 'Recognition of Initial Co 'nsonant Sounds-Test) were
designed to be administered either as a whole or in part. Each one of the tests of
syntacticntactic structure is so short that administration in one session should not prove
tb be difficult even with veryimmature or otherwise handicapped individuals.

1

I Materials required for each test consist of the Directions for Administration for
the specific test which is to be,' administered, a test bOoklet, cardboard marker, ,,'
ct.ayon_qr_pencit foreach child, and. a spare test booklet which the tester nsesfor
demonstration purposes. The Directions for,AdministrVion contain general and
detailed instructions for the specificlests. The directions are in simple English and

s be read out in full for, each test item. /. .

i
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Scoring
&score key is provided with each set of tests. Seorin ;has been made as simple and
as fast as possible. One.point is given for each correct item. Possible points for each
item are zero (0) or one,(1). The raw score foeach test is provided by the sum of
correctly completed items. Tables 8.4 and A.3 allow for the conversion of raw

/scores to Rasch-scaled language ability scores.,

Research. Results
In this section, a summary is provided of the results obtained on tpe tests of
syntactic structures and the Comprehensiop1 Test frOm a sample of 217 school
beginners, described in the section on Development. All five tests were
administered to the children approximately qve.rnonths after the beginning of the
school year: These research results are presented herejo provide comparative data
which may help users of the tests in the interpretation of their testresults.

Tables 8.1 to 8.5 describe the performance of the above sample' on each of the
syntax tests respectively. Differences in the number of children tested (N) resulted
from the-fact that the tests were administered in two sessions and some children

.were absent for one of these.
Comparing the children's performance relating%to different aspects of syntax,, a

number of interesting observatiohs were made. None of the children in the sample
completed all of the items in the PrepositionstTest correctly. Across the other four
tests of syntactical structures, on the average less than half of the children in the
total sample (i.e. X= 43 per cent, SD = 14 per cent) completed all items correctly. - -

This proportion tises to an average of 53 per cent-(SD =-14-p-ercent) forqhiliffeii
whose native language is English, but an average of only 21 per cent (SDP= 15.0
percent) of children from non-English langtgiitge backgrounds tended to complete

all items of the Verb Tense, Pronouns, Negation, and Comprehension Tests correctly.
( The Negation Test was found to bd the easiest test by all groups. Seventy-three
per cent of native speakers of English, but only 44 per cent of the non-English
language background children completed ell, items of this test ,correctly. The
average item facilities were 94 per cent (SD = 3.9 per cen;) and,80.2 per cent (SD

8.3 per cent) for the two groups respectively.. -

The Pronouns Test was found to be the most difficult of the syntax tests for the
total sample, as well as for the groups of native speakers.of English, and non-

, Ehglish native language when analysed separately. One third of the total sample
completed all items of this test correctly. Analyies according to langutfie '
background showed 42 per cent of the native speakers of English but only 19 per
cent of the non-English background group to comp'.ete all Reins correctly. The
average item facilities for the two groups were 88 per cent (SD = 8 per cent)`and
66 per cent = 6 per ceht)4espectively. The orders of difficulty of the syntax
tests from easiest to most difficult. for the total sample, for native speakers of
English, and for children from non-English language backgrounds are shown in

Table 8.6
_While language background does_ ibt appear to have influenced the order of

difficulty of the tests very much, the differences in relative performance between
the tests for non-English and English language background children may contain

useful diagnostic hypotheses..
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Table 8.1 }Prepositions Test: Performance of 217 School Beginners Five Months after
- the Beginning of the School Year i

Obtained scores

Home language
Toql I.

sample = Non-English ,English

Mode , 8 (41%) 7 (19%) 8 (5'6%) .^.

Median 7 5 8

Mean 6.5 5.1 7.2

SD
..

13 1.8 1.1

."SE 0.1 0.2 0.1
. .

- , Average item' acility 83.9% 67.p% ,,
-,
-91.1%

%' SD /1.5% 21.8%11 .8.5%
is ,...

KR 20 1. ts / -0.68 a 0.58, '1,, ., e 0.5/
N

_
217 68 M 149

4".

I

Table 8.2 Verb Tense Test: Performance of 214 School Beginners Five Months after
the Beginning of the School Year

Obtained scores

4, Mode
Median'
Mean.
SD
SE
Average item facility
SD

KR 20
N

C

Hisme langdage l.'
Total ,A

sample Noti-Epglish English 7,

9 (38%) 8 (29%) V(4,84i,
8 ' 7 8 t
7.7 6.4 8.2

1.6 2.1 0.8

0.1 .0.3 0.8

8.5% 71.1% ..91.9%

14.0% 20.Q /0 12.0%

0.71 0.7.5- 0.20 )

214 63 151 1

--...:
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Table 8.3 Pronounokfest: Performance' f 214 School Beginners Five Months 31fter the_
Beginning of the School Year 1 \

Obtained scores

. Home languige
Total 2

sample Non-English g Engliih

, Mode 11 (33%) 19 (19%) 1 11 (42 %)

,..M.e_dian 10 7' t ! i 10 \I

Mean . / 8.8 . t.7 i 10.0

SD
:. 2.6 3.0 1.7 \

SE ..-, , 0.2 -0.4 0.1 1

A erage item facility 80.1% 4 - 61.1% 88.1% 1

D 8.8% 11.5% 1 i 8.2% 1

,KKR 20 0.82 0.80 1 0.66

/ N 214 64 1 150

--, - 1

i

Table 8.4 Negation Test: Performance of 216 School Beginners Five
Beginning of the School Year

hs after the

Mode
Median
Mean
SD
SE
Avetage itenvfacility

- SD
KR 20
N

Obtained scores 1,

Ho. language
Total 6

sample Non-English English

8 (64%) 8 (44%) 8 (73%)

8 7 8

7.3 6.4 7.6

1.3 1.9 0.7

0.1 ' 0.2 _ 0.1

90.7% 80.2% 94.0%

5.2% 8.3% 3.9%

0.72 0.76 0.09

216 66 1-50

84
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Table 8.5 Comprehension TfQ st: Performance of 214 School Beginners Five Months
° after the Beginniifg of the School Year

77

Mode
Median
Mean
SD
SE
Average item facility
SD
KR 20
N

Although the performan
far poorer on all tests than
English, the relative ranki
differ for the two groups. It
others for the non-Engfis
English. Reasons for cis

may elicit different skill
language learners. Othe
attention in some non-
mechanisms. The perf
than that of the grou
standard deviations o'

Tab los Uric; 8.11 s
,sample, the.non-Engl
each item. The facilit
completed the item c
was determined by t

Obtained scores

Homelanguage
Total

sample Non-English English

6 (39%) 5 (34%) 6 (48%)
5 5 5

4.8 4.1 5.2

1.2 1.4 1.0

0.1 0.1

e 0 81.5% 69.2% 86.5%

8.i% 13.7% 6.6%

0.55 0.50
214 65 149

e of the non-English language background group was
the performance of the groups of native speakers of
of difficulty for some individual i ms was shown to

is noted that some items seemed latively easier than
background group, but not forte native speakers of

re unclear. A possible explanation is that certain items
fro native speakers than from second or subsequent

explanations mightbe-Kelated to differences in effort and
nglish backgrou* children, and to other compensatory

mance of thefidi-English group was certainly more varied
of native- 6eakeris, as reflected by the consistently larger

tamed for the former group in all tests.
ow for each test,t'he difficulty found by children in the total

sh background droup, and the native speakers of English for
of each item is expressed by the percentage of children who
rrectly. The order of items for the final version of each test

e4performance of the total sample.

Table 8.6 Tests of Syntax: Order of Difficulty from Easiest to Most Difficult

Test

Negation.
Verb Tense
Comprehension
Prepositions
Pronouns

Total sample

(64%. 91%)a
(38%; 86%)
(39%; 81%)
(0%; 84%)

(33%; 80%)

Home language

English

(73%; 94%)
(48%; 92%)
(48%; 87%1

(0%; 91%1
(42%; 88%)

Non-English

(44%; 80%)
(18%; 69%)
(13",); 71%)
(0%; 68%)

(11%; 61%)

a The percentages in
test correctly, and

0

brackets indicate the proportion of the sam .)le completing the total
he average facility of the item in each test

85
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Table 8.7 Prepositions Test: Item Difficulties Expressed as Percentage Correct;
Total.

Home language

.
Item sample Non-English English

1 100 100
.1 100

2 95 91 97

3 92 87 94

6 4 90 76 96

5 87 66 96

6 79 47 93

7 72 .37 89

8 72 51 81

5 9 68 56 74
N 217 68 . 149

C

Table 8.8 Verb Tense Test: Item Difficulties Expressed as Percentage Correct

Item
Total

sample

Home language

Non-English English

1 96 90 98

2' 94 ,86 98

3 93 83 98

4 93 78 100

5 90 68 99

6. 89 73 95

7 87 79 .90

8 79 59 87

9 51 24 62

N i 214 63 151

Table 8.9 Pronouns Test: Item Difficulties Expressed as Percentage Correct

Home language
Total

'teen sample = Non-English English

1 88 67 97

2 87 70 s 95

3 86 77 91

4 86 69 93

5 " 86 63 95

6 84 66 91

7 81 53 91

8 81 66 87

9 73 56 81

10
. 67 50 75

11 .62 36 73

N 214 64 150

A
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Table 8.10 Negation Test: Item Difficulties Expressed as Percentage Correct

79

Item
Total
sample Non-English English

Home language

1 9& 92 93

2 94 83 99 y
3 93 86 96

4 93 86 95

S-.
Ve 91 77 97

6 90 80 95

7 i 86 68 90

8 81 70 87

N '3 216 66 150 --

Table 8.11 Comprehension Test: Item Difficulties Expressed as Percentage Correct

Home language
Total

Item sample Non-English English

1 95 92 97

2 - 86 74 , 91

3 79 72 81

4 79 62 86

5
6

79
i 71

63
52

85
79

N 214 65 149

87
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Table 8.12 .Prepositions T Rasch-scaled Item Difficulty Estimates (Di) and
Standard Errors (SERI)

m
1*
2
3
4
5
6
7 .

8
9
x
SD

Home language

Total sample Non-English English

Di SED; Di SEDi Di SED;

56.1 . 1.0 57.7 1.5 59.4 1.3

54.8 1.0 54.9 1.4 56.0 1.3

54.6 1:0 53.9 1.4 52.2 1.4

52.1 1.0 52.8 1.4 48.8 1.7

48.6 1.1 50.1 1.5 48.2' 1.8

46.7 1.3 46.9 1.7 45.9 2.2

45.4 1.4 42.3 2.3 45.9 2.2

418 1.8 41.3 2.4 43.6 2.6

50.0 50.0 50.0

5.2 6.0 5.5

N
.

128 128 62 62 66 66

a Item I was excluded becapse Rasch analyses reject items which all subjects in the
sample complete correctly or incorrectly.

Interpretation of Scores

Tables 8.12 to 8.16 show the estimates of Rasch item difficulties (DO and standard
errors (SED;) for the difficulty estimates for each item in the total sample, the
group of non-English background children, and the sart,p.i..e cf dative speakers of

English.

Table 8.13 Verb Tense Test: Rasch-scaled Item Difficulty Estimates (Di) and
Standard Errors (SEnt)

Item

Total sample

Home language

Non - English English

Di SED; Di SED, Di

1 '65.6 1.1 66.6 67.1

2 54.4 1.0 54.1 1.7 56.6

3 50;7 1.1 51.3 1.7 55.1

4 49.7 1.2t 49.8 . 1.8 50.8

5 48.8 .1.3 48.1 1 46.3

6 46.1 1.5 47.5 2.0 46.3

7 1.5 t6.2 2.1 46.3

45.2 1.6 44.7 2.3 40.8

9 43.4 1.9 41.8 2.7 40.8

X 50.0 50.0A 50.0

SD 6 7 7.2 8.5

N 133 133 55 55 78

88

SED,

1.3

1.3

1.4

1.9

2.9
2.9
2.9
4.9
4.9

78
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Tabb..8.14 Pronouns Ttst: Ra3ch-scaled Item Difficulty Estimates (Di) and Standard
Errors (SE&

Item

Total sample
fV

Home language

Non-Englis English

Di SEDi Di SEDi Di it SED;

1 57.0 1.0 57.1 1.7 57.8 1.1

2 55.0 1.0 53.1 1.6 57.0 1.1

, 3 52.9 1.0 51.8 1.6 54.7 1.2

4 50.0 1.r 51.4 1.5 5L6 1.4

5 50.0 1.1 49.3 1.6 49.6 1.5

6 48.8 1.1 48.9 1.6 49.1 1.6

7 47.9 L2 48.9 1.6 49.1. 1.6

8 47.7 1.2 48.4 1.6 47.4 1.8

9 47.4 1.2 48.0 1.6 46.2 2.0
10 46.9 1.3 47.5 1.7 45.4 2.1

11 46.4 1.3 '45.5 1.8- 42.2 2.7

X 50.0 50.0 50:0

SD 3.5 3.2 .. 4.9

N 144 144 57 57. 87 87

Table 8.15 Negation Test: Rasch-scaled Item Difficulty E§timates (Di) and Standard
Errors (SE 61)

Item,

, Total sample

Home language

Non-English English

Di SEDi -Di SEN Di S E

1 56.8 1.2 55.5 1.8 59.0 1.5

2 54.3 1.2 54.9 1.8 53.8 1.8

3 51.2 1.4 51.9 1.9 52.4 1.9

(4 50.8 1.4 50.5 1.9 51.6 2.0

5 /49.2 1.5 49.1 2.0 50.7 2.1

6 48.8 1.5 47.5 2.2 49.7 2.3

7 47.3 1.7 47.5 2.2 41.4 4.9

8 41.4 ,2.7 43.0 2.9 41.4 4.9

X , 50.0 50.0 50.0

SD 4.6 4.1 , -, 5.0

N 77 77 36 t 36 41 . 41
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Table 8.16 Comprehension 'test: Rase li-scaled Item Difficulty Estimates (Di) and -
Standard Errors (Um)

Home language

Total sample Non-English English

Item Di SED; Di SED; Di S ED;

1 . 54.5 0.9 55.2 1.6 54.1 1.1

2 51.7 , 1.0 52.7 L5 - 53.0 1.2 ,

. 3 51.7 \ 1.0 52.3 1.5 51.2 1.3

4 . 51.7 \\ 1.0 49.7 1.6 50.9 . 1.3

5 48., 1.1 49.2 1.6 48.3 1.5

6 41.8 1.7 40.9 2.6 42.5 2.3

L . 50.0 50.0 50.0
SD 4.4 5.0 4.2

N 130 130 53 53 77 77

None of the tests showed statis,ically significant differences in the item
difficulties between the non-English language background group and the native
speakers of English.

Tables 8.12 to 8.21 contain the Rasch ability estimates (Ai) and the standard
errors (SEA) for each estimate for the tests.

Inspection of Tables 8.17 to 8.21 shows that the ability estimates obtained from
th: raw scores show very close agreement between the non-English and the
English language background groups and the total sample. This provides evidence
for the stability of the ability estimates obtained by the Rasch method. In this type
of measurement.moclel, the ability estimate obtained from the raw score on a test
is quite independe't of the characteristics of the sample of children from which it
was obtained. The ability estimate for an indiVidual will thus be the same, no
matter in which group- of tests he op she was assessed.

Table 8.17 Prepositions Test: Rasch Ability Estimates (Ai) and Standard Errors
(SEAd

Home language

Total sample Non-English English

Raw -
score Al SEm Al -SEM Ai SEA;

1 39.3 5.8 38.8 6.0 39.2 6.0

2 44.0 4.5 43.9 4.6 43.90 4.6

3 47.2 4.0 .. 47.1 4.1 47.2 4.1

4 50.0 3.9 50.0 4.0 50.0 3.9

5 52.8 4.0 52.9, 4.1 52.8 -, . 4.1

6 56.0 4.5 56,3 4.6 56.1 4.6

7 60.7 5.8 ' 61.2 6.0 60.8 6.0

N . 128 128 62 62 66 66

9()
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Table 8.18 Verb Tense Test: Rasch Ability Estimates (Ai) and Standard Errors
(SEAT)

Item

Total sampla

Ai

1

2
37.5
42.5

6.4
4.8 k

3 1 45,8 4.3

4 48.7 . 4.0

5 51.3 4.0
6 54.3 . 4.3

7 4.8'-5-175-

8 62.5 6.4

N 133 '133

Home

SEAT

languageNon -English English

SEA;Ai Al

37.1 6.5 36.0 7.1

42.2 5.0 41.6 5.4

45.7 4.4 45.3 4.8

48.6 4.1 51.5 4.5:

51.4 4.1 51.5 4.5°

54.3 4.4 54.7
_

4.8

57.8 5.0' 5.4

62.9 6.5 64.0 7.1

55, 55 -: 78 78

'.-------""°-Ta.8 19 Pronouns Test: Rasch Ability Estimates (Ai) and Standard Errors (SEAT)
. -

..'
--._______.

Total sample

Item. At N. SEAT

1 38.3 5.2

2 42.5 3.9

3

--------.----4-
45.1

47.2
3.4
3.1

5 49.1 3.0

6 50.9 3.0

7 52.8 3.1

8 54.9 3.4
.. 9 57.5 3.9

10 61.5 5.2

N 144. 144

Home language,

Non-English English

Ai' SEA; Ai SEAT

38.7 5.2 37.6 5.6

42.6 3.9 41.9 4.2

45.2 3.4: 44.7 3.6

47.2 3.1 47.0 3.4._

49.1 3.0 49A; 3.2

50.9 3.0 51.0-

52.8 3.1 53.0 3.4

54.8 3.4 55.3 3.6

57.4 3.9 . 5g.1 4.2

613 5.2 62.4 5.6

5/ 57 , 87 87

Table 8.20 Negation Test: Rasa Ability Estimates (Ai) and Standard Errors (SEAT)

Raw
'Score

Total sample

Ai SEAL'

1 , 39.7 5.7

2 44.2 4.4

3 47.3 3.9

4 50.0 3.8

5 . 52.7 3.9

6 55.8 4.4

7 60.3 5.7

N 77 77

10

Home language

Non-English Eaglish

A' SEAT Ai SEA;

40.0 5.7 . 38.8 6.1

44.3 4.4 43.7 4.7

47.4 3.9 47.1 4.2

50.0 3.8 ''50.0 4.1

52.6 3.9. 52.9 4.2

55.7 4.4. 56.3 4.7

60.0 .5.7 61.2 6.1

36 36 . 41 41

91 I
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Table 8.21 C-omprebension Tesejtasch Ability Estimates (Ai) and Standard Errors

(SEAL)

Honie language

Raw ,

. score

Total sample Non-English English

Ai SEA; Ai SEA; Ai SEA;

1 '41.6 - 57 0 41.3 6.0 .41.7 5.6

.2 46.6 4.5 46.2 4.7 46.4 4.5

3 50.0 ' 4.2 50.0 4.5 50.0 4,2

4 53.6 . 4.5, 53.8 4.7 53.6 4:5

5-. , 58.4 5.7 58.7 6.0 58.3 5.6

N 130 130 53 53 77 77

Pearson's `r' correlation coefficients between the item difficulties and the ability

estimates based on raw scores for the two samples (i.e. non-English and English
language background) were computed and are shown in Table 8.22.

A perfect correlation between the ability estimates made on the basis of the raw

scores for non-English and .English language groups shows that the conversion
from a specific raw score to a Ragch ability estimate is constant across samples and

testing situations.

Implications
The more complex a behaviour the more difficult it is to assess its validity and

reliability:
The measurements we make can never capture alkhe complexity, nuances, and-diverse
manifestations of (language) behavior. We can only selectively sample some subset of
that behavior in certain situations and, from the sample, infer availability of the full
range of the behaviour in all the situations which call for it. (Lamberts, 1979, p.272)

Each of the tests of syntax contained in the ACER Early School Series assesses the

child's undertanding of a particular set of linguistic constructs 1,3, presenting a

small sample of examples from that domain: For. example, the set of nine
frequently occurring prepositions 'or that of 11 pronouns are samples only of the

Table 8.22 Tests of Syntactic Structure: Correlations between Item Difficulties (Di)

and between Ability Estimates Obtained in Two Independent Samples

Test

Correlation between non-English and English language
background groups

Di Ai

Prepositions .90 1.00

Verb Tense /4. .97 1.00

Pronouns .95 1.00

Negation .89 .1.00

Comprehension .98 1.00
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child's repertoire in these domains. The individ "s performance on each Of th
tests leads the teacher to infer that the child has reached an understanding of the
basic syntactic structures involved.

Another important consideration needs to be raised at this point. Language
competence is comprised of both comprehension and production, plat is, reception
and expression. In other words the individual's use of language involves the ability

to understand messages produced by others as well as the ability to emit- vocal
m essages.

In accordance with the widely held notion that childien tend to understand much
more than they themselves can express,] linguistics experts have argued that
recept:ve language ],tests best reveal the individual's language ability (Belitigi-
Klimaj 968). These researchers have suggested that comprehension tasks place a
considerably greater burden on knowledge of language, and thus tend to provide
better measures of competence, than verbal, expression. Clark, Hutcheson, and
Van Buren (1974) provided strong arguments for the view that to talk may be
eP..sier for the young child than understanding the talk of others (i.e.
comprehension). The reason given for this is that, if the child is talking, 'he will be
remarking on those aspects of the situation which for him are prominent' (Clark et.
al, 1974, p.49). However, when required_to_comprehend the words spoken by
another person, the child `must redieect his attention,to attain their view of the
situation' (Clark et al., 1974, p.49). It is suggested that this adjustment of attention
required in the latter instance may often be difficult for children to make \ cl a ik et
al., 1974, Lamberts, °1979).

Those interested 'in the psycholinguistic debate of whether and, if so, to whit
degree children's ability to comprehend syntactic and other linguistic structures is
more or leis advanced than their ability to express themselves are referred to the
work by Ingram (1974, 1976). However, no matter which side of this theoretical
issue one might support, it must be accepted that an assessment of. the child's
competence in language should involve samples of both receptive and expressive r ,

language.
A previously mentioned 'major constraint ,placed on the construction of the

ACER Early School Series was that all tests had to provide-The possibility of being

administered as painr and pencil'tests.
It is important, therefore,, for the teacher to complement the information

obtained on the basis of the,,receptive language tests contained in the ACER Early
School Series by samples of the child's ability in expressive language. In this
context a warning expressed by Lamberts 0979) may be useful:

/
Teachers must become more careful not to overestimate the child's linguistic ability on
the basis of correct responses to instructions or other verbalizations which arise in'the
context of daily activities. Children learn to respond to the whole context of messages
addrewd.to them in more or less routine contests. On the basis of... past experiences,
they form eipectancies as to the most likely verbal message given to them in such
contexts and thus may be able to respond appropriately even if they do not fully
understnd the message itself ... Adults typically accompany their instructions-with

. markypon-verbal cues in the form of bodily or facial gestures which will aid the child's
interpretation.p,273) C
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LTo assess an individual's ability lo respond ti language rather than to the tota set'
of cues contained in the communication situation, the tester needs to delet all

non-language cues which th:t child might utilize to interpret, verbal mes4,age
(e.g. Chapman, 1972; Clark et al., 1974; Lamberts, 1979; Mittler, 1976). 1 i

i
Berko (1958) developed an ingenious technique of testing which has been used

both with retarded and normal children, and which can easily be adapted by jthe

teacher. The method consists of presenting the .child with pairs of drawings
representing imaginary figures which have been given a name (e.g. `wug'). The
test is made up of 27 items covering common syntactic structures such as plurals,
pronouns, cornparative/superlative forms of:adjectives, past tense, etc The child is
shown the pictures and required. to give their name, in other yiolds to say the
required grammatical form. \

A number of American standardized tests of expressive language exist. Like

Berko's (1958) method, alfthese instruments require individual testing in one-to-

, one situations. Examples of such tests are Elicited Language Inventory (Carrow,
1974); Michigan Picture Inventory (Lerea, 1962); Northwestern Syntax Screening
Test (Lee, 1969); Sentence Imitation Test (Menyuk, 1963; 1964); Sentence
Repetition Test (KnastasioN4 and Hanes, 1974); Stephens Oral/ Language
Screening Test SOLST (Stephens, 1977).

Intervention strategies and a:mediation procedures will include practice in

simple and increasingly more difficult forms of syntax/and-vpcabulary.
To provide a ready starting point for intervention, each test iferfariqhe syntax

tests of the. 'ACER Early School Series has been designed in such a-way-that-it
forms a starting point for the development of a teaching sequence on the particular

aspect of language under scrutiny.
In the array of pictures making up each item, the picture representing the correct

response is accompanied by three distraetors which illustrate related structures or
concepts. The child's test performance provides diagnostic information which
indicates where special help is required. The distractor pictures in each item
suggest tmhe teacher initial extensions and alternatives. For example, the item
`on' is accompanfed by pictures which illustrate the concepts 'udder', 'beside' and
`away from'; the picture which illustrates `over' is accompanied by pictures which
illustrate 'on', 'in front of 'beside'. Thus, in addition to using the tests to pinpoint
possible language difficultieS",Ilieteacher can find a wealth of related material
which can beIncorporated into thg language program.

Because the tests require only a marking or pointing response, they allow the
teacher to make some assessment of the language comprehension of those
children who are extremely timid, who have -a severe speech defect, who are
aphasic, or whose spoken English is not yeti sufficiently fluent for them t ,
communicate freely. I

; 0
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7,

Rationale f

A. careful review of the' /literature describing educational'iesearch into word
t/

knoWlectge showed two ajor focuses, namely studies ai 'ed at the estimation of
total Vocabulary size (e.g. Barbe and Abbott, 1975; Dolch, Lorge and Chall,

19631 Rinsland, 1945;, mith, 1941) and research investigating correlations ),

hetweerr word knowledg and performance on intelligence (Dunn, 1965; Jordan,
1978; Zigler, Abelson, a gl.Seitz, 19:73) and school achievement tests (e.g. Loban,

'1963). '
It has been' pointed oni that,, bi-Cause of-the need to keep the length of teats to a

reasonable limit; and as,i result o( the procedure of treating the meaning of a word II

as al discrete tit' of infsiematiOrt bihich the child possesses or does not possess,

, 4 word knowledge tests to d to pro tcle a rather limited if not invalid assessment of I

the child's ability to us; and comprehendiVords. Cazden (1971), 'for example, I
reminds the users of s ch tests as. the Peabody Picture Vocabulary, Test that
vocabu:ary grovith is j t as much .the growth and extended enrichment of
meaningifor words are dy, in the child's repertoire as theaddition -of new words. -'

The annof the Word i nowledge Test contained in the ACER Early School Series

is neither to estimate th size of an individual's vocabulary, nor io assess a wide

range of comprehension abiliy. Instead the Word Knowledge Test iyas designed to

identify those, children hp may be unable:to comprehend a sample of English

words-which many teach rs, in Australia would expect to be part of theydcabulary

of afive-yearirold child. ..,

Individuals for whom he test is intended include the following grotips:

' (i).- school beginners host.: understanding of the English language is extremel

limited, and for whom it may be helpful5to identify some words which are ahead

. known, as a starting-"Poinf for communication and further vocabilla

development: Many oft ese children would be recent arrivals from nor.-Englis
.

speakifig countries, and children ,who_se4 horn/e. language is predominantl3figth r

than English;
, 7 ,,

^. . (ii) children -from on-Epish 'language backgrounds Who, in site of
. . )..

..

..

.,
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,

mapparently
!

arently adequate communication skills, require a special language program
because of serious gaps in'their English vocabulary;-'

f

(iii) children yvhoare suspected of having severe language limitations, either
through maturational or social causes, and who will require special help in
acquiring those language skills ,which are basic prerequisites to school learning
(particula ly to learning to read) and intellectual and social development more
generally ,; ---

(iv) c ildren with severe speech problems, and intellectually- handicapped
'children a d adults: '

v
.. ...v.z i

It is suggested that the Tord K owledge Test may ,avlsO\be useful as an

to communicate verbally with either the
tintroductory instrument for speech pat ologists. Aphasic or extremely withdrawn

individuals and children who are too s
1 teacher or peers can be tested with this test which does not require any

I verb? tion on the part of the testee. In specialsircumstances (e.g. in cases 'of
phys'ca disability) the response may be indicated by pointing, or elicited diretly
by tqe ster who then records the response for the testee. The Word Knowledge

' Testliti y also be used by kindergarten teachers and by parents.". /I

Description ,

The Word Knowledge Test is a 38-item basal vocabulary test. The child is required
to respond to a stimulus word spoken by the tester by selecting the correct picture
from an array of four conceptually related black and whit,- linedrawings. T e child
records his or, her response to the stimulus word by placing a cross (X on the
correct picture in the expendable test booklet.

'the drawings are simple and easily discernible. he four pictures per ainibg to
one item are arrangedin one row.

DevelOPment / 1
,

The basic item pool for the development of tge Word Knowledge Test was provided
by. vocabulary. lists and sub-tests from a, large range of currently used early
childhood intelligence and achieveMent tests a-tcl A Word Lis! for Australian
..Schgriflf(RadfOrd., 1960). Nine hundred and sixty words_from these sources were
listed alphabetically and submitted to .a representative sample of 120 teachers of
school beginners in government and Catholic schools from' hree Australian States. .

The teachers were asked to select those words which they would expect all or Ynost yi
five-year-old children to be able to recognize and identify pictorially. Words Which -
were judged to be in this, category by at least 80 per cent of teachers were re-listed,!"
and from these words the stimulus words were derived by random selection.

Where p ssible, words from the list were used as distractors. ,
To inc ease the validity of.this type of assessment of the child's understanding of

each sti ulus word, the thylee distrpctor illustrations are from the same category7Of-
objects. or example, the target word 'bik,..!' is grouped with,bther nouns from the
categor `transport' (i.e. a train, 4 truck, arid a car). The target word 'hammer' is : -

grouped with distractors .from the category of 'tool'. Other categories include
animals, parts of_thebodi, objects in the child's immediiite environment, and a
variety of common ac ivnies. ,

I
1 1
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Trial data were obtained from a sample of 215 school beginners to whom the test
was administered.five months after entry into school. The sample was drawn from
five Victorian schools. Two schools were situated in the inner suburbs of
Melbourne and had a high incidence of children from non- English- speaking
backgrounds. One of the schools was situated in a high socio-economic suburb of
Melbourne, one in a high socio-economic area in a provincial city, and one in a
remote country area. The sample consisted of 150 children whose native language
was English, and 65 children who came from families which did not use English as
a language in the home. -

In the. final version of the Word Knowledge Test, the items were ordered
according to their le.vel of difficulty for the non-English background children.
Table 9.2 shows the item difficulties for the English and the non-English langUage
background groups and for the total sample. Rasch item difficulties and a means of
converting raw scores into Rasch abilities are provided in Tables 9.3 and 9.4
respectively. However, Table A.3 in Appendix IV might be used more
conveniently for the conversion io Rasch a,bility estimates.

The validity of any set of word knowledge items depends to a large degree on the
circumstances and the purposes for which language is being used at any given time.
The time required for administration has to be weighed against the gain in
information resulting from lengthening a test. The words which made up the
source list for this test have been included as Appendix I. Some teachers may wish
to utilize these words, which appear frequently in tests and readers, in building up
language skills. For easy reference, these words have been presented in
alphabetical order.

Administration and Scoring
The time required for adthinistration of all 38 items depends on the maturity and
handicap of the testee and the size of the group of individuals to whom the test is
being administered.

During trial testing, the total time required to administer the test to groups of
five or six 5 to 51/2-year-old school beginners tended to be 15 to 20 minutes. The
ACER Early School Series tests are power tests, not speed tests. As pointed out in
the Directions for Administration the test can be administered in sections over a
number of days. Instructions for this procedure are provided immediately--
preceding_the detailed directions for administering Example A.

Materials required consist of the Directions for Administration which contain
gentral and detailed instructions for test administration, a test booklet, cardboard
marker, and a crayon or pencil for each child.

,Full\ instructions for the administration of the test are contained in the
Directions for Administration. Wording of the instructions is simple. The tester
says, for\example:

Put your marker under the first row of pictures.
Put a cross on ARM.
Put your marker under the next row.
Put a cross on BALL.

97
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Table 9.1 Word Knowledge Test: Performance of 215 School Beginners after Five
Months of Schooling

Obtained scores ci*

Total
sample

Hdnie language

Non-English English

Mode 38 (27%) 35,08%) 38 (38%)

Median 37 P,:` 1'37'
Mean 35.2 '. t.1-.. 36.8

SD 3.9 ,> 1.3

-SE 1.1 -`2..3 0.7

Aveiage item facility 93.1% 84.6% 96.8%

SD 6.8% 14.0% 4,.5% \''

KR 20 - 0.87 0.89 0.35

N 215
°

65 150

Scoring

A score key is provided. One point is given for each correct item. Possible points
for each item are zero (0) or one (1)-. The raw score on the test equals the number
of correct responses. The maximum obtainable raw score on the test is 38, Tables

9.4 and A.3 allow the conversioni of raw scores to Rasch developmental ability

scores.

Research Results
The information contained, in Tables 9.1 and 9.2 was derived from data analyses

based on classical test development procedures. Table 9.1 shows the results
obtained by the sample of 215 school beginners described in Chapter 3.

Table 9.1_shows that more than one third (38 per cent) of the children of English

language background obtained full marks on the test. The most frequently
obtained score, the average scores, and the average item facility in the non-English
language-group were significantly lower than the equivalent scores obtained by

children of English language background. The larger standard deviations obtained

in the non-English language group reflect the greater variability in the

perforMances of this group. This finding is not unexpected if one considers that the

group of non - English background children, consists not only of children of quite
heterogeneous language backgrounds, but that large variations in different
children's exposure to the English language must be expected quite in addition to
possible maturational differences, and differences in linguistic talent.

As noted previously, the Word Knowledge Test does not purport to assess a wide

range of language comprehension or linguistic ability, but rather to provide the
teacher with a means_ of identifying which children might be linguistically
disadvantaged as a result of their inability to understand frequently occurring
words which most teachers might expect to be understood by five-year-olds.
Conventional measures of internal test consistency are thus not really applicable,

as the sets of items are not expected to prol;ide a meaningful measure of the
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ord Knowledge Test: Item Difficulties' Obtained from
chool Beginners j

a Sample of 215

Language spoken at hpMe

Item English Non-English Total

1 I drink -1 98.7 100.0 99.1

2 fish 100.0 ..98.5 99.5

3 horse 100.0 . 98.5 99.5

4 sheep 99.3 98.4 98.1

5 sleep 98.6 96.9 98.1

6 sciSso4 97.8 x. 96.9' 97.7

7 _clock -99.3 96.9 98.6

8 fat 99.3 ,,.. 95.4 98.1

9 raper 97.8 95.4 97.2
10 finger 98.6 93.8 97.2
1,1 coat 93.6 93.8 93.2
12 bike 100.0 93.8 98.1

13 *Ttidow 98,6 92.3 96.7
14 brOther 97.8 92.3 96.3

15 hammer 100.0 90.8 97.2

16 man 100.0 90.8 97.2

17 pig '100.0 90.8 97.2
18 story 100.0 90.8 97.2

19 fire 99.3 89.2 96.3

20' grass 96.4 87.7 93.9

21 birthday. 94.3 87.7 92.6

22 paint I 100.0 84.6 94.41

23 fly . 98.6 84.6 90.71

24 doctor 90.0 84.6 87.0

25 slide ' 92.1 83.1 89.8

26 push 99.3 83.1 94.4

27 - bucket 99.3 81.5 94.9

28 laugh 95.7 81.5 91.6

29 beach 97,1 : 80.0 92.1

30 button 100-.0 75.4 92.6

31 knife' 98.6 75.4 91.6

32 old " 1 96.4 75.4 90.7

33 happy 95.0 73.8 88.8

341 brush 95.7 70.8 88.4

35 garden 97.8 69.2 89.3

36 fell 82.9 55.4 75.3

37 nest 92.1 52.3 80.5

38 glass 79.3 35.4 67.0

a EXpressed as item facility, i.e. percentage: correct

O
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linguistic competence of the individual. The inability to confnlete at' item
pinpoints a gap in thZ word knowledge of the individual, which the teaches is able
to iemediate. The KR 20 values have been repved in Table 9.1 because, in the
case of the non-English background group and for the total sample, they reveal a
moderately high degree of internal consistency in the test. The low KR 20 for the
English-language group shows that the items have a low internal consistency in the
assessment of the word knowledge for these children. An explanation may lie in
the fact that for most of the children in this group the test is very easy; the high
average scores and average item facility and the small standard deviation provide
further evidence for this. It is suggested that school beginners who are native
speakers of English in Australia would, in fact, understand the words contained in
the test, and that any variations in the perfOrmances in this group are likely to be
the result of variables other than word knowledge (e.g. lack of attention, lack of
motivation, etc.).

Table "9.2 contains the difficulties for each item, separately for the English and
non-English language groups and for 'the totalsample.

Interpretation of Scores
For the other tests contained in the ACER Early School Series, Rasch-type item
analyses were conducted as part of the test development. It was found that the rank
order of Rasch item difficulties agreed basically with the rank order obtained in
conventional analyses. In the case of the Word Knowledge Test, this was not so. As
was discussed previously, standardization of the Word Knowledge rev is not
appropriate as the test is not aimea to measure general comprehension, linguistic
ability, or any other latent trait. The items in this test were thus ordered according
to their difficulty level for the non-English background school beginners.

The Rasch calibration of the items of the Word Knowledge Test was conducted
solely to link this test into the series with the other tests which make up the ACER
Early School Series and to utilize, as in the case of the other tests, a common set of
scale values to represent tide parameters of item difficulty and test performance of
individuals simultaneously.. Table 9.3 shows the estimates of Rasch item difficulty
(Di) and standard errors (SEDi) of difficulties for the total sample, and separately
for the nOn-Ewlish and English language background groups.

The correlation between the Rasch item difficulties for the non-English and
English background groups was r = 0.62. No difference was found in tne mean
item difficulty between non-English and English language background children.
The performances of the English language group showed greater variation between
individuals than did the performances of thenon-English language group. This
supports the previously suggested hypothesis that test scores in this test may be
influenced by different variables in the English and non-English background
groups. Further research into this matter may provide interesting, and useful
information concerning the variables which may have influenced the performance
of native speakers of English. However, the present lack of explanation for the
performance of the native speakers of English, who would generally have been
expected to understand the stimulus words, does not affect the usefulness of the

1 0 0
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'Tattle 9.3 Word Knowledge Test?Rasch-Item-Difficultlei (Di) and Standard Errors

(SED1) of Item Dill liefity Estimates

Item-
Total sample Non-English

Di SED; - Di SEDi Di < -SEDi

1 64.5 .6.9 --- 66.9 1.6 71.8,, 2.0
2 64.5 6.9 62.6 -1.5 60.8 3.1

'3 64.5 6.9 61.8 1.5 69.3 2.2
4 54.9 3.5 58.1 1.7 51.1 5.6

6<

59.7
59.7,,

4.9
4.9

576
561

1.7
1.8

55.7
57.2

4.0
t

3.7 ,
7 56.9 '4.0 561 1.8 53.9 4.3
8 54.9' 3 5 56.1 1.8 44.9 6.8
9 53.3 3.1 56.1 1.8 38.3 9.5

10 54.9 3.5 54.5 2.0 51.7 4.8
11 47:0 2.Q 53.9 2.0 55.7 4.0
12 54.9 3.5 53.9 2.0 -44.9 6.8
13 52.0 2.9 53.2 2.0 44.9 6.8
14 50.0 2.5 53.2 2.0 60.8 3.0

=15 52.0 2.9 _32.5 2.1 63.6 2.8
16 52.0 2.9 52:5 2.1 44:9 6.8
17 53.3 3.1 52.5 2.1 38.3 , 9,5,
18 50.0 2.5 50.9 2.4 58.6 3.5
19 50.0 2.5 50.9 2.4 53.9 4.3
20 50.0 2.5 49:9 2.5 44.9 .6.8
21 46.5 2.0 48.9 2.7 18.3 9.5
22 48.4 2.2 48.9 2.7 30.3 9.5
23 45.f . , 1.9 48.9 2.7 38.3 9.5
24 45.9 1.9 48.9 2.7 38.3 9.5
25 48.4 2.2 47.6 2.9 48.9 5.6
26 47.7 2.1 - 47.6 2.9 44.9 6.8

- 27 47.7 2.1 46.1 3.2 38.3 9.5
28 45,4 1.9 46.1 3.2 59.& 3.3
29 45.4 1.9 46.1 3.2 44.9 6.8
30 44.4 1.7 - 44.2 3.7, 5.6
31' 45.4 - 1.9 44.2 . 3.7 4f;.9 5.6

_ 32 44.0 1.7 41.6 4.5 38.3 9.5
33 42.1 1.5 41.6 4.5 48.9 5.6
34 #4.4 1.7 41.6 4.5 44.9 6.81

35 2.9 1.6 37.2 6.3 38.3 9.5
36 39.0 1.3 37.2. 6.3 38.3 9.5
37 39.5 1.3 37.2 6.3 38.3 9.5
38 38.5 1.3 37.2. , 6.3 44.9 6.8
X 50.00 50.00' 48.56
SD 6.80 7.16 9.25

J01
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Word Knowledge Test for those children felr whom it is actually intended; for
example, children from non-English-speaking backgrounds whose English is
severely limited or 'who have gaps in their English vocabulary, and individuals
from an English-speaking background whose language development has been
negatively affected bygeneral developmental, physical, or social causes. The aims
and usage of the Word Knowledge Test have been discussed in more detail earlier in
this chapter.

Table 9.4 describes the performances of the non-English language background
children, the native speakers, and the results for the total sample in terms of Rasch
abilities (Ai). An indication of the standard error (SEA;) is-provided for each raw
score.

The correlation between the abilities of non-English and English language
background children.was found to be r = 0.98, which shows that the assessment
promided on the basis of the Rasch scaled Word Knowledge Test is not
disciiminatory. The assessment of the relationship between the difficulty of an
item, for a particular individual and his or her ability remains constant from group,
to group and from item to item. For a further discussion of the assumptions of the
Rasch Model of measurement, its advantages, and the fit of the tests contained in

1, the ACER Early School Series, refer to Chapter 10.

tniplications
Children from non-English-speaking homes and children who for other reasons
have a limited background of pre-school experience, who might be shy and
withdrawn, `3,vho are rarely talked to, cr who have inadequate models for language

,.,imitation will have an insufficient ,vocabulary. As has been pointed out previously,
-janguage development is vital not 'Only to social adequacy but to intellectual

development and school success. '11'
In terven doll and remediation procedures need to stress the correct use of words

and expressiOns. Although colloqVali6s may be necessary, especially at the
'beginning, replacement by generally:rac,ceptable English usage is desirable. The
Word Knowledge Test provides the teacher*with an indication of at least some words
with which the child is familiar. This assessment may help in the identification of a

___ starting point for vocabulary enrichmerkUstening skills need to be developed.
Story telling, word and other attentio4apiih practice in following simple and
more complicated directions, the use of puppets, etc. have traditionally been found
to constitute useful aids for the achievenient of this:

The word knowledge of young children is basically comprised of labels for
,common objects, events, and activities. The general vocabulary ofany individual
can be enlarged by a wide range-of Iperiences. Material presented in picture
books, story telling, the manipulation of common objects ,and the discussion of
everyday events and experiences have traditionally provided the means to enlarge
and consolidate word knowledge. Practice is provided in the naming of objects and
parts of objects, and in the analysis of the functional relationships between the
parts. The ability of children to communicate their needs and ideas to others has
been especially emphasized (Cazden, 1972). Other important skills include the
ability to summarize eventsand to prediCt outcomes.
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1

Table 9.4 Word Knowledge Test: conversion or Raw Score to Rasch-scaled Word
Knowledge Score (Ai) and Standard Errors (SEA;)

Raw
score

1

Al SEA; '-:- SEA;Al

1 28 6.1
t_42(7

6.3

:71 2 32 4.4 TY _ 4,6-

3 35 3.6 35 3.7

4 37 3.2 37 3.3
5 39 -2.9 38 '3.0
6 40 2.7 40 2.8
7 41 2.5 _ 41 2.6

8 42 2.4 42 2.5

9 44 2.3 43 2:4
.,- -..,-_, 10 .45 2.2 44 23

li

12 61 2.1
11 51 2.2 44

45
2.2
2.2

13 - 47' 2.1 54 2.1

14 47 2.0 , 53 2.1

15 47 2.0 53 2.1

16 48 2.0 52 2.0
17 49 2.0 51 2.0
18_.;: 49 2.0 51 2.0
19, g 501 2.0 SO, 2.0
20' s 51 2.0 51 2.0

..121
51 2.0 51 2.0

22 52 2.0 52 2.0
23 53 2.0 53 2.1

24 53 2.0 53 2.1

25 54 2.1 54 2.1

26 55 2.1 55 2.2
27 55 2.2 56 2.3

28 56 2.2 56 2.3

29 57 2.3 57 2.4

30 58 2.4 58 2.5

31 59 2.5 59 2.6

-32 60 2.7 60 2.8
33 1 61 2.9 62 3.0
34 , 63 3.2 63 3.3
35 -74.---,-..-7:-,.45., 3.6 1 65 3.7

36I 68 ''''''---4:4- 68 4.6
37 72 6.1 73 6.3

38 72 .6.1 ' 73 6.3

R 2.8 51.3
SD , 1.2 10.4

Total sample Non-English

1

English

Ai SEA;

18 9.1
24' 6.6
29 5.4
31 4.8
33 4.3

35. 4.0
37 3.8
38 3.6
39 3.4
41 3.3
42 3.2
43 ,3.1
44, 3.1

3.0
46 3.0
47 3.0
48 3.0
49 3.0
50 3.0
51 3.0
52' 3.0
53 3.0
54 3.0
55 3.1

56 3.1
57 3.3
58 3.2
59 3.3
61 3.4
62 3.6
63 3.8
65 4.0
67 4.3
69 4.8
72 5.4
76 6.6
82 9.1
82 9.1
50.9
15.0
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I ) ,

It 'has often been suggested that the size and nature of an individual's voca ularY
not only provides an indication of his or her development and environme t-,-b---ar
sijoiis a strong correlation with a person'sgetieral ability ,(e.g. Binet, 19051 Dunn?
1965; Savage, 1968; Wechsler, 1950, 1958, 1966, 1974). Researchers (e, Blank',
1974; Goldstein, 1966; John and Goldstein, 1963; Luria and Yudovic , 1971')
have emphasized the importance of the knowledge of words and conce is which
have multiple reference, because such knowledge will facilitate categori ation, an
important cognitive skill. Other areas of importance include the learnin of words
expressin,g quantity and quantitative relationships, and the votabular reflecting
relationships between objects and events in timeand.space.

Whether or not individualized intervention work has to be provided' for a child
depends on the teacher's judgment and assessment. A number of commercially(
available programs and kits for vocabulary.and general language developthent may
provide useful ideas and appropriate activities: An example of such materials is the
Peabody Language Development Kit published 'by American Guidance:--Service,

,.which is available from the -Australian Council for Educational Res,earc . (Alter,
sources of practical suggestions include Buchanan (1567), Carroll (1966 , Engel
(1966), Van Allen and Allen (1969), and tray_ published and tmp blishee:...

I
materials listed in the ERIC system.

11
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THE MEASUREMENT MODEL
ADOPTED FORT E ACER EARLY

SCHOOL RIES

1

Thfs chapter falls into three parts. A discussion of item difficulty in traditional test
theory is followed by a description of the Rasch (1960, 1966a, 1966b) approach to
the measurement of test difficulty and person ability. In the third part, an
indication is provided of the degree to which the ACER gaily School Series tests
meet the major assumptions of the Rasch model.

Although this chapter is basically concerned with the discussion of a statistical

model (i.e. a model definedby mathematical equations), every attempt has beep
made to discuss matters in a relatively non-technical fashion, using a minimum of
simple algebra to convey essential ideas. For readers who wish to pursue the
technical points, further, references are provided.

Measurement in"Relation to Item Analysis Theory
As was noted in Chapter 3, the interpretation of norm-referenced tests produces an
assessment of the child's skills or other characteristics as they relate to those of
other individuals. Norm-referenced tests are not desighed to provide scores which
provide teachers with information concerning what the child is able or unable to
do. In the past,.most educational tests were norm-referenced, as the major aim of
Users was to compare, select, and group students for various purposes. The item
analysis procedures, traditionally used by test constructors, are appropriate for the
purposes of norm-referenced measurement.

Generally speaking, the term 'item analysis' refers to the detailed investigation
of the responses of all testees in a trial sample to all test iteMs. Each individual's
response to each item on the test is recorded and the statistical characteristics of
each item are assessed mathematically.

In traditional item analysis procedures, the two item characteristics derived are
item difficulty (or item facility) and a discrimination index. The itemdifficulty index

establishes how difficult an item was for the grobp-who took the test. This index is
derived by, counting the number of individuals who did not complete the iteT
correctly and by dividing this number by the total number of individuals wiro

attempted the item. Conversely, the facility of an item is provided by the number
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of persons who responded correctly divided by the total number who attempted to
solve the item. Theoretically item facility shows how easy the item was for the
group of respondents. .

In most test manuals and statistical text books, no distinction is made between
item difficulty and item facility. Item difficulty is conventionally expressed as the.
number of persons who passed the item divided by the total numberrf persons; in
other words, in terms of item facility. Item facility is usually expressed as a
percentage. As a formula the facility d of an item i is derived as follows:

. .

d; =N x100

where di stands for the facility of item t, . . . .. ..
. n stands for the number of persons who completed the item correctly; and

N stands for the total number of persons wifo attempted the item.
The item disciimination indexis a value which shows how well performance on an

item separates high achievers from low achievers on the test. A commonly used
value is derived from a comparison of the, number of individuals who responded 4

correctly to the hp% and whose performance on the total test places them in the
highest 27 per cent of -the total group of testees, with the number of individuals
who responded, correctly to the item, but whose total perfoimance places them in

A the lowest 27 per cent. .- t-A,J,
6 It is obvious that traditional item characteristics obtained in the above

summarized manner are strongly dependent on the ability of the. particular sample
or reference group from which they were obtained. This underlines the importance
of the validity of the sampling procedures used in the establishment of norms for
norm-referenced tests.

As noted previously, the choice of model on which to base the development of a
test has to be determined,by the type of use which is to be made of the test results,
and on the nature of the variables or the behaviour which are to be assessed.

Traditional item analysis procedures do not provide diagnostic information
which describes the child's performance in terms of what he or she can or cannot
do. What is,required for this type of assessment are item characteristics and indices
of ability which are as independent as possible from the particular sample in which
they are obtained. Used in the traditional way, normed sets of iterni,cannot provide
generalizable diagnostic information concerning the.traits measured, because it
cannot be assumed that a given item r quires a generally definable amount of skill

- or ability. The proportion of the sampl nswering the item correctly will increase
..and decrease as the ability level of the group changes. In the slime way the relatiye

, ability or skill of,an individual assessed by the items will vary according to the
ability of the group in which the test is taken.

More than "30 ears ago, Gulliksen (1950) suggested:
...,

,

A significant contribution, to item analysis theory would be the discovery of item
parameters that remained relatively stable as the item analysis group changed; or the
discovery of a law relating the changes in item parameters to changes in the grdup ... As
yet there has been no systematic theoretical treatment of measures of item difficulty
directed particularly toward determining the nature of their variation with respect to
changes in group ability. Neither has the experimental work on item analysis been

a /
. 1
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directed toward determining the relative invariance Of item parameters with systematic
, changes in the ability !eve( otthe group tested: (p.393') r -

Among early attempts to.provide a measure of item difficulty which would take
into account variations in the ability of samples are those of Thurstone and Tucker.
Thurstone's (1940 method of difficulty calibration ainted to compensate4O'r
possilee changes in group ability level, when two different sets,of items given to
two separate item analysis groups are to be equated. The 'following example will
describe thisvgethod.

A set of items making uplest W, is given to group 1 and is then to be equated
with a,set of items making up Test Q which is given to grotip2. A proportion of the
iterns,from Test W, which is chosen from allevels of item difficulties contained in

- -the tesi, is included in Test Q and adMinistered to group 2 as part of Test Q. As a
result of this procedure the percentage of respondents who complete these items
correctly is establiihed for both groups r and 2. Plotting the difficulty vaiaes of

`theseitems obtained in the two groups against each other (i.e. using group 1 values
as the abscissa and the group 2 values as the ordinite) the relationship of the two i

sets of Values is represegted graphically. Thtirstone's -method provides for a
smoothed line drawn through these values obtained items which had been
administered to both groups :.s a basis for translating difficulty values of all items
administered to group 2 into difficulty values for group I.

Unfortunately Thurstone's method does not provide a sample independent
index of item difficulty because the item difficulties expressed as a percentage of
correct responses must be expected to change with any variation in the ability level
of the group as part of Which they are. obtained.

The measure of item difficulty propOied by Tucker (1952) involves plotting
against each- raw score group the proportion of individuals in that group who
correctly completed a given item. The raw score value at which the ileitis equally
often answered correctly and failed is the difficculty level assigned to the .item.
There appears to be a lack of research investigating the invariance,claimed for this
particular indei.

An intuitively similar and highly promising approach to item analysis, which
attempts to overcome the problems of invariancein indices of item difficulty, s
based on the work of the mathematician Gedge Rasch. Rasch (1960).developed a
number of mathematical models with the specific intention of developing a means
to estimate person parameters. (e:g. measures of skills or abilities) and test
parameters (i.e. item difficulties) which can 'be independent of each other.

Despite its undoubted pronlise (Fischer, 1968, 1974; Keats, 1967, 1971) the
model hasionly recently begun to have an impact of the development of objeuive

. tests. In the research literature, the impact of the Rasch model is largely due to the
work of Wright (1967), 'one of the first researchers to operationalize the Rasch
model' (Whitely and Dawis, 1974, p.163) and his colleagues at the University of
Chicago (e.g.. Wright and Douglas, 1'977; Wright and Mead, 1977; Wright and-
Panchapakesan, 1969; Wright and Stone, 1979). Fischer (1968, 1974) and his
colleagues and doctoral students at the thliversity of Vienna (e.g. Allerup, Kempf,

_ Scheiblechner, Spada, and Sydow) have been responsible for the re-discovery and
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development of the Rasch model and its contribution to the psychological and

educational literature in Europe.
A major advantage and contribution to test design of the Rasch model is that it,

in effect, permits the development of ratio scales of abililty estimates and of the
difficulty of test items. Tests which are based on'a Rasch model of measurement
permit interpretative statements suckas: . -

For Lisa, Test A (or item i) is twice as difficult as Test 8 (or item j). In other words for
Lisa the probability of making an error on Test A (or item i) is twice that bf the pro-
bability of her-making an error on Test,18 (or item j). It might also be shown that Lisa is

, twice Or several times) as likely to make an_error on Test A as 'John.

Another type of statement, which could be made on the basis of ratio scale
measurement would be

"'Item a is twice as difficult as item-b, therefore the likelihood of failingitem a is twice that
of failing item b. Mary his done well on item-a and similar items. Robert has done w.e,
on_ item b. Mary is half likely lo make an error on either type of item.

Statements such as those; preSented in the above examples cannot be made in\
relation to most tests which, are based on traditional test theory. For example, it
would be incorrect to suggest Matz child with areading age of 11 years reads twice

as well or is half as likely to make errors in reading as a child with a reading age of 5

years 6 months. No matter, how valid and reliable the intelligence test, it would be
nonsensical to suggest that

as
person with an IQ of 140 is twice as intelligent, or half

as likely to make errors, as a person with an IQ of 70.
To summarize, the Rasch (1960, 1961, 1966a, 1966b) model of measurement

can lead to tests which, other things 'equal, can provide estimates of person
characteristics (e.g. ability)Il and item difficulty which are invariant no matter how
difficult the test items are, provided that the abilities of the festees are consistent
with the difficulties of,the test items. In these tests,-the ratio of the difficulty of one

item (or set of items) to the difficulty of another item (or set of items) is relatively
invariant irrespective of the ability level of the persons tested. Ability estimates

and estimates of item difficalty based on such a model Can certainly be expectedto
come closer to measurement in the sense of the physical science's, than- watild

traditional, psychometric tests.

Theoretical Assumptions of the Rasch Model
The two parameters-of major Concern to Rasch as well as to most users of

educational tests are: 1

A = the ability or skill of an individual (or the ability of a group of individuals in

the sense that several individuals may perform at the same level ofability or skill),

and
D = the difficulty of an item,
The important assumption made by Rasch, which would seem highly logical to

most educators, is that the probability p of a person m passing an item i is a function

of the degree of ability Am of the person to the degree of difficulty Di of the item

(i.e. till) and not of the values of Am'and Di separately as in traditional models of

item analysis.

rS

0

r
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In other words, a Rasch Model assumes the relitionship between person ability
A and item difficulty D to be such that, i' in a given test the difficulty D2 of Item 2
were greater than the difficulty of D1 of Item 1, then the probability p of any persorri
m in responding correctly to Item I should be higher than the probability p of his or

\- - her responding correctly to Item. 2. \
The converse is also assumed. If the ability estimate A4 of Persson 4 were higher

- than .ihe ability-estimate A3 of Person 3, the probability p that Person 4 would
respond correctly to any given test item i should be higher than,the probability p
that Person 3 would respond correctly to the same item.

Therefore, if the difficulty D2 of Item 2 were* (k>0) times that of Item 1, and if
the ability A4 of P&siiii4 Wefek-tirctesihatrofferson-3;-then--

no matter hat the value of e k Would be. .

_he theo tical limits of the ratio are To provide meaningful results
in probabilit erms, Rasch adop d a mathematic function for tie person ability
to item difficu atio which creases- from 0 t 1-as 4. increases from 0 to

co to provide th robability p of erson with th ability. A passing an item of
difficulty D in the following way:

A

D A

1+ '11 A +D
D

Conversely the probability that this person would not pass an item c r'difficulty D is
given by

it follows that -

0=1 A D

A+D A+D

p 'A

D

and . 1 p D

A

In the, absence of prior knowledge regafding either the abilities, A, of the
individuals making up the sample or the difficulties, D, of the items, Rasch (1960)
proposed that the following assumptions be made regarding the ability and
difficulty parameters: 111*

1 The best estimate of the ability parameter A for a particular person m can be
derived from /the peaon's raw score r.

2 The best estimate of the difficulty parameter D for a given item i can be
derived from the frequency with which the item was correctly completed.

The model makesjt possible, on a Set of similar items measuring a partictilar
latent trait, to set up an ordered matrix- (Keats, 1967; Wright and Stone, 1979)
with raw scores as one dimension and items ranked according to frequency of
correct responses as the other dimension. Use of this model permits attempts to
reproduce, as accurately as possible, the probabilities of passing items in the cells
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of an item by 'score group' matrix, where persons who have obtained the same raw

score are grouped together. A.limitation of the model is that it cannot handle either
rows or columns in this matrix which contain a number which is either 0 per cent
or 100 per cent of the persons-in a raw sco, b:oup. Persons who receive zero or
full scores and items passed by all or none of the persons in the group have thus to
be excluded from a Rasch analysis.

For technical details and a step-by-step description of test development
procedures utilizing a Rasch model, readers are advised to consult Fischer (1974),
Willmott andFowles (1974), Wright and Stone (1979)., and similar texts.

The mathematical calculations required for the Rasch calibration of test items
are facilitated by the use of logarithmic scales. Based on the exponential function

odds ofsuccess = e(abifitx diflicalty)

the ability and difficulty estimates obtained are initially in units of a logodds scale.
On this measurement scale, one unit difference between ability and difficulty
estimates is expressed as odds of success of e : 1 (e = 2.718).

While a logodds scale provides a convenient means of representation for
theoretical purposes, it is less suitable for practical purposes, because its

interpretation requires technical and statistical sophistication which is unnecessary
in most contexts in which educational tests are used. For the purposes of
presenting Rasch calibrations of difficulty and ability estimates for the ACER Early
School Series tests, the logodds scaled values were therefore mathematically
transformed to a more easily interpreted scale which is centered at 50. The
procedure utilized was similar to that used by other test developrs (Cornish and
-Wines, 1979; Woodcock, 1973) and is discussed in the literature (Willmott and
Fowles, 1974; Woodcock and Dahl, 1971; Wright and Douglas, 1975, Wright and

Stone, 1979).
The transformation formula used for the calculation of the difficulty (DO and

ability (A0 values was as follOws:
Di = di(1)+ 50

In 3

where Di is the transformed difficulty estimate, and di is the difficulty estimate in
lOgodds units. The transformation factor (5/In 3) (i.e. 4.551) indicates that an'

increase of 5 units on the transformed scale represents a growth factor of 3 in the
logKodds scale. It should be noted that each such scale stands alone. A score of 40

414 on one, scale differs in absolute meaning from a score of 40 on another scale.
For example, a raw score of 6 on the Number Test has an associated ability

estimate of 57. Similarly a raw score of 7 on the Verb Tense Test provides an ability

estimate of 57. This does not imply that a score of 57 on one scale (Number) is
necessarily equivalent to a score of 57 bn the miler (Verb Tense).

Investigation of the Fit of the ACER Early School Series Tests to the Rasch
Model
The possibilities provided by a series of tests of relatively invariant ability and
difficulty estimates, and the idea of an instrument which might provide ratio

n .
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1

scaling, were highly attractive for the design of the ACER Early School Series tests.
The purpose of the analyses, which are described in the following section, was to

determine the appropriateness of the Rasch model of item analysis for the tests
contained in the ACER Early School Series.,

In the ,literatur, only a few studies concerned with the investigation of the
validity of the model for tests have been reported doth item and ability estimates
were found to be invariant over different non-random samples investigitted by
Anderson, 'Kearney, and Everett (1968), Brooks (1965)Wright and
Panchapakesan (1969) and Tinsley, (1971),__ _ _ _

In the_ present investigation, partly in response to Goldstein's (1979) reproach
and criticisms, a serious effort was made to test the fit of the assumptions of the
Rasch model by comparing the results obtained on the ACER Early School Series
tests from independent samples -with- quite different characteristics. The
performance of samples of children from different language backgrounds and of
groups of school beginners of differing maturity and developmental level, as
judged by their teachers, were compared in order to investigate the invariance of
Rasch-based estimates of person ability and item difficulty. Rasch's assumption
that the ratio of the difficulties between any pair of items would remain constant
across groups was also investigated in relation to the item difficulties obtained in
the ACER Early School Serie'S tests.

Rasch himself investigated the invariance assumption in his tests by drawing
what visually appeared to be the best fitting straight lines. Brooks (1965)
recalculated the best fit of Rasch'i data, using least squares procedures, and found
the latter no more accurate than Rasch's graphically determined values.

To investigate the claim that, if the model fits the data, the ratio:of difficulty of
any given item to any other given item would remain essentially constant,
irresp..ctive of apy differences between the- groups to whom the test can be
administered, Rasch again used graphical methods. He showed the invfiriance of
the ratios of the difficulty values in terms of the degree to which the points fell
along straightlintwith unit slope; when logarithms or item difficulties were
plotted against the mean logarithms of difficulty for the various ability levels (i.e.
raw score grOups) within the same sample of subjects.

A more stringent test of this assumption would, as also suggested by Goldstein
(1979), consist of a comparison of the item difficulty ratios obtained from data
collected in separate and independent-samples of persons who diffe ed in ability in
some definable way. This type ofempiii41-eheek of the model app ars not to have
been performed-ty Rasch, but was attempted in the, examination of the model in
relation to the ACER Early School Series.

While checking the fit of the Rasch model to the ACER Early School Series
tests, the study made it possible to explore to some extent the sample-free
assumption of the Rasch item difficulty ratios by comparing data from a priori
different samples, . 4

Specifically the following research questions were explored:
1 Are the Rasch calibrated item difficulties independent of the sample on which

they are based?
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Table 10.1 Comparison of Rasch-scaled Item Difficulties Calibrated on Different
Groups of Chi ldien

Test Comparison groups Correlation (r)

Apditoryi Rep. sample v. valid sample A .71

Discrimination Rep: sample v. valid sample B .41

A v. B .51

1 Average correlation = 0.54, SD = 0.15

Recognition of Rep. sample v. valid sample A 1 .33

Initial Consonant Rep. sample v. valid sample B .59

Sounds Rep. sample v. valid sample C .48

Rep. sample v valid sample D .76

A v. B .69

A v. C .72

A v. D .73

B v. C .87

B v. D .92

. C v. D .89
Average correlation = 0.70, SD = 0.19

Number Rep. sample v. valid sample .98

Figure Rep. sample v. valid sample A .93

Formation Rep. sample v. valid sample B .98

Rep. sample v. valid sample C .54

Rep. sample v. valid sample D .85

A v. B .93

A v. C -.51
A v. D .83

B v. C ;70

B v. D .94

C v. D .90

Average correlation 1, 1) = 0.17

Prepositions

Verb Tense

Pronouns

Negation

Comprehension

En' fish v. migrant .90

English v. migrant .97

English v. migrant .95

English v. migrant .89

English v. migrant .98

Word Knowledge English v. migrant .62

-
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2 Are the ability estimates derived from the Rasch moliel of measurement
independent of the relative ability level of the sample in which they were obtained?

_-..3 Are the ratios of pairs of Rasch-scaled item difficulty values invariant across
independentgroups of subjects of varying developmental level?

If hese questions were investigated in ration to all tests ineluded i the ACER
Early School Series. In the case of the auditory analysis and conceptual kills esis,
the items making up each test were scaled separately for the representati e sample
and for each of the validation samples. -, For the language tests, the items were
scaled separately for native speakers of English, and for the group consisting of
children whose home language was not English, as well as for the total group.

llo- investigate research question 1, the Rasch-scaled-item difficulty values were
compared for the different samples. One table in each of the chapters discussing
the individual tests of the series contains the Rdsch item difficulties and standard
errors for each item No significant differenCes in the mean difficulties were found
between the groups. Qu......:"n I was further investigated by correlating the item
scale values. Correlations between the different groups varied somewhat for the
different tests, and are shown in Table 10.1. ,

Within tests the correlation (or average correlation in the case of tests in which
more,,than two independent groups were compared) ranged from an average
correldtion of i. = 0.54 (SD = 0.15) for ,the Auditory Discrimination Test to

correlations ofr = 0.98 for the Number Testa,nd the Comprehension Test. It should
be noted that the samples for the latter two tests were completely independent of
one another. In other words, no child in either sample of either test had done both
tests. -

Over all tests and samples, the average correlation was r = 0.77, SD = 0.19.
This value is substantial, but may appear lower than expected. Inspection of Table
10.1 suggests a number of factors which may have contributed to a_ lower than
expected correlation of the item difficulties obtained from different samples. The
tests ,in which the results of a larger number of samples were compared skewed
lower average correlations, because of the greater variation in ability between the
samples. Other researchers have obtained similar results, and the invariance of
Rasch calibrated item difficulty values for extreme groups is still being investigated
(Fischer, 1978).. Another possible explanation may be that the Auditory
Discrimination Test, the Recognition of Consonant Sounds Test and certainly the
Word Knowledge Test might be measuring less unitary 'latent traits'.

From a theoretical point ot. view, it should be noted that it was not Rasch's
contention that the difficulty index values per se necessarily remain invariant with
changes in group ability level, but rather that the ratios among corresponding pairs
of such values remain invariant. This means that members of extreme ability
!groups may well differ to some degree in their perception of the difficulty of the
test, but that the relationship between the items. remains the same, irrespective of
the ability level of the group tested. The latter concern was investigated under
research question 3.

Question 2, concerning the invariance of the Rasch calibrated ability estimates
irrespective of the ability level of the sample, can be answered in the affirmative.
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Inspection of the relevant tables in each of the test chapters containing the ability

estimates and the correlations between the Rasch ability estimates obtained for the
different samples for each test, shows a correlation of r = 1.00 in the case o most of

the tests. Exceptions were again the Auditory Discrimination Test, in which
correlations of 0.99, 0.91, and 0.91 were obtained for the comparisons of ability

levels obtained for the representative sample and two comparison groups; and the

Word Knowledge Test, in which the correlation between the ability estimates for
English and non-English language background children Was' r = 0.98.

These correlations are high indeed, anOhow the stability of the Rasch
calibrated ability estimates, in terms of their independence of the sample, and their
consistency across all tests of the ACM( Early School Series.

Question 3 concerning the invariance of the ratios of Rasch difficulty values for
pairs of items across different samples was examined for each test by calculating
the ratio between the difficulty values for each pair of items separately for each
sample. This was followed by the calculations of t- and F-tests to investigate the
differences between the independent samples.

The difficulty ratios for all but the Auditory Discrimination, Recognition of Initial

Consonant Sounds, and the Word Knowledge Tests are shown in Tables 10.2 to 10.8
at the end of this chapter. The tables for the former tests have not be reproduced in
this Handboolcbecause of their size._

No significant differentes were found in the \difficulty ratios calculated for
different samples in the Recognition of Initial Consolgnt Sounds, Number, and Figure

Formation Tests or in any of the tests of syntactic structures.The t- and F-values are

shown in Tables 10.2 to 10.8k
The Auditory Discrimination Test was examined in a slightly different manner. As

shown in Table 10.1, the Rasch item difficulties of this test seemed less invariant
across the different samples than the difficulty estimates of the items constituting

the other tests in the series. The ratios of the difficUlties for the Auditory

Discrimination Test were thus examined separately for each item; that is, separate
F-tests were calculated for each column containing the ratios obtained by relating

_

the difficulty estimate of one item to those of all others.
The F-values for 14 out of the 40 item.; of the test were significant at or beyond

the p = 0.05 level of significance. This Means that ili35 per cent of the items of the

Auditory Discrimination Test, Rasch's assumption of the invariance of the ratios of
pairs.of item difficulty values,across samples was not met in the present study.

Anderson, Kearney, and Everett (1968) who investigated the invariance of
straight item difficulties, not ratios' of difficulty of values obtained by two samples
in Rasch-scaled intelligence tests, found that 27 per cent of items failed t6 fit this

assumption of the model at the p = 0.05 level. Thek investigators suggested:

The 0.05 level of significance_, is_pro_babiy top stringent a measure and the 0.10 level is
more appropriate when testing the fit of the model. (Anderson et al., 1968, p.237)

If the p = 0.10 level of significance is used in the analyses of the present data,
five out of the 40 items, or 12.5 per cent of the items constituting the test, are
shown not to support this assumption of the model.

The general characteristics of items which failed to fit Rasch's assumption were
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compared ',with those which conformed to the assumption. No particular pattern
was detected which differentiated between the two types ofitems in so far as their
difficulty values, content or position in the test were concerned.

_To sumfriarize, it can be said that the examination of the research data collected
from a number of independent samples of children on their performances on the
tests of the ACER Early School Seiles showed that the Rasch calibrated item
difficulties and the ability estimates derived from the obtained raw scores are
independent of the sample on which they are baled. Rasch's assumption that the
ratios of item difficulty values for pairs of items be invariant across different
samples was largely supported by the results of the present investigation.

Finally, the reader may have observed the strong relationship between the
difficulty estimates obtained by traditional item analysis proceduresiand the Rasch
calibrated difficulty estimates presented in tables in the chapters describing each
test. Over all ten tests, only very few items changed their relative position on the
basis of their Rasch-scaled difficulty values, when initial placement had been in
terms of their traditional difficulty values. Statistically, this stability of position is to
be expected, as the Rasch calibrated estimates of item difficulties are non-linear
functions of the tradition'ally obtained difficulty values.

This fact might give rise to questions concerning the practical usefulness of
Rasch item calibration procedures if the resulting products are not essentially
different_from the more generally known and more easily computed traditional
item difficulty values.

The strongest argument for Rasch calibration Of tests in which the assumptions
of the model are basically satisfied is that Rasch scaling adds two highly desirable
properties to the measurements prolAded_by the test:

1 it permits ratio scaling of ability estimate -and item difficulties;
2 it avoids to a large eitent the major limitation of most pyschometric tests (i.e.

yielding results which are restricted to samples of particular populations)_ by
providing estimates of person ability and item difficulty which are independent of
the sample or population in which they were obtaiged.

Tables 10.2 to 10.8 present the ratios of item difficulty estimates for paired items
of the tests. In each cell, the values's:if the ratios are represented as proportions in
decimals for all samples.

,116
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Table 101 Number Test: Ratios of Item Difficulty Values for Paired Items, for Two
Independent Samples

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0.91
0.97

3 0.87 0.95
0.91 0.93

4 0.85 0.93 0.97
0.91' ; 0.93 1.00

5 0.82 0.90 0.94 0.96
0.89 0.91 0.98 0.98

6 038 0:86 0.90 0.92 0.96
0.84 0.86 0.92 0.92 0.94

7 0.75 0.81 0.87 ti.88 0.92 0.96
0.83 0.84 0.90 0.90 0.92 0.98

8 0.67 0.73 0.77 0.77 0.82 0.85 0.88

0.72 0.72 0.77 0.77 0.79 ' 0.83 0.85

1.01 df V NS

Table 10.3 Figure Formation Test: Ratios of Item Difficulty Values for Paired Items
for Five Independent Samples

2

3

4

F s 1.80 df 4/25 NS

1 2 '3
0.92
1.00
1.02
1.15
0.98 ..

0.77 0.83
0.92 0.92

'0.85 0.83
1.23 1.07 .
0.94 r...:,.. 0.96
0.77 ''... 0.83 .1.00,
0.88 0.88 0.96'
0.93 0:91 1.09 , i,,,

0.97 ,0.84 0.79
0.91 0.93 0.96

.6
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Table 10.4 Prepositions Test: Ratios of Item Difficulty VOua 1:1r FS.red 1..:-MS for
Two Independent Samples

I 2 3 . 4 5

2 1.R2
1.11

3 1.16 0.95
1.04 0.93

4 1.06 *) 0.87 0.91
1.08 0.97 1.04
1.00 0.82 ,0.86 0.94
1.08 0.97 1.04 1.00

6 0.92 0.75 0.79 0.87 0.92
1.02 0.91 0.98 0.93 0.93

7 0.87 0.71 0.75 0.82 0:87
0.96 '0.86 0.92 0.88 0.88

8 0.92 0.75 0.79 0.87 0.92
0?90 0.81 0.87 0.83 0.83

9 0.96, 0.78 0.82 0.90 0.96
0.87i 0.78 0.84 0.80 0.80

t= 0.96 df 35 NS

6 7

0.94
0.94
1.00 1.05 ,

.1 0.89 0.94
1.03 1.09 1.03

-066 0.91 0.96

_ Table 10.5 Verb Tenie Test: Ratios of Item Difficulty Values for Paired Items for Two

Independent Simples

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

2 1.00
0.95

3 1,00 1.00
0.91 0.95

4 0.90 0.90 0.90
0.87 0.91 0.95

5 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.28

0:82 0.86 0.90 0.94 -. siP

6 0.90 9.90 0.90 1.00 0.78
0.84 0.88 0.92 9.96 1.02 -.

7 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.92 0.72 0.92

0.87 0.91 0.95 1.00 .1.06 1.04

8 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.98

0.77 0.81 0.85 0.88 0.2i, 0.92 0.88

9 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.75. 0.59 0.75 0.81 0.83

I 0.63 0.66 0:69 0.72 0.77 0.75 0.72 0.81

t = 1.43 df 35 NS

, 0
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Table 10.6

1

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Pronouns Test: Ratios of !'tem Difficulty Values for Paired Items for Two
Independent Samples

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2 1.04
10 93
1.08 1.04
0.87 10.93

4 ;1.02 0.97 0.93

0.89 0.95 1.02.

5 1.00 0.95 0.91 0.98

0.95 1.02 1.09 1.06 °
6 1.00 0.95 0.91 0.98 1.00 f'

0.87 0.93 1.00 0.98 0.91 1
7 0.94 0.90 0.96 0.92 0.94/ 0.94

0.87 0.93 1.00 0.98 0.91, 1.00

8 1.00 0.95 0.91 0.98 1,00 1.00 1.06

0.84 0.90 0.96 0.94 10.88 0.96 0:96
9 0.96 '0.92 0.88 0.94 0.96 0.96 1.02 0.96

0.79 0.85 0.90 0.88 0.83 0.90 0.90 0.94

10 0.92 0.88 0.84 0.90 0.92 0.92 0.98 0.92 0.96

0.75 86 0 89 0.9_

11 0.86
.0.80_0.8684_0_7_8___0.86..____0
0.82 0.78 0.84 0.86 0.86 0.91 0.86 0.89 0.93

0.74 0.79 0.84 0.82 0.77 0.84 0.84 0.87 0.93 0.98

t= 0.94 df 54 NS

Table 10.7 Negation Test: Ratios of Ile
Independent Samples

Difficulty Values for Paired Items for Two

1 2* 3' 4 5 7

2 0.87
1.28

3 0.914,.. 1.04
- 0.78

4

_1.00
."- 0.91 1.04 ..1.00

1.00 0.78 1.00

0.82 0.94 0.90 0.90

1.04 0.81 1.0.4 1.04

6 0.86 0.98 0.94 0.94 1.04

0.98 0.76 0.98 0.98 1 0.94

7 'N./ 0.76 0.87 0.83 0.83 0.92 0.89

0.96 0.75 0.96 0.96 0.92 0.98

8 0.78 0.89 0.85 0.85 0.94 0.90 1.01

0.86 0.67 0.86 0.86 0.82 0.87 0.89

t
r
07 df 27 NS
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Table 10.8 Comprehension Test: Ratios of Item Difficulty Values for Paired Items for
\ Two Independent Samples

--6--, J

\ 1 4 5\
0.89
.82 0.98

: 0.81 '0.90
0.77 ',0.92 0.94
0.84 p.94 1.03

0.78 0.94 0.96 1.61

0.84 1.03 1.00
0.74 0.89 0.90 0.96 0.94
0.79 0.88 0.98 0.94 0.94

. f. "
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APPENDIXII

Glossary, oTerms
Since some sections of this Handbook are somewhat technical in Mature, certain
words be unfamiliar to the reader and some commonly use ds may, take
on a specialized meaning. In this appendix, a glossary of 1 , tms used in
educational and psychological measurement is presented to assist readers who

. encounter an unfamiliar. ,term. The list of meanings presented is not complete.
Concepts whichshave been explained in detail within the body of the Handbook are
denoted briefly. Some fire not included. For more complete explanations of
measurement terms, the reader is referred to Chaplin (1975), Dreyer (1964),
Kendall and Buckland (1975), Wolman (1975), and .othe'r textt mks.
achievement test. A test designed to measure the level of proficiency or the knowledge an

individual has attained in some specified area or in'general.
age equivalent. The level of an individual's development with respect t any trait or

characteristic, that is expressed as equal to the chronological age at which e particular
level is normally attained. The age ecihivalent score expresses the individual's
performance as the age at which most individuals reach that particular level of
development or performance.

age norms. Indication of age level, usually in years and months, for which a given raw score
was the average in the standardization sample.

analysis. The process of reducing a complex phenomenon to simpler and more elementary
parts.

answer sheet., Separate test-page(s) on whic the testee records the selected responses.
anxiety. A state .of apprehension or uneas* ess related to fear. The object of anxiety is

usually less specific than the object of fear fear of dogs, spiders, etc.).
aphasia. Impairment or loss of the ability to articulate words or comprehend speech,

usually resulting from brain damage.
aptitude test. A set of tasks chosen and standardized so as to allow for a prediction of an

individual's future performance on tasks which are similar tothe tasks on the test.
attention. The focusing of perception leading to heightened aWarends7f a limited range of

stimuli.
attention span. (a) The duration of time a person can concentrate on One event; (b) the

amount of material or the number of separate items which an indi idual can note
during one brief exposure.

autism. An extreme inability to relate to other people resulting from an absorpt on in (often
bizarre) fantasy to the exclusion of interest in reality; it may be linked wit organic
causes or with schizophrenia.
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autistic child. A child who displays autistic symptoms such as extreme withdrawal, complete
lack of interest in people, language disturbance, often mutism, severe apathy, and
emotional detachment. Other behaviours frequently observed in autistic children
include repetitive head banging, rocking etc., perseyerathin, and extreme fear of and
resistance to change.

, battery of tests. A set of tests intended to be administered successively, and the composite
scores of whichlare used to assess individual differences.

bimodal distribution. A distribution in which frequencies tend to concentrate or pile up at
two distinct points or regions.

calibration (of tests or test items). The process of translating the scores obtained on an
instrument into an expression based on a known external or internal standard.

central tendency. An average value of a set of scores, i.e. mean, median, or mode.
comparable scores. Expressed on the same scale and with the same relative meaning within

some common reference group. If scores on different tests are comparable, aparticular
numerical score represents'the same level of proficiency or deficiency regar.;less of the
subject matter of the test.

concept. The properties or relationships common to a class of phenomena or ideas.
Concepts may be concrete or abstract.

confidence interval. A range of possible values, which has a particular probability of
. including a student's hypothetical true score. As the probability is increased, the range

of-the confidence interval is increased. Likewise, if the probability is decreased, the
interval set for confidence will decrease. The standard error of measurement is used to
set a confidence interval for placement of the obtained score in relation to the
student's hypothetical true score.

conservation. Piaget's term for the ability of the child to recognize that certain properties of
objects (e.g., number, mass, volume) do not change despite transformations in the
appearance of the objects.

construct. validity. The accuracy with which a test is presumed ta be measuring some
hypothetical, operationally undefined characteristic or construct such as reasoning
ability, creativity, or motivation.

contamination. A spurious relationship between t4 variables resulting horn the lack of
independence between them. --

correlation. (a) Any relationship.between two variables more specifically a relationship
between two variables such that a change in one of the variables results or is associated
with a change in the other; (b) in statistics the term refers to a concomitant variation,
i.e. the degree to which two variables vary,together. A numerical index of this degree
of concomitant variation is provided by the correlation (r).

correlation coefficient. Limited by the values plus-one' ( +I) and minus one (-1)\k the
correlation-coefficient expresses-the-degree of relationship between two sets ofscOres,

criterion. (a) an independent outside measure against which a test can be validated; (b) a
level or standard by which a behaviour can be judged; (c) the dependent variable. In
test development the term 'criterion' usually refers to a characteristic or combination
of characteristics used as a basis to judge the validity of a test or some other
measurement 'procedure-

criterion groups. Used to determine the discriminating power of a test or test item, such
groups are presumed to differ widely on the characteristic intended to be measured. In
test development, the criterion groups maybe determined by the total scores on the
test itself.

criterion-referenced measurement Assessment based on criterion -referenced tests.

criterion-referenced tests. A set of items designed to indicate whether the festee has reached
a certain criterion performance or has mastered a specific task or skill.

cross-validiation. The process of assessing`the quality of an item or test by using data which
have been ,obtained independently of those used in the selection and revision of the
test items.

culture-fair test. A test which can be used with individuals of any culture. The underlying
assumption is that performance on such alest is not (or only minimally) affected by
cultural factors.
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-deie at variabk. A variable in which changes are attributed to changes in the
-independent variable. In experiments the dependent variable is often a response to a

stimulus variable..
deviation. The amount by which a score differs from some_reference measure of the

distribution of scores, e.g. the numerical difference (X-X)of a given raw score (C)
from the mean.(50 of the distribution.

diagnostic test A test designed to identify tne nature and source of the individual's
strengths or difficulties.

difficulty. The degree of arduousness, represented by the difficulty index (Di), of a test or
item for individuals, as opposed to /its easiness or facility.

I difficulty index (Di). Derived from the proportion of testees in a iroup who answered the
item incorrectly.

discrimination. Degree to which performance on an item separates students with high and
low scores on the total test.

discrimination-iide:x A value 'which indicates the ability of an item to separate high-
achieving students from low-achieving students. A commonly used index is obtained
by comparing the number in the highest 27 per cent of the group who responded
corre,ctly with the number in the lowest 27 per cent who responded correctly.

listractor. Any of the incorrect response options in a multiple-choice test item.
distributiop of scores. Tabulation or enumeration of the frequency of occurrence of each

score in a given set of scores. .

domain-referenced test. Test aimed to assess knowledge or skills pertaining to a completely
specified area, situation, or principle.

dyslexia. Severe difficulty or inability in learning to read. A specific learning difficulty.

easiness. See facility.
empathy. Ability to perceive the mood and feelings of another person. Understanding 91,

. -feelings, sufferings, etc. of another person which have not ))een communicated, th
words.

empirical. &tied on facts and experiences systematic observation, and experiment rather
than on theory or general philosophical principles. .

equivalent forms. The items of equivalent forms of a test are of the same type, cover the
same content, have the same distribution of difficulty values, and result in scores of
the same mean, variability, vilidity;,and reliability.

error of measurement. The difference between an cbtained score and the corresponding
hypothetical true score.

error variance. In a set of test scores, the term refers to the mean of the square errors of
measurement- for-each- score -in the` -set- --

etiology. The investigation of the causes or significant antecedents of a given phenomenon.
evaluation. Judgment of merit, sometimes based solely on-measurements such as those

provided by ,test scores, but more frequently involving a synthesis of various
measurements, critical incidents, subjective Impressions, and other kinds of evidence.

face validity. A measure of the degree to which the items in a test appear, to tester and
testee, to be measuring the characteristics which the test is intended to measure.

facility bidet A measure of the percentage of correct responses determined by dividing the
number of students getting the item right by the number who tried the item. Used to
establish how easy an item was for the group who took the test. See also difficulty index.

factor. Underlying influence accounting for part of the variability of a number of scores or
other behavioural manifestations., sal

factor anafrsis. Statistical procedure which seeks to identify a small number of hypothetical
constructs which might account for the intercorrelations between scores on a much
larger number of tests or other phenomena.' factors resulting from factor analytic
pr f ures are weighted sums of observed variables which are expected to summarize,we

vibe, and explain the observed data.
fit (s tistioal). The level of agreement of obtained data to a predetermined standard, or the

..adjustment of data to such a standard. 1
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frequency distribution. An ordered sequence of score intervals, which contains the
frequencies with which scores falling into the specified intervals occurred in the ,
sample.

grade equivalent score. Report of a-student's performance on a test in terms of the school

- , gradelevel for which that level or performance is typical.
. .

homogeneity. Similarity found among members of a set of\ ersons, objects, or data. More
specifiCally the degree to which the items comprising a t st measure a sin-le variable or
construct. -------

--.:
hypothetical construct. Concept _going beyond observation derived from a .framework of

theory with the aim of explainifigtiehavioural data (e.g. intelligence, learning,
motivation). .-

IQ (intelligence quotient). Originally a ratio of the individual's mental age to his or her
chronological age. On some more recent intelligence tests, IQ may be a standard score
most frequently from a distribution with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15.

independent variable. The variable under experimental'control in relation to'which the
changes under observation are studied. In experiments, the independent variable is
often a stimulus, responses to which are the dependent variables.

intelligence. The capacity to understand and manage facts and propositions, relationships
and symbols. The ability to reason.

in ercorrelation. A term used td refer to the correlation of a num er of Variables amoi-m
themselves, as distinct from the correlations between then and_an 'external' or
dependent variable. 1) %

\
7 serval scale. A type of measu4ment scale which allows not Only the ordering, by

magnitude of scores reflectingAhe characteristic being measured, but which, though
not possessing an absolute zerolirint, possesses equal intervalgof magnitude. ..),

'nvariance. Remaining constant despitcschanges in other conditions.
item analysis. An examination of studen performance for each item on a test. It consists of

re-examination of the responses to it ms of a test by applying math matical techniques
to assess two characteristicl Iiiffictilty and discrimination o each objective Item
on the test. . '', t\.

item-test correlation. Correlation between th* scores obtained on an item and, the scores
\obtained on the test as a whole.

key. A solution set containing the cortect respOnses to objective test ite s.

latent trait. This term refers to a trait or variabl,which cannot be obser,ed directly but
which is assumed_ to enterinto the-Structure Oa system or phenomenon under study,
e.g. Intelligence, creativity, anxiety; etc. .

lateral dominance. The tendency for dominance of o e side of the brain over the other in,
most functions. More-specifically, preferential us of one hand or side of the body.

mastery test. A test not intended to indicate how much ' student has achieved relative to
other students, but only whether or not he or she hits achieved enough to satisfy the
minimum requirements of the teacher or the examiner.

matrix. A table of numbers arranged in row" and colu_mrf which is subjected to certain
mathematical procedures.

mean. A measure of central tendency. The mean provides an average numerical value of a
set of scores. The arithmet c mean is calculated by adding all scores and by dividing the
sum by the number of scores summed.

measurement. A process of assigning numbers to the individual members of a set ofobjects
or persons for the purpOselof indicating differences among then in the degreelo which
they possess the characte stic being peasured.

median.tA measure of central tendency which represents the point in a distribution of
scores, which divides the distribution into two parts, such that, an equal number of
scores fall above and bel w the loint, i.e. the 50th percentile: or midpoint of the
distribution.

1. 3z)!
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mesa/age. The Score on a test of mentalaiility_expressed in ternissOf the chronological age
of persons whale average test score is the same as his or hers.

mode. Measure ei..entral tendency which indiCates the most frequently occurring score/or
value in a frequency distribution.

morpheme. The smallest unit in language (in a word, word'stem, prefix, ending) which is
still meaningftil. See also phoneme.

multiple-choke item: An item consisting of a stem, i.e. a direct question, direction, or
incomplete statement, and two or more options from which to choose the answer or
correct completion of the item.

ominal scale. The weakest type of measurement scale. It labels objects or observations
(usually by letter or number) for identification or classification purposes. Thistype of
scale does not reflect magnitude relationships, and does not possess equal intervals or
an absolute zero point.

norm. The value reflecting the performances of a defined group on a test.
norm-group. Group of persons whose perforipance "On. a test provides a

comparison for subsequent test takers.
.norm-referenced measurement. Assessment based on norm-referenced tests.
norm-referenced tests. Test's which are designed to describe the testee's status or

achievement in relation, to the performance of a group of other testees. Usually the
latter group will have completed the test at some earlier stage, and is described as the
norm Because the performance of subsequent groups is referenced to or
compared with the norm group, the wri 'norm-referenced' is used.

normal distribution. A mathematically'defilied, idealized frequenly distribution. It is
represented by a symmetrical bell-shaped curve characterized by scores concentrated
around the average and decreasing and tapering off towards each extreme:,

normalized standard scores. A transformation of scores that results in an ,approxim!nely
normal distribution regardless of the shape of their initial distribution. ,

norms. These provide the basis for the interpretation of scores on standardized t is by
ishowing how the members of a particular referenc group or groups performed on the
test.

objectiviry. A characteristic of statements that can be veri ed by independent obser ation or
judgment.

operational -definitions. These describe how the variable being so defined can be quantified,
how amounts of th,e variable can be determined:

ordinal scalkA type of measurement scale which arranges scores with reference to their
magnitude and assigns numbers accordingly, i.e. first, second, third. Ordinal scales

lack an absolute zero point, and are not made up of equal intervai&
Pearsons 'r. See product moment correlation.
percentile rank. Number indicating the percentage of scores in the whole distribution falling

below the point at which a given score ties.
performance test (or item). A test (or item) which requires the tesfee to deinonstrate his or

her skill or ability by manipulating objects or instruments. Such a test minimizes the
role of language. _

phoneme. Similar speech sounds which sermto distinguish utterances from one another.
phonetics. A systematic representation of speech sounds by ;nuns of symbols..
point-biserial correlation. A correlation between a dichotomous and a continuous variable.
population. The total 'set of perscls, items, 6r observations pertaining to a -particular

universe. Some part of ihepopulation becomes a sample.
power test. A test which is designed tomeasure the level of achieveinent or ability a person

can reads usually withott.regard to speech. .

predictive Wiry. Indicates how accurately performance on a test predicts performance on
some tater measure...or outside criterion.

product moment correlation coefficient (or Pearson's 'r'). Obtained by calculating the mean of
the products of the standard scores of the two measures being correlated across all
individuals in the group. 1

standard. of

13.6.
- .
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. profile. Graphic representation of the relative.magnitude of an individual's scores on
several tests. The procedure is used to represent the indiVidual's skills' and
development by e§tablishing a pattern based on.his ocherprformance on a number of
tests yielding comparable scores : , \ i

psychometrics. Specialized branch of psychology which deals jth indiyidual differences an
their assessment by means of-psychological tests.

psychomotor. The area of human action which emphasizes all types of body mo
. which are involuntary or voluntary.,

random sample. A number of cases of any sort drawn from a population or ttitiffset in such a
,.

way that every item in the population or set has an equal chance of being chosen'and
. that the thoice;of each item is independent of that of any other.
range of scores. The smallest-interval on the scale of scores which includes all scor

distribution. Statistically the range is a measure of variability, and its size is computetk
by subtracting/le' lowest score in a distribution from the highest score. - \

ra k. The positio of an item or other variable in relation to others which have been
arranged according to some specific criterion. . .

rank order. The arrangement of a series of values, scores, individuals, observations, etc. in
order of (increasing or decreasing) magnitude or size. The intervals between ranked

- vapes are not necessarily equal. .

rapport. The 'relationship which exists between tester and testes.
ratio. A relation t ip between two phenomena variables, etc. in number, degree, or

quantity. Mo specifically, a quotient, as in intelligence quotient ki()), which is equal
to the product of mental age (MA) divided by chronological age of the testee (CA), i.e.a .. -

,

.

. .

ratio scale. A type of measurement scale which reflects the relative magnitude of scores, is
based on an absolute zero point, and reflectssqual intervals which can be added and

., . divided: -
- ,

rationale. The basic or underlying reason or justification for a hypothesis, opinion, or
action.

raw score. The 'score as originally obtained on the test, before -any transformation to a
standard' score or other derived Score has been calculated.

reading headiness. Denotes the stage at which the child because of developmental,
mattaational, and situational factors is able to profit by certain conditions of reading'
instruction.- .s.

reasoning. Rational and logical thinking.
referral. Sending a client to another profegsional agency or institution.
reliability. The consistency with-which the test measures whatever it measures.
representative sample. A Sample chosen in such a way as to make it more likely to exhibit the

same characteristics as the population. A random sample is a representative sample.
response set. A predisposition or tendency on the part of the testee to answer a test-item in a

particular way. Willingness or unwillingness to guess may be a response set.

restriction -of- range. See truncation.

, rote learning. Memorization of a sequence of words or other symbols by repeated utterance
or observation. Rote learning does not rely on meaningfulness as an aid to learning/

4 sample.- Any sub-set of persons, items, or observations which are selected to represent/a
larger group or set of observations. .

. sampling error. The difference between the sample value of some statistic and the value
obtained when calculated on the basis of the entire population.

scaling. Converting raw data into types of scores which are more readily interpreted/ e.g,
,ranks, standard scores.

scatter diagrams. A graphical device used to display the relationship between scoresion two
tests for the individuals in a group. Score§ on one test are represented on the 'vertical
dimension, those on the other along the horizontal dimension. A tally mark if entered
on the diagram to reflect the pair of scores for a particular individual.

137 I -
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schizophrenia. A psychotic disorder charact ized by fundamental disturbances in the
relationship -to reality, formation of con pts,-and varying degreet-oLbehavioural,

eetiVeranerip-relleettiardistarhances;-S ptoms-may include-hallucinationf and
delusions, and various autistic behaviours. ---

score. Number assigned to an examinee to provid a quantitative description of his or her
performance o a pirticular test.

scoring key. Mica-les the-cc:a-rectal-fiver-6 eackitem.scoring
skewed distribution. An asymmetrical distribution in which most of the scores are closer to

one end of the distribution than they are to' the other. If the longer tail of the
distribution extends towards the lower.end of the score scale, the distribution is said to
be negatively skeitd. If the longer tail extends to the higher end of the scorc 'scale, the
distribution is said to be positively skewed. . 0

speed test. The ptimary emphasis in this type of test is on the number of items which the
testee completes correctly in a given time. .,

speededness (of a test). The -extent to, which a testee's score on the test depends on
quickness in working through it. It is sometimes measured by the proportion of

--, examiness who do not reach and answer the last item in the test. -
split-halves reliability coefficient. A coefficient which is obtainethy using half the items on

the test, sometimes the odd-numbered items, to yield one score for an examinee and
the other half of the items to yield another independent score. The correlation between

, the scores on, these two half-tests, corrected with the aid of the Spearman-Brown
Formula, provides an estimate of the reliability of the total test.

standard. Any measure, rule, or principle which is ;used as a basis for comparison or
judgment. . ,

standard deviation. The most widely used measure of,dispersion of a frequency distribution.
. It provides an indication of the spread of scores about the mean of the distribution, and

. is equal to the positive square -roof of the variance..
standard error., An estimate of the standard deviation of the errors associated with a variable

or test scores in a given sample. Matheinatically it is the positive square root of the
.variance of the sampling distribution of a statistic. _ a

Standard error of measurement. An estimate of the (averaged) standard deviations of errors
- sociated with,each score..

,
sta score. "A`score derived from a raw score so that it can be expressed_on a-uniform

scan scale without seriously altering its relationship to other scores in the
distrib simple type of standard score is 'the z-score, which expresses each raw

, score a a pose ve..ny negative deviation from the mean of all raw scores on a scale in
which th unit is onissiandard deviation. .. ,

. standardization (of tests). The establishment of norms for the interpretation of scores by
giving a tes in a standard way to a representative sample or population, and by making
studies of t reliability and validity of.the test.

stanine. Abbrevia 'on froth 'standard nine, a standard score based on a nine-unit scale.
The distributi of stanine scores in the population from which they were derived has
a mean of S an standard deviation of 2., ..

statistic. A summa value calculated from a sample of-observations usually but not
- necessarily an estimator of some population parameter; a function of sample values.
statistics. (a) Numerical data relating to-V.5e; of indivtduals or observations; (b) the'

mathematics of collecting, analysing, summarizing, and interpreting such data.
sum" of square: I (X -302. The total of the squares of the deviations of scores from the

mean. 4,-,, . .
syntax. A term derived from a Greek word meaning to order or arrange. As applied to

, language, it generally refers to the entire network of rules which underlie the structural
organization of language. In the narrower sense, the meaning of syntax is restricted to
those organizational rules which define the relationships of words in sentences. Syntax

, can be said to deal with the, structure of sentences; sometimes the term is used
synonymously with 'grammar'.

synthesis. Combining elements or components into a-whole.
, ,, 4
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test. This term is used here in its most common meaning, as an instrument or other means
of assessment which is standard in format.

tesaelervottre. Determined-by the-extent-toWhich the test contributes to the aimsj)f the"
tester. .

test- taking skill. Knowledge and experience of taking a test which assists the test taker'o use
test time wisely and to respond appropriately to items, as well as coping with of r

elements of the testing session.
testee. person to whom-a-test is being administered.
theory. A set of assumptions advanced to explain phenOmena in relation to existing data,

and used to predict new events or instances.
trait. An inherited or acquired characteristic or set of characteristics which is consistent and

stable.
true score. An idealized erroVree score for an individual on a specified test. The value of an

observation entirely free from error. Also cipfined as the mean of an infinite number of
;-sb:fres obtained in repeated performances oikthe test.

truncation. Aetruncated distribution results if part of a total distribution, lying on either-side
of a fixed 'value, is ignored or cut off.

validation. The process of determining whether a test measures what it was designed to
. .

measure.
variable: Generally, ally quantity which varies. In the mathematical sense, it is a quantity

which can take on one of a specified set of values. The term is also applied to non-
quantifiable variables, e.g. 'sex' is a variable in this sense since any child may' be
described by one of two 'values', boy or girl.

variance. A measure of the dispersion or variability of the scores in a distribution.
Mathematically the variance is the mean of the squared deviations of the scores from
their mean:

weight. The importance of an object in relation to a set of objects to which it belongs. A
numerical coefficient attached taan observation, frequently by multiplication in order
that it will assume a derived degree of importance in a function of all the observations
of the set. In 'weighted scoring', the number of points awarded for a correct response is
not the same for all items in the test. In some cases, weighted scoring involves the
award of different numbers of points for the choice of different responses to the same
item.
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Table A.1 Point-biserial Correlations and KR 20 Reliability
Coefficients for All Tests

Test rbis- Item Item- rbis

Auditory
Discrimination

KR.20,= 0.92.
...

----: _---..- --m ,-,

Recognition of Initial
Consonant Sounds

AR 20 = 0;94--

.----

Number

KR 20 = 0.70 :

1

2
3
4
5 .

6
"-- 7

, 8
9

0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.68
0.68
0.68
0.68
0.73

21

.22
23"
24' 25
26
27
28
29 ,

0.34
0.53
0.48
0.50' . 0.44
0.50
0.50
0.69
0.48--

10, 0.57 30 0.64
11 0.49 31 0.57
12 - 0.42 32 6.59,
13 , 0.29 33 0.51
14 0.29 34 0.49
15 0.59 35 .0.61
16 - 0.61 36 0.40.
17 0.54 37 0.42

..,1-8--

...--
0.44 ,38 0.50

.---
,--.--- 19

20
0.59
0.55

39
40

0.55
0:45

- 1 0.74 10 0.64
-`-'' 2 0.77 11 0.68

3 0.80 12 0.76
4 0.75 13 0.74
5 0.71 14 0.70
6 0.70 15 0.72
7 0.67 16 : 0.63
8 0.72 17 - 065
9 '0.77 I .

1 0.47 5 0.55
2 ,0.53 7 0.63
3 0.65 7 0.62

, 4t 0.59 8 0.55
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Table A.1 continued

Test

Figure Formation

APPENDIX II

Item rbis Item 1 rbis

1 1.00
2 0.72

Kit. 20 - 0.65 3 0.73
4 0.67

Prepositions 1 1.00 6 0.62
i 2 0.39 7 0.67

KR 20 ... 0.68 --..
-,...

..-- 3 0.46 8 '0,60- 4 0.67 9 I 0.59
5 0.60

Verb Tense

KR 20 ". 0.71

1
2
3
4
5

Pronouns . 1

2.

KR 20 =4.82 - 3

4
5
T

Negation 1-
2

KR 20 .- 0.72 8 3
4

Comprehension 1

2

KR 20 . 0.55 3

0.34 6 0.71

0.52 . 7 0.37

0.55 8 -. 0.67

0.62 - 9 0.63
0.73

0.68 7 0.70
0.54 8 0.64
0.50 9 0.66
0.54 10 0.56
0.68 11 0.65
0.63

0.53 5 0.60
0.63 6 0.57

0.50 7 0.66
0.55 8 0.63

0.28 4 0.66
0.41 5 0.54
0.57 6 0.64
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General Suggestions Concerning Intervention and RemediatiOn
The -ACER Early School Series consists of 10 tests which provide teachers with a
small sample of the child's functioning.in major areas of cognitive and language
development The test scores will indicate, to the teacher whether, a particular
child's performance on the skills assessed is d4velopmentally within the range of
expectation, is advanced, or is lower than might be expected. In addition to this,
the performance scores provide the teacher with information as to the kinds of
experiences and teaching which, can be expected to be most beneficial for each

The ideas and suggestions for intervention provided in the intervention sections
of Chapters 4 to 9 are not intended to be prescriptive. They are suggestive only of
approaches and activities which might help towards the development and
achievement of particular skills.IThe same is true-for the general points noted in
this appendix, the aim of which is to bring certain general points, which have been
found useful by teachers, to the attention of the users of the ACER Early school
Series.

A restatement of the following general suggestions-concerning the design and
implementation of intervention and remedial procedures, though familiar to most
teachers, might*. useful:

Above all, make learning fun.
Steps to., success will be achieved, in appropriately selected, small, easy,

sequential learning exercises.
Guard against (where necessary, help to overcome) feelings of failure in the

child; 4-

Start intervention some steps below the functioning level of the individual.
Select materials and techniques which have not previously been tried with this

individual.
Use a lot of encouragement and praile. (Findoui what type of encouragement is

reinforcing to the individual.)
Utilize as much concrete material as possible.
In the initial stages, utilize the pre'f'erred or strongest sense modality. Then

gradually change over to the weaker modality,
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In the initial stages of remediation, provide as much individual atte tion as
possible. (Best results would be expected in one -to-one situations.)

An active learner learns faster than a passive one. Activities shoitt d include
moving, touching, manipulating, feeling, trial and error activity, as yrellas hearing j

and seeing. It is especially important for the individual to be involved in activities
and games which relate directly to weaker areas. .

Most teachers accept the validity of a variety of approac es to intervention and
remediation, and advocate that the method of instruction should be adjusted to the

skills and needs of individual learners. An important source of individual
differences and developmental needs among school beginners lies in the fact that

some children show marked discrepancies in skills and their preferences between
visual and auditory perception. Studies such as de Hirsch, Jansky and Langford

(1966), Suchman and Trakasso (1966), and Dechani (1973) have provided an
indication wide differences in,modality preference and their possible influence'

1\
on The importance of the relationship between modality preference-

based methods of -early reading instruction and reading achievement has been
1stressed in the research literature (e.g. Bateman, 1968; Bruininks, 1969; Daniel

and Tacker, 1974; ,Donovan and Austin, 1978; Robinson, 1972; Wepman and
Morency, 1971; Wolpert, 1971).

Although \ stimulus perception is only one component of the learning process,
research and experience have shown that strong modality preferences should be

taken into consideration in the choice of teaching methods for school beginners.

Fos pupils' who may learn more easily through the preferred sense modality, or

_ who maifind themselves handicapped in teaching methods emphasizing one of
the moldalities, the most appropriate method should he identified. It should be
remembered that, even in individuals with extreme modality preferences, an
appropriate match between preference and method does not ensure that learning

takes place..
Most teachers observe modality prefeiences among pupils early in the school

year. This is of particular importance in the case of physically handicapped
4(' children. :!..-

Auditory

Modality preference Visual
No preference -

Where strong modality preferences or physical disability of a -mcidality are

suspected, the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities, /TPA (Kirk et al., 1968)

provides a useful means of further information concerning modality preferenCes, of

an individual. Other tests which have been found useful in follow-up investigations

of children with strong modality preferences include the' Gates MacGinitie
Readiness Tests, GMRT, (Gates and MacGinitie, 1965).

On the basis of the profiles of scores obtained on these tests, modality
preferences can be defined as follows:

Auditory preference is shown when the ITPA sequential memory sub-test scaled

Score is-nine or more points higher than the visual sequential memory sub-test

. score, and/or when the average stanine score on the four auditory tests of the
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- GMRT is two stanines higher than the average stanine score on the four visual
tests of the GMRT.- E

Viml preference is established when the ITPA visual seential memory score is
higher than,the individual's scaled score on the auditory memory test and/or the
obtained average stanine score on the four visual tests of the GMRT is two
stanines higher than the average stanine on the four auditory tests of the GMRT.

No preference might be defined by an obtained scaled score difference of ITPA
visual sequential memory and auditory sequential memory tests of less than nine
points and/or an obtained difference of zero or one mean stanines between the

r./ four auditory and the four visual tests of the GMRT.
,,Appropriate methods of reading instructidn for children with strong auditory

modality preference would emphasize pkenies at least in the initial stages. A
number of 'structural.reading programs' are based on the analysis of phonics and
stress sound/symbol associations. An example of this type of program is the
Structural Reading Program (Stem, Gould, and Stem, 1972).

A program emphasizing the visual modality is The Hawaii-English Program (an
individualized, multi-media, self-instructional or peer-taught program with three
basic content areas: language skills, language systems, and literature). Direct
teaching of sounezymbol associations and other phonic analysis cues are not part
of this instructional program. Instead,- success in this program depends on the
learner's visual discrimination skills and usage of visual cues and visual memory.

For children without marked modality preferences, an' eclectic approach of
instructional procedures may afford the strongest probability of success. Such a
program emphasizes word recognition and comprehension. Structural analysis,
phonics, contextual cues, configurational and linguistic pattern drill, and
dictionary skills are stressed. There is a tendency to utilize visual and auditory
channels equally and, to some degree, simultaneously. Examples of such programs
include Breakthrough to Literacy and Reading 360.
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Table A.2

able
about
accident
across
active .
adventure
aeroplane
affliction

.afraid
after
afternoon
afterwards
again
age
ago _

air
all
allow
all right
alone,
along
alphabet
am
angry
animal
another
answer
ant
any
anyone
anything
apple
appliance
April
aquarium
archer
arctic -
arm
around
arrive
Wow
artist
as

APPENDIX IV

Word Knowledge Test: Source List of Wards

aseptic
ask
asleep..
assaulting
at
ate
attack -
away
awoke

baby
back
bad
badge -
bag
baladce
ball
bar
bark
base
basket
bat
bath
be
beach
bean
bear
became
because
bed
bedroom
bee
been
beetroot
before
be
behind
belf-
bell

ry

best
better
bewail
siuycle

big
bigger
bike
bird
birthday
biscuit"
bit
bite
black
blame
bless
block
blow
blue
boat
body
book
both
bottle
bottom
bought;
bow
bowl ,

box
boy
branch
brave.
bread
break
brick
bridge
bring
broke
bronco'
brothei
brown
brush'
bubble
bucket
bud
build
bump
bunny
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burn
bus
bush
but
butterfly
button. "
1)4'

caboose
cage
cake
calendar
call
came
camp
can
Cannot .
can't
capsule
car
care
carry
cart
case
castle
cat
catch
catcher
caught
chair
change
chase
chattel
chemist
chicken
child
chimney
chisel
Christmas
clean
clear
climb
clock

clothes
clown
coach
coat
cold
collie
colour
come
compel
cook
cot
could
couldn't;
counter
cover
cow
cricket
cuff
cup
cushion
cut

dad
daddy
dance
danger
day
dear
deep
delight
depredation
destruction

, dial
diamond
die
different
dig
digging

- dinner
directing
dirt
dirty
dish



.dock
doctor
does
doesn't

feed
`feel
feet
fell
fence ,
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go . hurray
goal hurry
God hurt
gggles
gooing imminent

-. ,. I in\ d°0 few gone
doing fight- good inch
doll find ----- gown - insect
done me , grade
donkey finger grand Jesus
don't finish grass jewelry
door finish'ed - gray join
down fire pgreat

firm green
lolly

drank juggler
drapery first grey jump
draw fish ground jungle

) dress fit group just
drink eve grow i

drip' fix. gun kangaroo
drive flat , keep
(:rop flaunt

hair
hail'

a i f
key

drum flew kick

dry * float half kid
duck flout hammer kind
dug flower hand king
during L . hang

handle ' kiss
kitten

each foot hippy
hard

knife
eagle football knit
ear fork I harpy knitting

- easY
.

found haste know
Easter hatfour
eat freckle hay _lace

iNeating ,Friday he ladder
i' egg 'friend

frock
head lady
hear lamb I1 eh

f eight from hello land
either , frOht help large

I eleven frustrate her last
else full here - latish
emu funnel hero- lay
end funny hey leaf
enough fur hide lean
envelope furniture high learn
even hill leave
ever gamble him lecturer
every game his' led
eye garage hit left
eyebrow garbage hold leg

.eyelash garden hole let
, gaSoline holiday letter

horse - limpet
fan
far

gave

getting
,.,

home
hoof
hop

light

gift
like

lift
fall get
face

fast girl hot line
fasten give - house lip
fit glad how little

jfather -I

globe
glass Humpty Dumpty live

fed

look
looking

.lost
lot
lotus
loud
love

'mad
made
make
making
man .

mantis
many
March
Mars
mat
me
mean
men
meringue
microscope
might
migrate
mile
milk
milksop
mind
mine
minute
miss
monkey
month
moose.
more
morning
mosaic
most
moth
mother'
mr,:or
motor 427
month
move
much
mud
mummy
must
muzzle
my
myself

name
naughty
near
nearly
need

hunt long nephew
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nest
net
WW2
new
next
nice
night
nine
nobody

0. nonce
nonsense
nothing

Plate .
Play
*Yin
please
Pod

' polar
police

, polite
.,po/rter
pot
pot slant
pound

now c\Pour.
nuisance !faunas
ninnber pram

, present
old' a pretty
once prevent
One prize
only projector
Open puddle v.

orange pull
estra pulling

er pup
push
put
putting

queen
quick

rabbit
. race
\ rain

t rat
'read
ready

r
red
rest \
rib \
ribbon
rid
ride
right
river
road
roar
rob
robber
roll
roof
round
IOW
run
running '
said -
same
sand

out
ou <e
over
own

paddock
paint
pant
paper
parent
part ic
RAY
past
pat
patch
peacock
peanut
Pen
Pence
people
pet
pick
picking
picture
piece
pig
pilot
pin'
pink
pip '
Pipe
pistol

, place
plane
plant

APPENDIX-IV

sant
sapsit s
SIM/
say'

scstar;hdol
scissors,

$ scorch
scratch
screw
sea
seagull
seat
second
see
seen
WC saw
sent
set
seven
sewing
she
shed
sheep
shilling
shining
shiny
ship
shoe
shoqt
shop
short
should
shovel
show
shut
side
signal
silence
silly'
sing
sir
sister
sit
sitting
six /

\sixpence
skill
Skip
skirt
sky\
sloe,
slide
slippe
smell
snap
snow
sock
soft
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soldier
sgme
sonkone
somebody
something
sometime
soon
sorry
spade
spectacles
spend
Spider
.spoon
sprinkle
stand

.standar_g_
star
stare,
start
station
stave
stay
step
stick
still
stitch
stop
story
straight
strangle
straw
strawberry
stunt
submarine
surprised
swam
swim
swing
sword

table
tackling
tail
take
taking
tale ,
tame
tap
tar
tea
teach
teacher
teal
tease
teddy
teeth
tell
ten
tent
than

thank
their
them

en
the

'thermos
these
they
thief
thimble
thing
think

I third

th
thoiight

, thousand
,three
threw
through
throw .

tie
tiger

till
time
tin
tiny
tip
tire
to

ttftoldether
tolerate
tomorrow
ton
too
took
tooth
top
touch
toward
toy
tract:
train
tram
trap
tree
triangle
tried
trip ,

truck
trumpet
try
tub
tuck
Tuesday
tulip
tumble

4
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tunnel very
turn . village
twelve visit
twenty voice
twist wag
two wait
twopence wake
tying - walk
typewriter wall

. walnut
umbrella . want .

... -uncle MU'
under warm
until : was
Up wash
upon watch ,
us watching
use water

way
. valley we

van Wednesday
vegetable - weed

SOURCE LIST OF WORDS

week
well
went
were
west
wet
whale
w
wtastroer
wheel
when
where
which
while
whip
white
who
whole
whose
why
wife
will

wind \ worn
window \ worth

..

/
wink woilkli

,winter ouldn t
wise /

, wish write
witch wrote
with wrong
without
wobbly yard
woke yarning
wolf year
woman yellow

. women yes
won \ yesterday
won't 1 yet
wood, you

\ wool young
word your
wore
work ZOO

world
.

.
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APPENDI v
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Table A.3 Conversion of Raw Score t Ability Estimate

ti

Auditory Diserindnatisn Iteeegaiden at Initial
ConsananiSsands

Items 1-=40
Mean difficulty 50.0 Mean difficulty 50.0

Standard deviation:5.8 Standard deviation 2.8

. Raiff Ability -_a__ Standard Ability Standard

score estinista- -- error score estimate error

0 . <29 0
1 29 5.8 1

2 33 4.1 2

3 36 3.4 3

4 37 3.0 4

5 39 2.7 5,

6 40 2:5 6 ?

7 41 - 2.4 7

8 42 2.3 8

9 ,
43 2.2 9

10 . - 44 2.1 10

11

12
*
',

4

. 45-
'4'45

2.0
2.0.

11°

12

13 , 46 1.9 ,13

14 46 1.9 14

15 47 1.9 15

16 48- 1.8 16

17 48 1.8 q-J7
18 49 / 1.8

19 49 1.8

26 Al 1.8
21 41 s\. " 1.8

22 , 151 _ ,, 1.8

23 1 52 -, 1.8

24 52
25 53

_1.8
1.9

26 53 1.9

27 54 1.9

28 55 2.0
continued p. 143
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,

37 5.0
40
42 3.1
44 2.8
46 2.6..
47 2.5
48 2.4
49 2.4
511 2.4
52 2.4
53 2.5
54 2.6
56 2.8
57 3.1 I

60 3,.6

63 5.0
>63
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.ITABLE A.3

Disei!sainatkir conti;owed

Items -40
Mean difficulty 50.0

Standard deviation 5.8

Raw,

29
30
31
32

3334
35
36
37-
38
39
40

Ability Standard'
estimate error

55
56
57
58
59
60
61
63
64
67

,71
> 71

443

s

2.0
2.1
2.2
Z3
2.4
2.5
2.7
3.0
3.4
4.1

O

.4-

I

OS,

l -%

e

Number Figure Formation
jtehil 1-8 Items 1.-14

* Mean difficulty 49.8 Mean difficulty 50.0
Standarddeviation 6.3 Standard deviition 2.1

tRaw Ability
° score estimate

0 j <38
1 i 38

. 2 /43
3' 47
'4 50
5 53..
6 57. -

7 62
8 . 62

fi

; Standard, -Raw
error score --

41....

6.5
0/,

5.0 "2
4.5 /3 ..

4.3 ,' 4
4.5 /'
5.0 /-

/

6.5 // . .

'4

Ability Standard
estimate error

<45
45o SA
50 4.7
55
55

4

4 5 0

0

.



PrepoSitions Verb Tense
Items 1-9 , Iteins 1-9

Mean difficulty 50.0 Mean difficulty 50.0
Standard deviation 5.2 Standard deviation '6.7V

Raw Ability
score estimate

..- ______mt"----0-- . <39,
..-. -;-, ' 1 139

'2 . 39
3 I 46
4 I 47

. 5 1 `50
6 ' 53.

, 7 56
8" ., 61

9 >61

Standard
error

Raw
score

Ability
estimate

Staindard
error

../-

-,,,.-a

5.8
4.5
4.0
3.9
4.0
4.5
5.8-

0
.1

.. 2
3

4
5,
6

, 7
8

9'

<37
37
42
46
49-
51
54
57.
62

>62

:-.-4

4.8'
4.3
4:0
4.0
4.3
4.8
6.4-

c Pronouns . Negation
Itenp 1 -li Items 1-8

' Mean difficulty 50.0 Mean difficulty 50.0
Standard deviation 3.5 Standard deviation 4.6

Raw
score

0
-.1

2

3

4
5 -

7
6 .,,

8
:.9

10
11

.Ability
estimate

Standard
error

Raw
score

< 38
38
42
45

. 47
49

',51
N53

5

7
61

- >61

-
5.2
3.9 N
3.4
3.1 ',:
3.0 \
3.0
3.1
3.4
3.9
5.2-

0
,1

2

3

-4
5

6
7

Ability . Standard
estimate error

<40 -
40 5.7
44 4.4
47 3.9
50 3.8
53 3.9

60 5.7
56 4.4

> 60 -



TABLE A.3

0 X42
1 ,- 42 5.7

,4 - 2 46' 4.5; 3 50 4.2
54 . 4.5

5 / - 58 5.7
/6 > 56

atzula,
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Table 3 continued .

.\\ - Word Icnalikilte
Items 1-3?

\ Mean difficulth50.0
\ , Standard deviation 6.8

' XtaVv- Ability : Standard
score estimate error

APPENDIX V

0
1

2-'
3
4

\ 5
6
7

,

< 28
\28

2
ok
37
39

41

-.."

6.1
4.4
3.6\ 3.2

' 2.9
/.7
2.5

8 42 2.4
9 44 2.3

10 45 2.2
11 45 2.2
12 45 2.1
13 46 '2.1
14 47 2.0
15 47 2.0
16 48 2.0.
17 .49 2.0
18 49 2.0
19 50 2.0
20 51 2.0
21 51 210

22 52 2.0
23 53 2.0
24 53 2.0
25 54 2.1

26 55 2.1

27 55 2.2
28 56 2.2
29 57 2.3
30 58 2.4
31 59 2.5
32 60 2.7
33 61 2.9
34 63 3.2
35 65 3.6
-36 68 4.4
37 .. 72 6.1

38 . >72 -
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EXPLANATORY NOTE

This test forms part of the ACER Early School Series, a set of diagnostic
and screening instruments designed to -provide teachers working with
school beginners with a variety of approaches for the early identification of
certain abilities and developmental needs of individuarchildren.

AU tests in the series are specifically designed ,to be used by teachers.;`
- This decision.is based on the premise that the classroom teacher plays the

key role in the early identification of children who may be at risk for
learning handicaps or other. school problems. It is hoped that these tests
may'complement other ways of assessment and the teacher's judgment, in
identifying children who may require more individual attention to develop
their learning potential.
\ The planning of classroom activity needs to take into consideration not

only the individual differences between children in one beginners grade,
but also the considerable differences which are frequently found within
one and the same child with respect to the development of language and
other skills, personal experience, knowledge, and other resources.

The ACER Early School Series is aimed at identifying levels the child
has reached by providing a standardized assessment through tasks which
are based on regular classroom activity and which, through minimal
interruption to the teaching program, may aid in adjusting instruction to
the individual child's abilities and needs.

This booklet contains general and detailed directions for the
administration of the Word KnawledgeTest.

Other tests contained in. the series are:
Figure Formation Test .

Number Test
Recognition of Initial Consonant Sounds Test
Auditory-Discrimination Test
Receptive Language Skills

Comprehension Test
Negation Test
Preposition. Test
Pronouns Telt
Verb Tense Test

Early Identification and Intervention: A Handbook for Teachers and School
Counsellors is common to all 10 tests, and contains information concerning
the rationale of the tests, their use and interpretation, and details
pertaining to their development.

ACER Early School Wes. Word Knowkalga Tast;Dfractions for Administration. Copyright ACER 1981.
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GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR
ADMINISTRATION

, Advance Planning
To ensure that the results of testing are as valid and reliable as possible, it
is suggested that teachers familiarize themselves ,with the following
instructions during the planning stage some time before the day of testing:
I Familiarize yourself with Early Identification and Intervention: A

Handbook lot: Teachers and School Counsellors, with the test booklets,
and with the Detailed_ Directions for Administration contafned in this

..bOoklet.
2 Ensure that sufficient test booklets are available, including a few extra

"' copies for emergencies..
3 Prior to the day of testing, enter the child's name and other details

required on the front of each test booklet..
4 Have available a sufficient supply of crayons or pencils and markers for

each child.
5 Have available a box of tissues.
6 Children should be tested in small groups of no more, aim eight

children. If at all poSsible no more than five children should be tested
at once._

7 Attempt to obtain the help of another teacher as assistant for the days
of testing.

8 At-range place for testing.
9 Ensure that you are not disturbed while you are administering a test.

On the Day of Testing
1 Have this booklet open at the pines giving the detailed directions.'
2 Provide yourself with an unused test booklet' or the tea you are about

to administer. This is essential as you are required to refer to the test
booklet to demonstrate during the reading of the detailed instructions.

A useful ,technique for the administration of the tests may be to hold
the test ,bodiclet open at the appropriate- page so that it faces the
children. Place your copy of the Directions in such a way that you can
read the, directions and at the same time point to the appropriate
section on the test booklet, so that the children can see .exactly what
you are referring to.

3 tHave available paper and pencil for yourself in case it is necessary for
you to make notes. ,

4 See that the tables or desks used during the testing are cleared.
5 Arrange seating in such a Way as to avoid copying.

ACER Early School We& Word Knowledge Test Directions foe Administratien. Copyright 6 ACER 1981.
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6 Arrange for all children to be tested tq visit the toilet just before the
start of the test.,

7 Lay out a test booklet, crayon and marker for each child.
8 Check the narhes on each test booklet to ensure that each child has the

correct booklet.

During Testing
1 Make every effort to maintain a manner and classroom atmosphere

which are as natural as possible.
2 Minimize distraction during the tesi,
3 Read the directions for each item exactly as printed.
4 During the administration of practice and example items (marked by

letters in the directions) spend as much time as necessary to make sure
that each child understands what is.required. It is important-that each
child approaches the test items with confidence.

5 In the case of test items (numbered item's) do not give any help
beyond reading and demonstrating the instructions as printed.

Scoring General Rules :.
-1 Do not try to score the test without using the Score Key. The Key is

provided to make the scoring objective, quick, and accurate.,
2 Example items and preliminary exercises are not to be scored.
3 Record the number of points scored in the margin next to each item.

After the test has been marked, place the total score after 'Number of
correct items' n the front of each test booklet,

4 All scoring p be re-checked to ensure maximum accuracy.
5 Follow the specific directions given for scoring this to
6 Much time/is saved and the likelihood of errors is reduced if a single

test is scored for the entire class at one time.

k

ACER Early School Series. Word Knowledge Test Directions for Administration Copyright ACER 1981
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DETAILED. DIRECTIONS FOR
ADMINISTRATION

Materials required: Each child should have a test booklet, a cardboard
marker (size 12.5 cm x 20,cm, 5" x 8"), and a crayon

Pencil

' To administer the test follow the directions exactly as given below. The
test may be given in, one session oi several sessions. If the test is to be

:administered in sections over a number of days, administer the two
-examplejtems, A and B, at the beginning of each testing session and then
proteed tote item following,the one which was administered last.

Distribute-booklets, pencils, and markers, making sure that each child-
receives the booklet with hiS or her name on it.

Say:
'Open your books at page one. This is the page which
has one star. at the top.

Administer example items as follows:
say:

Example A Today weare going to work with some pictures.
+ ARM + Put your marker under the first row of pictures.

Notice that there is a cross ( +) at the beginning
and at the end of the row.
Place your marker in such a way that you can see the
two crosses and the pictures in that row.
(demonstiate)
The pictures are LEG, ARM, EAR, and HAND.
Now take your pencil and put a cross (demonstrate +
on the board) on ARM.
Put a cross on ARM. J#

Check that each .child has Marked the correct word. If
necessary illustrate by marking the test page in your
demonstration booklet. -

When all children have.finished,
say:

Example B Put your marker under the next row.
o BALL o! Thire is a circle at the beginning and at the end of

this row.
Put a cross on BALL.

ACER Early School Wets Word Know/Wm Test Directions for Administration. Copyrights ACER 1981.
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Item
1 DRINK

2 FISH

Make sure that all children make the correct response:
If necessary help a child to make,the correct choicee

When'all children have finished,
say:.
Now you are going to work all blj yourself.
I am not going to help-yo nyinore.-------,---
Put,your marker under tife next row of pictures.

Note: To assist marker \afignmpt the first row of
pictures on each page has a cross ,(+) or circle, (o)
on either side. (Even- ntimbered -pages she* +,
odd numbered pages shOw o.)

Now put a cross on DRINK.
Put your marker under the next row of pictures.

Put a cross on FISH.
Put your marker under the next row. (Repeat this
instruction for each item.)

Now we'll do the next page the page with two stars
at the top.
Ford your book over. (demonstrate)
Put your marker under the first row so that you can
see the cross at the beginning and at the end of the
the row. (demonstrate).

3 + HORSE + Put a cross on HORSE.

4 SHEEP Put a cross on .641-IEEP.

Check to see that each child has the correct page and
line.

5 SLEEP

6 SCISSORS

__
Put a cross on SLEEP.

Put a cross on SCISSORS.

Turn your book over.
This page has three stars at the top.
Put your marker unc4.,r the first row, so that you can
see the circle on each side.

o CLOCK d Put a \cross on CLOCK.
ACet Early School Solos. Wool Knowledge That DiracVona Sc, Administration. Copyright ACER 1981.
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8 FAT

9 PAPER

Put a cross on. FAT.
Check to see that every child has the correct page and
line.

Put across on PAPER. ,

10 FINGER PUt a crosion FINGER.

Turri the page over.
Fold your book back. (demonstrate)
This page has four stars 'at.tbe top.
Put your marker under the first row, so that you can
see a cross on either side.

11 + COAT + Put a cross on COAT.

12 BIKE Put a cross on BIKE.

13 WINDOW Put a cross on WINDOW.

14 BROTHER \, Put a cross on BROTHER.

Turn your book over.
This page has five stars at the top.
Put your marker under the first row. (o o)

15 o HAMMER o Put a crow.; on HAMMER.

16 MAN Put,a cross on MAN.

17 PIG Put a cross on PIG.

18 STORY Put a cross on STORY.

19 42. FAZE +

20 GRASS

`i urn the page over.
Fold back your book.
This page has.six stars at the top.

Put your marker under the first row,,(+ +)

Put a cross on FIRE..

Put a cross on GRASS.

21 BIRTHDAY Put a cross on BIRTHDAY.
ACER Early School Series Word Knowledge Test Directions for,Administration,Copyright 6 ACER 1981



22 PAINT

Turn your book over. -11

This gags has seven stars a the top.
Put your Marker uncle?, the fir t row. (o

23 o FLY Put a cross on FLY.

24 DOCTOi. Put a cross on DOCT (pR.

SLIDE7"------eut a cross on SLIDE.

Put a cross on PAINT. t.

'.26 PUSH Put a cross on PUSH

Turn the page. I
Fold back your bobk1
This page has eight 'stars at the top.1
Put your marker under the fir4t row. (+ + )

27 + BUCKET+ Put a cross on BUCKET.

28 LAUGH Put a cross on LAUGH.

29 .BEACH Put a cross on BEACH.

30 BUTTON Put a cross on BUTTON.

Turn ycur book over.
ThiS page has nine stars at the top. -
Place your marker under the fist row. (o . )

31 o KNIFE ori- Put across on KNIFE.
1

32 OLD Put a.cross on OLD.'

33 HAPPY Put a ci oss on HAPPY.

34 ,BRUSH Put a cross.on BRUSH.

Turn the page.
This page has ten stars at the. top.
Put your marker under the first row of

\ pictures. (+ + )

35---FGARDEN+ Put a cross on GARDEN.
ACER Early School Series Word Koos*** Tut. Directions for Administration Copyright ACER 1981.
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Put a cross on FELL.

Put a cross on NEST.

38 GLASS . Put a cross on GLASS.
Now put down your craYons and turt your books over.

F -

Collect the booklets as soon as the final item has beef completed.

Scoring (Maximum score: 38)
Ifthrtest.is administered in a number of sessions, leave the scoring until
the who!' est.l,has been completed

Do not re example items.
- Score one int for each correct item crossed, i.e. possible scores for

each item are zero (0) or one il). Zero (0) is given for items in which
either one or more wrong pictures, all pictures, or none of the pictures
have been crossed. '\\

During scoring, place a tick (V) in,the right-hand margin next to each
correct item. Count up the number of correct items and record the total
number of correct items where indicated (In the front of the test booklet.

. .
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EXPLA1,NATORY NOTE
This test forms part of the ACER Early School Series, a set of diagnostic
and screening instruments dpigned to provide teachers working with
school beginners with avarietyi of approaches for the early identification of
certain abilities and developmental needs of individual children..

All tests in the series are specifically designed to be used by teachers.
This decision is a-s-e-d on the prat-I -thseat the classroom teacher plays the
key role in the early identification of children who may be at risk for
learning handicaps or other sChool problems. It is hoped that these tests
may complement other ways or assessment and the teacher's judgment, in
identifying children who may /equire,more individual attention to develop

\their learning potential:
/-

The planning of classroom.activity needs to take into, Consideration not
only the individual differences between children in one beginners grade,
but also the considerable differences which, are frequently found within
one and the same child with espect to the development of language and

._nther_skills,personaLexperie ce,knowledge, and other resources.
The ACER Early School S ries is aimed at identifying levels the child

has reached by providing a st ndardized assessment`through tasks which
are based on regular classr om activity and whi h, through minimal
interruption to the teaching program, may aid in adjusting instruction to
the individual child's abilities and needs,

This booklet contains general and detailed
administration of the Compre ension Test.

directions for the

Other tests contained in the series are:
Auditory Discrimination Test
Figure Formation Test I i
Number Test '
Recognition of Initial Cononant Sounds Test _

z 1

Word Knowledge Test I
\

Receptive Language SkillS
Negation Test
firepositions Test 0,

1 Pronouns Test \
\ Verb Tense Test f

Early Identification and Intervention: A Handbook for Teachers and School,

Counsell rs is common to all 10 tests, and contains informa io concerning'
the rationale of the tests, their use and interpretatio , and details
pertaining to their development. \ i

!
,
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GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR
ADMINISTRATION

-Advance Planning
To ensure that the results of testing are as valid and reliable a possible,it
is suggested that teachers familiarize themselyes with the following

_instructions during the planning stage some time before the day of testing:
1 Familiarize yourself with Early Identification and Intervention: A

Handbook for Teachers and School Counsellors, with the test booklets,
and with the Detailed Directions for Administration contained in this
booklet..

2 Ensure that sufficient test booklets are available, including a few extra
_

copies for emergencies.
3 Prior to the day of testing, enter the child's name and other details

required on the front of each test booklet. -

4 Have available a sufficient supply of crayons or pencils and markei-s for
each child.

5 Have available a box of tissues.
6 Children. should be tested in small groups of no more than eight

children-. If at all possible no more than five children should be tested
at once.

7 Attempt to obtain the help of another teacher as assistant flit- the days
of testing.

8 Arrange place for testing.
9 Ensure that you are not disturbed while yob are administering a test.

On the Day of Testing
1 Have this booklet open at the pages giving the detailed directions.
2 Provide yourself with an unused test booklet for the test you are about

to administer. This is essential as you are required to refer to the test
booklet to demonstrate during the reading of the detailed instructions.

A useful technique for the administration Of the tests may be to hold
the test booklet open at the appropriate page so that it faces the
children. Place your copy of the Directions in such a way that you can
read the directions and at the same time point to the appropriate
section on the test booklet, so- that the children can see exactly what
you are referring to.

3 Have available paper and pencil for yourself in case it is necessary for
you to make notes.

4 See that the tables or desks used during the testing are cleared.
5 Arrange seating in such a way as to avoid copying.

ACER Early School Series. Comprehension lest Directions For Administration Copyright 4v ACER 1981
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6 Arrange for all children to hetlested to visit the toilet just before the
start of the test.

7 Lay out a test booklet, crayon and marker for each child.
8 Check the names on each test booklet to ensure that each ch;ld has the

correct booklet.

During Testing
1 Make every effort to maintain to manner and classrooM atmosphere

which are as natural as poisible. \
2 Minimize distraction duririg the test.
3 - Read the directions for each item exactly as printed.
4 During the administration of practice and example items (marked by

letters in the directions) spend as much time as necessary to make sure
that each child understands what is required. It is important that each
child approaches-the-test-items witliconfidence.

5 In the case of test items (numbered items) do not give any help
beyorld reading and demonstrating the instructions as printed.

Scoring General Rules
I Do not try to score -the test without using the Sco' z. Key. The Key is

provided to make the scoring objective, quick, and accuratr.:.
2 Example items and preliminary exercises are not to be scored.
3 Record the number of points scored in the margin next to each item.

After the test has been marked, place the total score after 'Number of
correct items' on the front of each test booklet.

4 All scoring should be re-checked.to ensure maximum accuracy.
5 Follow tne specific directions given for scoring this test.
6 Much time is saved and the likelihood of errors is reduced if a single

1tesvis scored for the entire.class atone time.

ACER Early School Series Comprehension Test Directions fa Administration. Copyright L ACER 1981
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DETAILED DIRECTIONS FOR
ADMINISTRATION

Materials required: Each child shotild have a test booklet, a cardboard
marker (size 12.5 cm x 20 cm, 5" x 8"), and a crayon
or pencil.

To administer the test follow the directions as given below. It is essential
that each item is read exactly as printed.

Distribute the test booklets, pencils and markers, making sure that each
child receives the booklet with his or her name on it.

Wait until all children are ready to begin.
Say:
Now (Today) I am going to tell you some stories.
You will find the pictwe that shows what I tell you.
Open your book to the page that has one star
at the top. (demonstrate)
Put your marker under the top row of pictures
like this. (demonstrate)

Check that all children have positioned their markers
correctly.
Say:
Now listen to this story.

Practice The children like watching TV. Sometimes the picture
item A is not very good. There is something wrong with the
TV TV. Father has to fix it. He has fixed it. Now all

the 'family can watch TV again.
Put a cross on the picture that shows the family
watching TV.

Check that all children have placed a cross on the correct
picture, and assist those who are finding the task difficult.

Make sure that all children have understood what is
required. If necessary point to \each picture and explain.
Here the boy is watching TV . in this picture the
girl is sitting in front of TV. I think something has
gone wrong ... In this Picture father checks whether
he has fixed the picture ... Now point to the.picture
which shows all the family watching TV again ... Yes,

ACER Early School Serves. Comprehension Test. Directions for Administration. Copyright 4 ACER 1981
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that's right. Now-put a cross (demonstrate x on the
board) on the picture which shows the family
watching-TV.

Give no fiirther help. -

Say
Now put yourmarker.under the next row of pictures.
The middle row.

_

Check that all children have positioned their markers
- correctly. ,

Say: ,, ,
. , . .
Item 1. Jim and Anne like to go to the swimming pool.
POOL They always take their bathers and towels as

they love to swim. .

They splash in the water and jump off the edge.
Put a cross on the picture that shows this.

Put your marker under the bottom row of pictures.

Check that all children have moved their markers to the ---
required position.

Say:
Item Now make a cross on this picture.
WORM Baby bird was hungry.

He sat on a branch near his nest.
Mother bird brought him a fine worm and put it
in his'mouth.

Wait until- all children have finished.

Say:
Turn the page over.
This pagehas two stars at the top.

Item 3 Put your marker under the.top row.
- PIZZA Make a cross on this picture.

It is made from dough.
Cheese, tomatoes and salami make it good to eat.
It is cooked in a big oven in a speeial shop.
People cut it in pieces and eat it.

Put your marker under the next row of pictures,
ACER Early School Series. ComPtehension Test Directiorl for Administration. Copyright 6 ACER 1981
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Item 4
r DOLL

1,

Item 5
HOLIDAY

Item 0
HOUSE

Put across onr.the picture that shows this;
The little doll is on the bed.
Two girls are standing by the bed.
Putii cross on that pichire.
Put your marker wider the next row.

Check, that as chnedren--havtopositioad their markers
correctly.
Say:,
Make across on this picture. 4-

Bill and 'Joan are going for a holiday.
They, are to travel by train.:.,.;
Mother and father are on-thblatatiOn with-them.
They have a case for theirclothes_and ibag
-_for their toyi.

ti

Put your marker under:the bottom row of pictures.*
,Make a gas on this picture-.
John.arld Mary were playing with blocks.
They built a large house.
It had a chimneyrtwe windows and a door.

Put your pencil down and turn your book over.
You can have a little rest now.

)Collect the test booklets as soon as the last item has been completed.

,Scoring (Maximuc score:. 6)
Score one point for aeli correct item. Possible scores for each item are one
(1) and zero (0). Zero (0) is giyen for items in which an incorrect picture,
no picture, or more than one pictuye has been crossed. For, an item in
which one correct and one or mordincorrect pictures were marked, zero
(0) points are given.

During scoring, place,a tick ) for each correct item in the appropriate
boxes provided for this purpose in the right-hand margin.

Record the total number of correct reSponses, where indicated on the
front of the test booklet.

ACER Early School Stine& Comprehension Test Directroas for Admintstration. Copyright ACER 1981
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EXPLANATORY NOTE
This test forms part of the ACER Early School Series, a set of diagnostic
and screening instruments designed to proyide teachers working with
school beginners with a variety of approaches for the early identification of
pertain abilities and developmental needs of individual children.

All tests in the series are specifically designed to be used by teachers.
This decision is based on the premise that 'the classroom teacher plays the
key role in the early identification of children who may be at risk, for
learning handicaps, or other school problems. It is hoped that these tests
may complement other ways of assessment and the teacher's judgment, in
identifying children who may require more individual attention to develop
their learning potential.

-The planning of classroom activity needs to take into consideration not
only the individual differences between children in one beginners grade,
but also the considerable differences which are frequently found within
one and the same child with respect to the development of language and
other skills; petsonal experience, knowledge, ar .1 other resources.

Tie ACER Early School Series is aimed' at identifying levels the child
ha .eached by providing a standardized assessment through tasks which
are based on regular classroom activity and which, through minimal
interruption to the teaching program, may aid in adjusting instruction to
the individual abilities and needs.

This booklet contains general and detailed directions for the
administration of the Negation Test.

Other tests contained in the series are:
Auditory Discrimination Test
Figure Fomation -Test
Number Test
Recognition of Initial Consonant Sounds Test
Word Knowledge Test
Receptive Language Skills

Comprehension Test
Prepositions Test
Pronouns Test
Verb Tense Test .

Early Identification and Intervention: A Handbook for Teachers and School
Counsellors is common to all 10 tests, and contains information conc2rnitt
the rationale of the tests, their use and interpretation, and details
pertaining to their development.

ACER Early School Series. Negation Test Directions for Admimstration Copynont 4, ACER 1981
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GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR
ADMI\NISTR TION

Advance Planning
To ensure4at the results of testing are as alid and reliable as possible, it
is suggested that teachers familiarize t eniselves with the following
instructions during the planning stage Sem time before the day of testing:

. 1 Familiarize yourself with Early Identification and Intervention: A
Handbook for Feathers and Sckool Counsellors, with the test booklets,
and with the Detailed Directions for Administration contained in this
booklet.

2 Ensure that sufficient test booklets are alvailable,,including a few extra
copies- for emergencies.

3 Prior to the day of testing, enter the child's name and other details
required on the front of each lest booklet.

4 Have available a sufficient supply of cluyons or pencils and markers for
ewdlithild.

S Hdve available a -box of tissues.
6 Children should be tested in small groups of no more than eight

children. If at all possible no more than five children should be tested
at once.

7 Attempt to obtain the help of another teacher as assistant for the days
of testing,

8 Arrange place for testing. .

9 Ensurethat you are nor disturbed while you are administering a test.

On the Day of Testing
1 Have this booklet open at the pages giving the detailed directions.
2 Provide yourself with an unused test booklet for the test you are about

to administer. This is essential as you are required to refer to the test
booklet to demonstrate during the reading of the detailed instructions.

A useful technique for the adininistration of the tests may be to hold
the test booklet open at the appropriate page so that it faces the
children. Place your copy of the Directions in such a way that you can
read the directions and at the same time point to the appropriate
section on the test booklet, so that the children can see exactly what
you are .referring to.

3 Have available paper and pencil for yourself in case it is necessary for
you make notes.

4 See that the tables or desks 1 during the testing are cleared.
- 5 Arrange seating in such w S to avoid copying.

ACER Early SchoeSenes..Alegainon Test Olf&ChOrS iishabon CopyrApt s ACER 1981
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6 \Arrange for all children to be tested to visit the toilet just before the
Start of the test.

,7-- ay out a test booklet, crayon and marker for each child.
8 Check the names on each .est booklet to ensure that each.cl.Td has the i

cdrect booklet. !.

1 During 'resting .
\

1 Mae every effort to maintain a manner and classrocim at °sphere
whi -are--as-naturarraFFossible. \ -

_.

2 Mini 1 ize distraction during the test.'
3 Read he directions for each item exactly as printed.

1

4 Durin * the administratiodof practice and example items (marked by
.

letters n the directions) spend as much tint -as necessary to make sure
that ea child understands what is required. It is important that each
child op roaches the test items with confidence.

5 In the c.se of test items (numbered items) do not give any help
beyond r ading,and demonstrating the instructions ...s printd.

Scoring teneral Rules .
,

1 Do not try to score the lest withou, using the Score Key, Key is
pro-vided t e make the scoring objective, quick, and -accurfice,

2 Example ite s and preliminary exercises are not to be scored.
3 Record the number of points scored in the margin next to each item.

Alter the tes\ has been marked, place the total score after 'Numbpr of
fcorrect items'i on the front of each test booklet.

4 All scoring shOuld be re-checked to ensure maximum accuracy.
5 Follow the spdcific directions given for scoring this test.
6 Much time is 4aved and the likelihood of errors is reduced if a single

(7 test is scored fdr the entire class at one time.
1

I
i

1
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DETAILED DIRECTIONS
ilk ADMINISTRATION .

Materials required: Each child should hitve a test booklet,, a cardboard
marker (size 12:5 cm x 20 cm, 5" x 8") ang a crayon
or pencil.

To administ4..the test follow the directions as giyen below. It is essential
, I

that each item be read exactly as printed. Distribute the test booklets,
pencils and, markers, making sure that each child receives the correct
btho let, i.e. the booklet with' his or he,r name on it.

Wait until the children are eady to begin.
Say:
Today we are going to work with more pickires.
I will tell you Something about one of these/pictures,
and I want you to put a cross (demonstrate 'on the board)
on the-picture+am-talking:about

Do not open your booklet. ,

Put your marker under thet row of pi9tures at the
ttom of the page.

Practice
item A

heck that all children have followed this direction.

They have built a house without a door.
ut.a cross on that picture.

C eck that all children have placed a cross on the correct
pi ture, and help those children who Have found the task
di cult.

W. it until all children have understoOd the task.
Sa .

Turn to the page withone star at the top.
Pu your marker under the first row. (demonstrate)

Not : Do not give any further help.

ACER EarbSchosi Series tiogaban Test Directions for Administration Copyright ACER 1981
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-, Iterit 1

r IteM 2

411Y:
Let's looks' at these pictures.
Firid the one I tell you about .

The cialie haeno candles on it.
Make a cross on that picture.

1Put your,marker under the next row:
The hen hasn't any chicks.
Make a cross on that picture.

Item 3

Item

Put your-Marker under the next row.
The bear couldn't get. through the fence. --
Make a cross on that picture. ,

1

Put your marker under the next row. 1 ;
1

The fish is not in.the water.
Make a cross on that picture.

,,

Now turn the page, like this. (demonstrz4e)
t- This page has two stars at the trip. . II

1

, Check that each child hasthe correct page..
Say: 1 -

-.1
, \ i .

iiein 5 Pirt your'marker under the top row.
. The girl is not happy. r

Make a cross on that picture.

Item 6 Put yourmarker under the next row.
/ The car won't go.

Make a cross on that picture.

Item 7 Put your marker under the next row.
Find the one that Isn't a boy.

N \Make a closa on that picture.
.

,
. Item 8 Put, your marker under the next row.

The, boy can't reach,the shelf. , s

Make a cross on that picture.

414

t

.1

O

n.

Put your pencils down. Turn your book over.
I Have a rest now. .

Collect thetest booklets as soon as the last item has been completed.
ACER Eartif School Serves Negation Test Directions for Administration. Copyright ACER 1981
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Scoring (Maxim Um score:-8)
1

Score one poifil fOr each.correct item. Possible scores for each item are one
(1) and zero (0). Zero (0),is given for,items in which an incorrect Picture,
no picture, or more than one picture has been crossed. For* item in
which one correct dnd one or more incorrect pictures were marked, zero
(0) points are given. = _ .

During scoring place a ,tick ) for each correct item in the appropriate
-boxes,--,provided for this purpose in the rigp-hand mg,gitt.

Record the total number of correct responses where indicated on the
front of the test booklet.

I./
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EXPLANATORY NOTE
This test fOrms part of the ACER Early School Series, a set of tagnoStic
and screening ;instruments designed to provide teachers working with
school beginners with a variety of approaches for the early identificatiOn of
certain abilities and developmental needs of individual children.

All tests idthe series are specifically designed to be used by teachers.
This decision is based on the premise that the classroom teacher plays the

role ih the early identification, of children who may. be at risk foi
learning handicaps or other_s chool problems. It ih hoped that these tests
may complement other ways of.assessmerif and the teacher's judgment, in
identifying children who may require more individual attention to develop
their learning potential.

The planning of classroom activity needs to take into consideration not
only the individual differences between children in one beginners grade,
but alto the considerable differences which are frequently found within
one aria the same child with respect to the development of language and
other skills, personal experience, knowledge, and other resources.

The ACER Early School Series is aimed at identifying levels the child
has reached by providing a standardized assessment through tasks which
are based on regular classroom activity and which, through minimal
interruption to.the teaching program, may aid in adjusting instruction to
the individual child% abilities and needs.

This booklet contains general and detailed directions for the
administration of the Verb Tense Test.

Other tests contained in the series are:
AUditoiy Discrimination Test
Figure Formation Test
Number Test
Recognition of Initial Consonant Sounds Test
Word Knowledge Test

. :Receptive language Skills
Comprehension Test
Negation Test
Prepositions Test
Pronouns Test

Early Identification add Intervention: A Handbook for Teachers and School
Counsellors is common to all 1.0 tests, and contains information concerning,
the rationale of the tests, their use and interpretation, and details
pertaining to their development.
ACER Early &boot Series. Verb Test Directions for Administration. Copyright 4. ACER 1981.
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GENERAL.DIRECTIONS FOR
ADMINISTRATION

Advance Planning
.To ensure that the results of testing are as valid and reliable as po'ssible, it

, is suggested that teachers famil?arize thmselves with the following's
instructions during the planning stage some time before the day of testing:

Familiarize yourself with Early Identification and Interyention: A
Handbook for Teachers and School Counsellors, with the test booklets,
and with the Detailed Directions for Administration contained in this
booklet.

2 Ensure that sufficient test bOoklets are available, including a few extra
copies for emergencies.

3 Prior to the day of testing, enter the child's name and other details
required on the front of each test booklet.

4 Have available cient-supply-af.c.ra ons or pencils and markers for
each c

5 H
6

7

8
9

available a box of tissues.
hildren should be tested in small groups of no more than eight

children. if at all possible no more than five children should be, tested
at once.
Attempt to obtain the help of another teacher as assistant for the days
of testing.
Arrange place for testing.
Ensure that you are not disturbed while you are administering test.

Oh the bay of Testing
I Have this booklet open at the,pages giving the detailed directions.

---Pfeivtde-ye rse with an unused test booklet for the test you are about
to administer. This is essen . --you are required to refer to the test
booklet to demonstrate during the re-a-alit-of the detailed instructions.

A useful technique for the administration of the tes ts-maybe to hold
the test booklet open at the appropriate page so that it Tasces,the
children. Place your copy of the Directions in such a way that you can
read the directions and at the same time point to the appropriate
section on the test booklet, so that the children can see eactly t

you are refeging to.
3 Have available paper and pencil for yourself in case it is necessary for

you to make notes.
4 See that the tables or desks used during the testing are c....ared.
5 Arrange seating,in such a way as to avoid copying.
ACER Early School Series Vilito Test Directions for Administration. Copyright ADER 1981
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Arrange for all children to b.: tested to visit the toilet just before the
start of the test.
Lay out a test booklet, crayon and marker for each child.
Check the names on each test booklet to ensure that each child has the
correct booklet.

During Testing
1 Make every effort to maintain a manner and classroom atmospliere

which are as natural as possible.
2 Minimize distraction during the test.
3 Read the directions for each item exactly as printed.
4 During the administration of practice and example items (marked by

letters in the directions) spend as much time as necessary to make sure
that each child understands what is required. It is important that each
child approaches the test items with confidence.

5 In the case of test items (numbered items) do not give any help
beyond reading and demonstrating the instructions as printed.

Scoring General. Rules
I Do not try to score the test without using the Score Key. The Key is

provided to make the scoring objective, quick, and accurate.
2 Example items and preliminary exercises are not to be scored.
3 Record the number of points scored in the margin next to each item.

After the test has been marked, place the total score after 'Number of
correct items' on the front of each test booklet.

4 All scoring should be re-checked to ensure maximum accuracy.
5 w t e specific directions given for scoring this test.
6 Much time is saved and the likelihood of errors is reduced if a single

test is scored for the entire class at one time.

I
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DETAILED DIRECTIONS FOR
ADMINISTRATION

Materials required: Each child should have a test booklet, a cardboard
marker (size I2.5 cm x 20 cm, 5" x'8") and a crayon,
or pencil.

To adOinister the test follow the directions as given below. It is essential
that each item is read exactly as printed. Distribute the test bookletspen-
cils, and markers, making sure that each child receives the booklerwith
the correct name on it.

Wait until the children are ready to begin.
Say: -

Open your book so that this page, the pige with one
star at the top, is in front of you. Fold back
the page. (demonstrate folding the booklet)
This is a picture story about a bear family.

Point to the picture at the top of :tie page:
Say:
Here are three bears, mother bear, father bear, and
baby bear. t

Let's see what they are doing.
I will tell you what they are doing; and i want you
to put a cross (demonstrate) on the picture which
shows what I tell you about the bears.
Ready?

Put your marker under the first row of bear pictures,
like this. (demonstrate)

Practice Baby bear is running to-the house.
item A Put a cross on that. picture.

Check that all children have -put a c. oss on the correct
picture.
If a child shows confusion, give assistance.-

ACER Early School Stmts. Verb Test. Directions for Administration, Copyright ACER 1981
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Say:
Look! Here baby bear is standing outside the
house; here he is sitting on the swing; here he
is walking through the gate; and what is he
doing here? (wait for a reply)
Yes, he is running to the house.

c You putt across on thatpicture.

Wait until all children have understood the task.

Note: Give no further help. Repeat each item once, only if
required.

Say:
Now you will work by yourself.
I am not going to help you any more.
Listen carefully-and put a cross on the
picture I am telling you about.

Put* your marker under the next row of
pictures.

Item 1 Baby bear has gone ,to bed.
Put a cross on that picture.

Item 2 Put your marker under the next row.
Baby bear fell down the stairs.
Put a cross'on

Turn over your book. (demonstrate)
This page has two stars at the top.

,Rheck that each child has the correct page.
Say:

Item 3 N Put your 'marker under the top row.
Baby bear has eaten his cake.
Put a cross on that picture.

Item 4 Put you( marker under the next row.
Baby bear is chasing thecati'
Put a cross on that picture.

ACER Early School Series. Verb Test. Directions for Administration. Copyright ACER 1981
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Item

Item 7

Put your marker under the next row.
The cat is chasing baby bear.
Put a cross on that picture.

Put your marker under the next row.
All the biscuits have been eaten.
Put a cross on that picture.

Turn t e page. ,
Fold o er the book. (demonstrate)
This pa e has three stars at the top.

Checrhureadrehild faces the correct page.
- Say:. \

ydyr,marker under the top row.
Baby ar has finished his milk.
Put a oss on. that picture.

ite our marker under the next row.-
Father bear has closed the gate.
Put a cross on that pichlre.

Ite Put your marker under the next row.
Father bearwill answer the telephone.
Put a cross on that picture.

Put down your pencil.
Turn over your book.
You can have a little rest now.

Collect test bets as soon as the last item has been completed.

Scoring (Maximum score: 9)
Score one point for each correct item. Possible scores for each item are one
(1) and zero (0). Zero (D) is given for items in which an incorrect picture,
no picture, or more than one picture has bef.r: crossed. For an item in
which one correct and one or more incorrect picture,s were marked, zero
(0) points are given.

During scoring, place a tick ( V) for each correct item in the appropriate
boxes provided for this- purpose in the right-hand margin.

Record the total number of correct responses where indicated on the
front of the test booklet.

ACER Early School Series. Verb Test Directions for Administration. Copyright ACER 1981
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EXPLANATORY NOTE
This test forms part of the ACER Early School Series, a set of diagnoStic
and screening instruments designed to provide teachers working with
schOol,beginnerslwith a variety, of approaches for the early, identification of
certain abilities and developmental needs of individual children.

All tests in the series/are specifically designed lo be used by teachers.
This decision is based op the premise that \the/ clasSroom teacher plays the
key role in the early identification of children who may be at risk for /
learning handicaps orlother school problems, It is hoped that these tests
may complement other ways of assessment and the teacher's judgment, in
identifying children who may require more individual attention to develop
their learning potential.

The planning of classroom activitneeds/''to take, into consideration not
only the indiVidual differences between children in one beginners grade,
but also the considerable differences which are frequently found within
one and the same child with respect to 'the development of language and
other skills, personal experience, knowledge, and other resources.

The ACER Early School Series is aimed at identifying levels 'the-child
has reached by providing a standardized assessment through tasks whicii*
are based on regular claisroom activity and Which; IlimFgh minimal
interruption to the teaciing program, may aid in adjusting instruction to
the individual child's abilities and needs.

This booklet contains general and detailed directions for, the\ . \
administration of the Pronouns Test.

Other tests Contained in the series are:
Auditory Discrimination Test

,

Figure Formation Test \
-o Number Test

Recognition. of Initial Consbnant Sounds Test
Word Knowledge Test
Receptive Language Skills, / -

. Comprehension Test
Negation Test .

Prepositions Test
Verb Tense Test

Early Identification and Intervention: A Handbook for Teacher and School
Counsellors is common to, all 10 tests, and contains information concerning
the rationale of the tests, their use and interpretation, and details
pertaining to,theiridevelopment.

/ ACER Early School Sams Pronouns Test Dsrettions for Administrabon. Coroght 0 ACER 1981
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- GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR
I ADMINISTRATION_
1

,
,

.

Advance Planning
To ensure that *Ile results oLtesting are as valid and reliable as possible, it

is-suggested- that teachers familiarize themselves with the following
instructions during, the planning stage some time before the day of teine.

II

1 Familiarize yourself ,with Early, Identification and Intervention; A
Handbook for Teachers and School Counsellors, with the test booklets,
and with the Detailed Directions for Administration contained in this

--booklet. 1
, . /-- -2 Ensure that sufficient test booklets are available, including a few extra

,.. ,

copies. for emergencies.. t

3 Prior to the day bf, testing, enter t14 child's name and /other details
' rewired on the front of eacil test booklet.

. 4 Have available a sufficient supply of crayons or pencils and markers for
. ,

each child. , .

5 Have available' a box of tissues. 1
I

6 Children should be tested in wall groups of no more than eight
children. If at all possible no raore flan five children should be tested
at &Ice. , i

7 Attempt to obtain the help Of anot er teacher as assistant for the days
of testing. ,

8. Arrange pace for testing.
9 Ensure thtit yoU are not disturbed while you are administering a test.

On the Day Of Testing I

1 Have this booklet open at the pages lying the detailed directions.
2 Provide yourself with an unused tes booklet for the test you are about

to administer. This ig essential as y u are required to refer to the test

i .

booklet,to demonstrate daring the r Eidin`g of the detailed instructions.
A useful technique for the admini .tration of the tests may be to hold

the test booklet .open at the appr priate page so that it faces the
children. Place your copy of the Dir ctions in such a way that you can
read the dire,ctions and at the sa e time point to the appropriate
section on the test booklet, so that the children can see exactly *hat
yOu are referring to.

.,,3 Have available and pencil for *Yourself in case it is necessary for
-yOu-to rrralCe notes.

4 See that the tables o desks used dur ng the testing are cleared.
5 Ariange seating in uch a way as to a old copying.

.1

ACER party Conoor Series. Pronouns Te t Directions for Mmint6trat CA)009t1 c 981
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, .
Arrange for all children to-be tested to visit the toilet just before the
start of the test. , . .

Lay out a test booklet, crayorl and marker foreach child. i
Check the names on each test booklet to ensure that each child has*the
correct boOklet. ... ..
/

.
. \During Testing . . ,,

,I, Mike eVery effort to .maintain a manner and lassroom atmosphere
which are as; natural as possible. 0 .5 i

k---
2 'Minimize distraction during the test:, .. 47 .

.. ,-4. Dead the irections fOr each item exactly as prin d.
i

,

. 4 Owing (11 administrationOf.Practice And exam le Reins (marked by
letters in,the directio s); spend as much time as necessary to make,sure
that each child tutf stands what is refit It is important that each
child appraaches h 'test items with confidente.1

I ---

5 In the case .of th items (numbered items) ao not give any help .
beyond r2ading ar emonstrating the instructions as printed.

; '1 . /.

,

---Scorihg --; General 16s.

, I DO not try ip score the test without using the Score Key., The Key i, ,
provided to make the scoring objective, quick, and accura-tc.

2 Example items and preliminary exercises are not to be scored. ,

3 Record the num, er of points scored in the margin next to each item.
Alter the test h been marked, place the total score after 'Number of

...---....--
, correct items' on the frqnt of each test booklet. . Ir, 4! All/scoring shotild be re-checked to ensure Maximum accu acy,

5 Follow the Specific directions given for scoring this test.
d if a singlengle 'time is saved and the likelihood of errors is reduc

sf is scored for ,the entire class at one time.

/**

1

I

_
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DETAILED DIRECTIONS FOR
ADMINISTRATION.

Materiali required: Each child should have a test booklet, a cardboard
marker (size 12.5 cm x 20 cm, 5" x 8") and a crayon
or pencil. ,

To administer the fest follow the directions as given 'below. It is essential
that each item is read exactly as printed. Distribute the test booklets, pen-
cils, and markers, making sure that each child receives the booklet with his

. or her name on it.
O

Wait until the childrqn are ready to begin.
Say:
Now (Tocley).we are going to look at some pictures
about the family.
Here is a mother, a father, a boy ancra girl.
(Point to the picture of the family group)
Let's see what they are doing. 7

Put your marker under the row of pictures at
the bottom of the page.

.

Demonstrate. and help those children who may find the task
difficult.
Say:

Practice The family is looking at books.
item A Father has a book, the boy has a book, the girl

has a book.
Put a cross (demonstrate x on the board) on hers.

Cheep that all children have placed a cross on the correct
picture, and assist those who are finding the task difficult.

Make sure that all children have understood what is
required. If nedessary, point to each picture and explain:

This is his book, this is her book, this is
their book, this is his. Now point to hers
....That's right ... Now put a cross on hers.

Give no further help.
ACER Early School Series..Pronouns Test Directions for Administration. Copyright ACER 1961
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Open your book. , I
Fold back the page. (demonstrite)
This page has one star at the top.

Demonstrate and make sure that each child has found die
required page.,
Say:
Put yoUr marker Under the first row of pictures.
(demonstrate)
Listen carefully to what I say.

Iteth 1 The dog chased her.'
t=picture.

4

Put your marker under the next row of pictures. ,

Item 2 Her hands are dirty.
Put a cross on that picture.

Put your marker under the next row.

Check that each child's marker is in the correct
position for item 3.
Say:

Item 3 They are looking at TV.
Put a cross on that` picture.

Item 4

I

Put your marker oder the bottom row of pictures.

Mother gives a cake to him.
Put a cross on that picture. ,

Now turn your book over. This page has two
stars at the top. (demonstrate)

PUt your marker under the top row of pictures.

Check that each child has found the required page.

ACER Early School Series: Pronouns Test Directions for Administration. Copyright ACER 1981
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Iteth 5 She has roller skates:
Make a cro *s on that picture.'
Put your marker-under the next row.

Item 6 The boy sees them.
Put a cross on that picture.

Put youi. marker under the next row.

Check that alt children have placed their markers
under item 7.
Say:

Item 7 r He is walking.
Put a cross'on that picture.

_Item 8

Item 9'

Item, 10

Item 11

Put your marker under the bottom row of

It is their birthday..
Put a cross on that picture

Turn the page. Fold over the book.
This page, has three stars at the top.

1

Put your marker under the first row of pictures.

Check that all children have positioned their
markers correctly.
Say:
We like icecream.
Put a cross on that picture.

Put your marker under the next row.

It's wheel has gone.
Makea cross on that picture.

Put your marker under the lAst row of pictures.

His balloon is big.
Put a cross on that picture.

I- ,----
-- Put your pencil down and turn your

. book over. Have a rest-now. 1

ACER Early School Series. Pronouns Test Directions for Administration. Copyright C ACER 1981
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Collect the test booklets as soon as the last item has been completed.

.
Scoring

1

(Maximum score: 11)
Score oine point for each correct item. Possible scores for each item are one
(1) and zero (0). Zero (0) is given for items in which an incorrect picture,
no picture, or more than one picture has been crossed. For an item in
which one correct and one or more incorrect pictures were marked, zero
(0) points are given. . I

During scoring, place a tick ( ,./ ) for each correct item in the appropriate
boxes provided for this purpose in the right-hand margin,

Record the total number of correct responses where indicated on the
front of the test booklet: r

i-

ACER Early School Series. Pronouns Test D:rections for Adrthrustrehon. Copyright ACER 1981.
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EXPLANATORY NOTE
This test forms part of the ACER Eddy School Series, a set of diagnaoitic
and screening instruments designed to provide teachers working with
school beginners with a variety of approaches for the 'barly identification of
certain abilities and deveiiipmental needs of individual children.

All tests in the series are specifically designed to be. used by teachers.
This decision is based on the premise that the classroom teacher plays the
key role in the early identification of children who may be at risk for
learning handicaps or other school problems. It is hoped that these tests
may complement other ways of assessment and the teacher's judgment, in
identifying, hildren who may require more individual attention to develop
their learning potential.

The planning of classroom activity needs to take into consideration not
only the individual differences between children in one beginners grade,
but also the considerable differences which are frequently found, within
one and the same child with respect to the development of language and
other skills, personal experience, knowledge, and other resources.

The ACER Early School Series is aimed at identifying levels the child
has beached by providing a standardized assessment through tasks which
are based on regular classroom activity and which, through minimal
interruption to. the teaching program, may aid in adjusting" instruction to
the individual child's abilities and needs.

This booklet contains general and detailed directions for the
administration of the Prepositions Test.

Other tests contained in the series are:
Auditory Discrimination Test
Figure Formation Test
Number Test
Recognition of Initial Consonant Sounds Test
Word .Knowledge Test
Receptive-Language Skills

Comprehension Test
. Negation Test

Pronouns Test
Verb Tenie Test

Early Identification and Intervention: A Handbook for Teachers andSchool
counsellors is common to all 10 tests,tand contains information concerning
the rationale of the tests, their use and interpretation, and detailS
pertaining to their development.
ACER Early School Series Preposittons Test. Directions for Administration Copyright' ACER 1981
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GENERALDIRECTIONS FOR
ADMINISTRATION

Advance Planning
To ensure that the results of testing are as valid and reliable as possible, it
is suggested that teachers familiarize themselves with the following
instructions during the planning stage some trite before the day of testing:
1 Familiarize yourself with Earbz-Mentification and Intervention: A

Handbook for Teachers and School Counsellors, with the test booklets,
and with-the Detailed Directiong Tor Administration contained in this
booklet.

_-

2 Ensure that sufficient test booklets are available,-including a few extra
copies for emergencies.

3 Prior to the day of testing, enter the child's name and other details
required on the front of each test booklet:

4 Have available a sufficient supply of crayons or pencils and markers for
each child.

S liaveavailable a box of tissues.
6 Children should be tested in small groups of no more than eight

"children. If at all possible no more than five children should be tested
at once.

7 Attempt to obtain the help of another teacher as assistant for the days
of testing.

8 Arrange place for testing.
9 Ensure that you are not disturbed while you are administering a test.

On the Day of Testing
-4 Have this booklet open at the pages giving the detailed directions.
2 Provide yourself with an unused 'test booklet for the test you are about

to administer. This is essential as you are required to refer to the test
booklet to demonstrate during the reading of the detailed instructions.

Auseful technique for the administration of the tests may be to hold
the test booklet open at the appropriate page so that it faces the
children. Place your copy of the ;Directions in such a way that you can
read 'the directions and at the same time point to the appropriate
section on the test booklet sq that the children can-see exactly what

=

you are referring to.
3 Have available paper at. cil for yourself in case it is necessary for

you to make notes.
4 See that the lables or desks used during the testing are cleared.
S Arrange seating in such a way as to avoid copying.
ACER Early School Series. Prepositions Test Directions for klourastrabon. Copyright' ACER 1981
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1

6 , 'Arrange for all children .to be tested to visit the toilet just before the
stari.of the test. .

7 Lay out a test booklet, crayon and marker for each child. ...A.

8 Check the names on .each test booklet to ensure that each child has the
correct booklet.

-t

During Testing
1

1 Make every effort to niaintain.a manner and classroom atmosphere
whichAre as natteral as possible.

2 Miniinize distratlion during the test.
3 Read the directions for each item exactly as printed.
4 During the Niministration of practice and example items. (Inarked by

letters in the directions) spend as much time-as necessary to rOake sure
that each child understands what is required. It is important dial.; each
child apProaChes the test items with patience.

5 In the case of test items (numbered items) do not give any help
beyond reading and demonstrating the instructions as printed.

Scoring General Rules
1 Do not try to score the test without \using the Score Key. The Key is

provided to make the scoring objective, quick, and accurate.1
2 Example items and preliminary exercises are not tb be scored.
3 Record the number of points scored in the margin next to each item.

Afier the itest has been-marked, place the total score after 'Number of
correct items' on the front of each test booklet.

4 All scoring should be re-checked to ensure maximum accuracy.
5 Follow the specific directions given for scoring this test.
6 Much time is saved and the likelihood of errors is reduced if a single

test is scored for the entire class at one time.

ACER Early School Zerles. Proposifans Test Directions for Administration. Goer/right ACER 1981.
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DETAILED DIRECTIONS FOR
ADMINISTRATION

Materials required: Each child should have a test booklet, a cardboard
marker (size 12.5 cm x 20 cm, 5" x 8") and a crayon
or pencil.

To administer the test follow the directions as given below. It is essential
that each item be lead exactly as printed. Distribute the test booklets,
pencilsand markers, making sure that each child receives the booklet
with his or her name on it.

Wait until \the children are ready to begin.
Say:

, Open your book.
Fold back the.page. kdemonstrate)
This page has one star at the top.

De,monstrate and help those children, who are finding the
task diffictilt.

Point to the cat at the top of the page.

Say:
Here is Sooty the cat.
He' is having fun.
He does a lot of things.
We are going to play a game with Sooty.

Put your marker under the first row of pictures,
like this. (denieinstrate)
I will tell you what Sooty does, and
I want you to put a cross (x) like this
(demonstrate on the board or sample booklet)
on the picture which shows what I say,
Now listen carefully.

Practice The cat is on the chair.
item A Put a cross on that picture.

Check that all children have placed a cross on the
correct picture, and assist those children who are \
finding the task difficult.
Wait until all children have understood th(fask.

ACER Eatty School Swiss. Propositions Test Desctons for Administtation. Copyright ° ACER 1981.
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Say: 1
Yes, Sooty is on the chair in this picture.
(demonstrate by holding up-the test booklet
and by marking the correct picture)

Proceed to Practice item B.
Say:

Practice Now put your marker under the next row.
i tem B The cat is jumping over the fence.

Put a cross on that picture;
.

Again check that all- children lave marked the correct
picture. Give het- where needed.

Note: From this point on, no further help should be given
wigi the test items. Repeat each item only once unless theie
is a gross. distraction which might prevent the child from
hearing accurately, e.g. a person entering the room, public

- address announcements, etc.

It-is _es.iential that each item is read exactly as printed.

No you will work,by yourself.
I a not going to help you any more.
List n carefully and r.fu t a cross on the
righ picture.

, Re y?

Wait until all children afel" dy to proceed.
Say:
Put your marker under the n t row.
The bat is up the tree
Put,a cross on that picture.

Now turn the book over.
This is page two.
It has two stars at the top.
(point to the stars)

tit

0-

. ,
Ch ck that eachboo is open at the page with two stare\at the top.

AMR School Sono& Prvosibons tost Dirocgoris for Adminisirotion. Copyright 4 ACER1981.
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Say:
Item.2 Put your marker under the top row.

The cat is jumpingthroUgh the window.
Put a crass on that picture.

A

Item 3,, Put your marker under the next roW.
.The. -,cat is next to the fire.
pot cross on that picture.

Item 4 PUtyour marker under the next row.
The cat is outside thehouse.,
Put a cross' on that picture.

'Item 5 Put your marker under' the next row.
The cat is behind the tree:
Put a cross on that picture.

Turn the page.
Fold >T.ur book. (demonstrate) \
This page has three stars at the top.

. . -

Make sure that each child has the correct page.
Say:
Put your marker under the top row.

The cat is between the boxes.
Put a cross on that picture.

Item 6

Item 7 Put your marker under the next row.
The cat is beside the blocks.
Put a cross on that picture.

. ,

Item 8 ,Put your marker under°the next row.
.The cat is with the dog.
Put a cross.orythat'picture.

Item 9 --Put your marker under the next row.
'The cat runs after the mouse.
Put a cross on that picture.
That's all about Sooty.
Put your pencils down and close your books.
Have a little rest now.

'Collect the test booklets as soon as thejast item has been completed.
ACER Lary ScAmt Senn. PrOPOMPAS Tea Directors for Arkninistratoit Copynght ACER 1981
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Scoring (Maximuin score: 9)
Score one point for each correct-item. Possible scores for each item are one
(1) and zero (0). Zero (0) is given for items in which an incorrect picturei
no picture, 47 more than one Picture has been crossed. For an item in
which one correct and one or more incorrect pictures were Marked,- zero
(0) points are given.

During scoring, place a tick v) for each correct item in the appropriate
boxes provided for this purpose in the right-hand margin.

Record the total number of correct responses where indicated on the
front of the test booklet.

t
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EXPLANATORY NOTE
This test-forms part of the ACER Early School Series, a set of diagnostic
and screening instruments designed to provide teachers working with
school beginners with a variety of approaches for the early identification of
certain abilities and develOpmental needs-of-individual-children, --

All tests,in the series are specifically deSigned to be used by teachers.
This decision is based on the premise that the classroom teacher plays the
key role in the early identification of children who No-lay be at risk for
learning handicaps or other school pr Alems. It is hoped that these tests
may complement other ways of assessment and the teachdr's judgment, in
identifying children who may require more individual attention to develop
their learning potential.

The planning of classroom activity needs to take into consideration not
only the individual differences between children in one beginners trade,
but also 'the Considerable differences which are frequently found within
one and the same child with respect to the development of language and
other skills, personal experience, knowledge, and other resources.

The ACM Early SChOot Series is alined at identifying levels-the child--
has reached by providing a standardized assessment through tasks which
are based on regular classroom activity and which, through minimal
interruption to The teaching program,,may aid in adjusting instruction to
the individual 'child's abilities and needs.

. booklet contains general and detailed directions for the
administration of the Figure Formation Test.

0,:ier tests contained in the series are:
Auditory Discrimination Test
Number Test
Recognition of Initial Consonant Sounds Test
Word Knowledge Test
Receptive Language Skills'

Comprehension Test
. Negation Test,,

Prepositions Test
Proliotms Test
Verb Tele (Test

Jarly Identificauonf and Imerventiok A Handboof( for Teachers and School
_Cotthsellorsis_common..to all 10 tests, and contains information concerning

the rationale of the tests,' their use and interpretation, and details
petlaining to their development.
ACER Early School Seals. Figure Formation Test Directions for AdmIntstiation Copyright t ACER 1981
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GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR
ADMIINISTRATION

Advance Planning
To ensure that the results of testing are as valid 'nand reliable as possible, it
is_suggested_ that te,ache)is familiarize themselves with the following
instructions during the planning stage some time beiore the dik-ortesting:
I Familiarize yourself with Early Identification and Intervention: A

Handbook for Teachers and School Counsellors, with the test booklets,
and with the Detailed Directions for Administratibn contained in this
booklet.

2 Ensure that sufficient test booklets are available, including a few extra
copies for emergencies. . ,

3 Prior to the day of testing, enter the child's name and other details
required on the front qf each test booklet.

1. Have available a sufficient supply of crayons 4r pencils and markers for
each child.

S Have available a box of tissues. -

6 L, hildre n should be testal-in-snrati-grottpriar-h-o-more---thafi-eigh-t
children. If at all possible no more than fire children should be tested
at once.

7 Attempt to obtain the help of another teacher as assistant for the days
of testing.

8 Arrange place for testing.
9 Ensure that you are not disturbed while you are administering a 'test

On the Day of Testing
I Have this booklet open at the pages giving the detailed directions
2 Provide yourself with an unused test booklet for the test you are aboul

to administer. This is essential as ytou are required to refer to the test
booklet to demonstrate during the reading of the detailed instructions.

A useful technique for the administration of the tests may be to hold
the test booklet open at the appropriate page so that it faces the
children. Place your copy orthe Directions in such a way that you can
read the directions and at the same time point to the appropriate
section on the test boOklet, so that the children can, see exactly what

you are referring to.
3 Have available paper and pencil for yourself in case it is necessary for

you to make notes.
4 See that the taties or desks used during the testing are cleared.

S Arrange seating in such a way as to avoid copying.
ACER Early School Series. Figure Formation Test DaectonsJor AdmInistratrart Copyright ACER 1981
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6 Arrange for all children to be tested to visit the toilet just before L:le
start of the test.

7 Lay out a test booklet, crayon and marker for each child.
8 Check the names on each test booklet to ensure that each child has the

.----correct booklet.

During TestingWs

1 Make every effort to maintain a manner and classroom atmosphere
which are as natural as possible.

2 Minimize distraction during the test.
3 Read the directions for each item exactly as printed.
4 During the administrationof practice and example ?terns (marked by

letters in the directions) spend as much time as necessary to make sure
that each child understands what is required. It is important that each
child approaches the test items with confidence.

5 In the. case of test items (numbered items) do. not give any help
beyond re .ding and demonstrating the instructions as printed.

I \
Scoring General Rules
1 Do not try to score the test without using the Score key. The Key is

provided to make the scoring objective, quick, and accurate.
2 Example items and preliminary exercises are not to be scored.
3 Record the number of points scored in the margin next to each item.

After the test has been marked, place the total score after 'Number of
correct items' on the front of each test booklet.

4 All scoring should be re-checked to ensure maximum accuracy.
5 Follow the specific directions given for scoring this test.

Much time is saved and the likelihood of errors is reduced if a single
test is scored for the entire class at one time. :2

ACER Earry School Sores Figure Formation arst Directions for Administration Copyright c ACER 1981
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DETAILED DIRECTIONS FOR
I ADMINISTRATION

Materials required: Each child should have a test booklet and a crayon or ,

pencil. 1

To administer the test follow the directions exactly as given here. After
each item, wait until all children have finished.

Place a test booklet in front of each child so that the front page is`face up.
Make sure that each child has the necessary test materials. Wait until all
children are ready to begin, then hold up the test booklet and say to the
children:

Example
4.1"

Open your books at page one.
This is the page which has one star at the top.

Point to the star at the top of the page. Wait until all
children have turned to the correct page.
Say:
On thisiJage-vve-have-almat-andunderheath it many-parts
which make up the boat.
Look at the boat carefully, then look at the parts.
Now put alums on all the parts which are needed
to make up the boat.

Wait until all children have finished. Then check that each
child has crossed out the correct parts .-Assist children who
have been unable to cross out the correct parts.
Say:
Turn the page to page two.
This is the page which has two stars at the top>

Point to the stars at the top of the page. Wait until'al!
children ha've turnecK'to.the correct page.
Say:

Item 1 On this page we have a-truck and underneath it many
TRUCK parts which make uthe truck. f

Look at the truck carefully, then Iodic at the parts. ,

I Now put a cross; all the parts which are needed to
make up the truck.

Wait until all children have-finished.
ACER Early School Sena figure Fermat:on Test Directions tot-Administration. Copyright 4. ACER 1981



Say:
Turn,the page over to the next picture.
This is the page which has three stars at the top.

Point to the stars at the.top of the page. Wait until all
-children-have turned-to-the correct page.

I Say:
Item 2 On this page we have a teapot and underneath it many
TEAPOT parts which make up the teapot.

Look-at-the teapot carefully, then look at the parts.
Now put a cross on all the parts which are needed to
make upitfe teapot.
Wait until all children have finished.
Say:
Turrito the next page.
This is the page which has four stars at the top.

Point to the stars at the top of the page. Wait until all__
children have turned to the correct page.
Say:

Item 3 On this page we have a robot and underneath it many
-arts which make up the robot.

Look at the robot carefully, then look at the parts.
Now put t cross on allthe parts which are needed to
make up the rObbt--___

Wait until all children have finished.
Say:
Turn the page over to the next picture.
This is the page which has five stars at the top.

Point to the stars at the top of the page. Wait until all
A children have turned to the correct page.

Say:
Item 4 On this page we have a church and underneath it many
CHURCH parts which make up the church.

Look at the church carefully, then look at the parts.
Now put a cross on all the parts which are needed to
make-up the church.

Wait until all children have finished.
Say:
Now put down your crayons and turn over your books
very quickly.

ACER Early School Series, Figure Formation Test Directions for Administration. Cooright a ACER 1981
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Collect the test booklets.as soon as the last item has been completed.

Scoring (Maximum score:A)
Score one point for each correctly completed item, i.e. a child can receive a
score of zero (0) of one (1) fortach item.

Place a tick ( V.) near the bottom corner of each correct item. The child's
total score for this test is the sum of completely correct items.

Record the total score where indicated on the front of the test booklet.

Number of Number of
correct . incorrect Maximum

Item parts parts score

Ex. BOAT 4 2 not scored
1 TRUCK 1 4 2 1

2 TEAPOT 4 2 1

3 ROBOT 6 3
.

I.

4 ,CHURCH 4 2 I 1

ACER Early School Series. Figures Formoon Directions for Adeline Yahoo. Copyright ACER 1981
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EXPLANATORY NOTE
° This test forms part of the ACER Early School Series, a set of diagnostic
and screening instruments designed to provide teachers working with
school beginners with a variety of approaches for the early identification of
certain abilities and developmental needs of individual children.

All tests in the series are specifically dekigned to be used by teachers.
This decision is based on the premise that the classroom teacher plays the

-.key role in the early identification of children who may be at risk for
learning handicaps or other school problems. It is hoped that these tests
may complement other ways oftassessment and the teacher's judgment, in
identifying children who may require more individual attention to develop
their. learning potential.

The planning of classroom activity needilo..iake into consideration not
only the.individual differences between child/en in one beginners grade,
but also the considerable differences which are frequently found within
one and the same child with respect to' ttdevelopment of language and
tither skills, personal experience, knowledge, and other resources.

The CEJ Early Schocil Series is aimed at identifying levels the child
has reached-by providing a standardized assessment through tasks which
are based on 'regular classroom activity and _which, through minimal
interruption_ to the teaching program, may aid in adjusting instruction to
the individual child's abilities and needs.

This booklet contains general and detailed directions for the
administration of the Number Test.

Other tests containedin the series are:
Figure Formation Test
Auditory Discrimination Test
Recognition of Initial Consonant Sounds Test
Word Knowledge Test
Receptive Language Skills

Comprehension Test
Negation Test
Prepositions Test
Pronouns Test
Verb Tense Test

Early Identification and Intervention: A Handbook for Teachers and School
Counsellors is common to all 10 tests, and contains information concerning
the rationale of the tests, their use .,and interpretation, and details
pertaining to their development.
ACER Early School Series. Number Test Directions for Administration. Copyright ACER 1981
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GENERAL OIRECTIONS FOR
ADMINISTRATION .

Advance Planning
To ensure that the results of testing are as valid and reliable as possible, it
is suggested that teachers faniffiarize themselves with the following
instructions during the planning stage some time before the day of testing:

'f Familiarize yourself with Early Identification and Intervention: A
Handbook for Teachers and School Counsellors, with the.test booklets,
and with the Detailed Directions for Administration contained in this
booklet.

2 Ensure that sufficient test booklets are available, including a few extra
copies for emergencies.

3 Prior to the day of testing, enter the child's name and other details
required on the front of each test booklet.. ;

4 Have available a sufficient supply of crayons or pencils and markers for
each child.

5 ,Have available a box of tissues. -

6 Children should be tested in small groups of no mo.e than eight
children.If at all possible no more than five children should be tested
at once

7 Attempt to obtain the help of another teacher as assistant for the days
of testing..

8 Arrange place for testing.
9 Ensure that you are not disturbed while you are adminbtering a test.

On the Day of Testing
1 Have this booklet open at the pages giving the detailed directions.
2 Provide yourself with an unused test booklet for the test you are about

to administer. This is essential as you are required to refer to the test
booklet to deMonstrate during the reading of the detailed instructions.

A useful technique for the administration of the tests may be.to hold
the test booklet open at the appropriate page so that it faces the
children. Place your copy of the Directions in such a way that you can
read the directions and at the same time poInt to dm. appropriate
section on the test booklet: so thatjhei children can see exactly what
you are referring to.

3 Have available paper and pencil for yourself in case it is necessary for
you to make notes.

4 See that he tables or desks used during the testing are cleared.
5 Arrange seating in such a way as to avoid copying.
AMR Earty School &Watt Numtw Test Chni&ns for Administration. Copyright ACER J981.
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grange for all children tiqs be tested to visit the toilet just before the
*start of the test.

7 -Lay out a test booklet, crayon and marker for each &lid..
8 Check du; names on each test booklet to ensure thaktach child has the

correct booklet.

During-Testingi .
1 Make every effort to maintain a manner-and classroom atmosphere

which are as natural as possible. .

2 Minimize distraction during the test.
Read the directions for each item exactly as pct fed.

4 During the administration of practice and mple items (nfarked by
letters in the directions) spend as mu e a) necessary to make sure
that each child, understands what is %wired. It is important that each
child approaches the test items with confidec'.

5 In the case of test items (numbered items) do not give any help
beyond reading and demonstrating the instructions as printed.

Scoring General Rules
1 Do tot try to score the test withdut using the Score Key. The Key is

provided to make the scoring Objective.; quick, and accurate.
2 Example items and preliminary exercises are not td be scored.
3 Record the 'number of points scored, in the margin next to each item.

After the test has been marked, place du> total score after 'Number of
correct items' on the front of each test booklet.
All scoring should be re-checked to ensure aximum accuracy.
Follow the spgcific directions given for sco ing this test.

6 Mueh time is saved and the likeliho errors is reduced if a single
test is scored for the entiFe.class at e time.

ACER Earty Echo:. Serves. Number Test Drectoons for Adrniaistratico.Copyricat ACER 1981



DETAILED DIRECTIONS FOR
ADMINISTRATION

Materials required: Each child should have a test" booklet, a cardboafd
mark& ;(size 12.5 cm x 20 cm, 5" x 8") and a crayon

" or pencil. ,

-, . .

,To administer the test follow theadirections exactly as given here. After
each item, sit until all children ihve finished before proceeding to the
next item. 1 .. s

To ma sure that each child is able to produce a "stick' (vertical line) of
the app priat size, three boxes for practice, purposes have,been provided
'on the back ge of the test booklet.

Place tes booklet in front of each child so that the practice boxes are
face up. The largtst box should be-onlhe left, Mai? sure that each child
has the necessary test materials. ....

4N,Say:

A Today I want to see how wellyptican count.
BALLS Put down your crayon and counethese little

, : balls.

Draw three balls ( ) on the blackboard.,
Say:, .

How many balls did I draw? (pause foi response)
Yes, there we three balls.

,

Point to each ball in turn.
Say:
One, two, three there are three balls op, the

. blackboard. So: we make three sticks in this box.

Hold up test book et anddemonstrate.
,

Nowpick up your crayonsand make three sticks
in your first box one stick for each 'ball.

Make sure that each child !vs placed three sticks in the,
largest box. Assist those children who have not-recorded
the three sticks correctly.
Say:
Now;put down your crayons.

ACER Early School Serie& alamber,Test Directions for Administration:Copyright ACER 1981.
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,
B While drawing two circles (0.0)-on the blackboard,
CIRCLES say;Nov

count theie circles.
How many Girlies did I draw?

I
Pause for response.

I
Say:

t Yes, two circles.
yo"'1/4

Hold up the test booklet and while drawing two kicks in the
'middle box,
say:
There, arelwo circles on the blackboard.
So you maketwo,stiOks in the box.
Now pick up your crayon and in fhemiddle
box make as many sticksas-there &re circles.
One Stick for each Ocle..

1
I

Allow children time to finish this task, then check each
child's_ work and assist 'those children- who have not

-recorded the two sticks correctly',
Say:
Now put down yoUr crayons and watch what-
I dd.

C. VVhile drawing seven crosses (x xxxxx x) on the
blackboard:

CROSSES Say: .

Count these crosses and in the last box make
as many sticks as there are crosses.
One stick for each cross. Pick up your
crayon and do it now.

Pause until most children ,have finished this task, then, .
pointing to each cross in turn, .

say:
One, two, three, four, five, six, seven
there are seven crosses on the blackboard.
So we make seven sticks in this box.

Hold up-.the test booklet and demonstrate. Cheek each
child's work and assist those children who, have not
recorded the seven sticks correctly.

AQER Early School Series. Number Test Directions for Administration. Copyright ACES 1981
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Say:
Now, put down your crayons andi turn: your
books over (pause) Open tour books to
page .One. Fold back the empty page. (demonstrate)
There is one star at the top of this page.

Hold up test booklet and point to the star at the top of the
page.
Say:
From now on I want you to work very quietly,
all.by yoiirself:

Say:
Example Put your marker under'the row of dogs
DOGS like this. (demonstrate)

Count the dogs silently in your head.
Don't tell anyone how many there are.
Keep it a secret. Put your finger on
the box next to the dogs.

Hold up test booklet and point to the correct box.
Say:
Pick up your crayon, and in this box make
as many sticks as there are dogs.
One stick for each dog.

Check each child's work and 'assist those children who
have not recorded the four sticks correctly.
Say: "
Turn the page to page 2, This is the page

_ which has two stars at the top. Fold back
your book.

11,

Point to the stars at the top of the page. Wait
until all children have turned to the correct page
and folded their books.

Say:
Item 1 Now put your marker under the row of PLANES. '
PLANES (demonstrate) -

Put your finger on the box next to the PLANES.
(derdongtrate)
In this box make one stick for eacn,PLANE.

fi

Walt until all children have finished.
ACER Eady School Series. Number Tat Directions for 11dreinlaseon. Copyright ACER 11)A1.
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-Item 2'
HOUSES \

I'

Item 3
PILES OF
MONEY

Say:
Now put your marker under the row of HOUSES.
(demonstrate)
Put your finger on the box next to the HOUSES.
(demonstrate)
In this 131)x make one stick for each HOUSE.

Wait unti all childillen have finished.
,

Say:
Turn the book over tovage 3.
This is the page which hasthree stars
at the top.

Point to the stars at the top of the page. Wait until
\all children have turned to the correct page.
Say:
Now put yoUrmarker under the rdw of ,

plus OF MONEY. (demonstrate)
Put your finger on the box next to the
PILES OF MONEY.\In, this box make one stick for each
PILE OF MONEY.

Wait until all.children have finished.
Say:

Item 4 Now put your marker under the row of TRUCKS.
TRUCKS (deMonstrate)

Put your finger on the box next to the TRUCKS.
(demonstrate)
In lhis box make one stick for each TRUCK.

Wit until all children have finished.
Sax; \
Turn the page over to page 4.
This is the page which has four stars at
the top. "Fold over your book.

Poi t to the.stars at the top of the-page. Wait until
all hildren have turned to the correct page.
Sax: ,

Item 5 Noi, put your marker under the row of CARS.
CARS (deMonstrate)

Put'your finger on the box next to the CARS.
(demonstrate)
In this box \make one stick for each CAR.

ACER Early School Series, Number Test.Dir4ions for Administration. Copyright * ACER 1981.
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-Item 6
MEN

Item 7
PAIRS OF
SHOES

Item 8
GROUPS OF
LADIES

Wait until all children have finished.
Say:
Now put your marker under the row of MEN.
(demonstrate)
Put your finger orhthe box next toithe MEN.
(demonstrate) t
In this box make one stick for each MAN.

Wait until all children have finished.
Say:
Turn over your book. This is page 5.
This page has five stars at the top.

Point to the stars at the top of the page. Wait until
all children have turned to the correct page.
Say: ,

Now put your marker under the row of
PAIRS OF SHOES. (demonstrate)
Put your finger on thd box next to the
PAIRS OF SHOES. (demonstrate)
In this box make one stick for each
PAIR OF SHOES.

Wait until all children have 'finished.
Say:
Now put your marker under the row of
GROUPS OF LADIES. (demonstrate)
Put your finger on the box next to the
GROUPS OF LADIES. (demonstrate)
In this box make one stick foi'seach

-GROUP OF LADIES.

Wait until all children have finished.
.Say:
Put your ciayons down and close your
books very quickly.

Collect the booklets as soon as the final item has been completed.

ACER Early Schock Series Number Test Directions for Administration. Copyrioh; 6 ACER 1981.
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Scoring (Maximum score: 8)
Score one point for each-Vorrectly-completi.e. a child can receive a
score of zero (0) or one (1) for each item.

Plat.: a (v) near the answer box for each correct item. The child's total
score for ti..,=; test is thesum of correct items.

Record fhe total score where indicated on the front of the test booklet.

Answer Key

=Item
Correct number

.of sticks Score

Ex. dogs 4 not scored
1 rlanes 5 1

2 houses 6 1

3 piles of money 7 ,
1

4. trucks 8 1

5 car 9 1

6 men 11 1
.ck

7 pairs of shoes 5 1 i

8 groups of ladies 4 , 1

Note: Count 'sticks' which have been placed outside the answer box as part of the child's response
only if they are in the vicinity of the box provided for the item.
The child who has completed an item by placing one stick above or below each house, plane, etc.
does not receive credit for this item unless the answer box also contains the correct number of
sticks.

ACER Early School Sides. Number Test Directions for Administration. Copyrights ACER 1981,
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EXPLANATORY NOTE
This test forms part of the ACER Early School Series, a set of diagnostic
and screening instruments designed to provide teachers working with
school beginners with a variety of approaches for the early identific,ation of
certain abilities and developmental needs of individual children.

All tests in the series arp specifically designed to be used by teachers.
This decision is based on the premise that the classroom teacher, plays the
key role in the early identification of children who may be at risk for
learning handicaps or other school problems. It is hoped that these tests
may complement other ways of assessment and the teacher's judgment, in
identifying children who may require more individual attention to develop
their learning potential.

The planning of classroom activity needs to take into consideration not
only the individual differences between children in one beginners grade,
but also the considerable differences which are frequently found within
one and the same child with respect, to the development of language and
other skills, personal experience, knowledge, and other resouices.

The ACER Early School Series is aimed at identifying levels the child
has reached by providing a standardized assessment through tasks which
are based on regular classroom activity and which, through minimal
interruption to the teach;ng program, may aid in adjusting instruction to
the individual child's abilities and needs.

This booklet contains general and detailed directions for the
administration of the Recognition of Initial Consonant Sounds Test.

Other tests contained in the series are:
Figure Formation Test
Number Test
Auditory Discrimination Test
Word Knowledge
Receptive Language Skills

Comprehension Test
Negation Test
Prepositions Test
Pronouns Test
Verb Tense Test

Early Identification and Intervention: A Handbook for Teachers and School
Counsellors is common to all 10 tests, and contains information concerning
the rationale of the tests, their use and interpretation, and details
pertaining to their develcipment.

ACER Earty School Series. Recognition of Initial Consonant Sounds lest Directions for Administration. Dethinght ACER 1981.
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GENERAL DIRECTIONS, FOR
'ADMINISTRATION

-Advance Planning
To ensure that the results of testing arelas valid and reliable as possible, it
it suggested that teachers familiarize' themselves with the following
instructions during the planning stage some time before the day of testing:

Familiarize yourself with Early Identification and Intervention: A
Handbook for Teachers and School Counsellors, with the test booklets;

---\-----and-with the Detailed Directions for Administration contained in this
booklet.,

2 Ensure that sufficient test booklets are available, including a few extra
\copies for emergencies.

3 Prior io the day of testing, enter the child's name and other details
required on the front of each test booklet.

4 Have available a sufficient supply of crayons or pencils and markers for
each child.

5 Have available a biix of tissues.
6 Children should be tested in small groups of no more than eight

ehildrdh. If at all possible no more than five children should b..t tested
at once. 's

-

7 Attempt to obtain the help of another teacher as assistant for the days
of testing.

'8 Arrange place for testing.
9 Esure that you are not disturbed while you are administering a test.

On the Day of Testing
I Have this booklet,operiat the pages giving the detailed directions.
2 Provide yourself with an unused test booklet for the test you are about

to administer, This is essential,as you are required to refer to the test
booklet to demonstrate during the reading of the detailed instructions.

A useful technique for the administration of the tests may be to hold
the test booklet open at the apprOpriate ',Rage so that it faces the
children. Place sour copy of the Directions in such a way that you can
read the directions and at the same time point to the appropriate
section of the test booklet, so that the children an see exactly what

,you are referring to..
3 Have available paper and pencil for yourself in case it 's necessary for

you to, make notes.
4 See that the tables or desks used during the testing are cleared.
5., Arrange seating in such a way as to avoid copying.

ACER Early Scrota Series Recognition of Initial Consonant Sounds rest Directions for Administration. Copyright 1. CER 1981
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6 Arrange for all children to be tested pa visit the toilet jusf before the
start of the test. !

7 Lay out a test booklet, crayon and marker for each child. ; .

8 Check the names on each test booklet to ensure that each child has the
correct booklet:

'During Testing
I Make every effort to maintain a manner and classroom atmosphere

which are as natural as pbssible.
2 Minimize distraction during the test.
3 Read the directions for each item exactly as printed.
4 During the administration of practice and example jtems (marked by

letters in the directions) spend as much time-as necessary to make sure
that each child understands what is required. It is important that each
child approaches the test items with confidence.
In the case of test items (numbered items) do not give any help

reading and demonstrating the instructions as printed.

Scoring General Rules
. 1 Do not try to score the test without using the Score Key. The Key is

provided to make the scoring objective, quick, and accurate.
2 Example items and preliminary exercises are not to be scored.

13 Record the number of points scored in the margin next to each item.
After the,test has been marked, place the total score after 'Number of
correct items' on the front of each test booklet.

4 All scoring should be re-checked to ensure maximum accuracy.
S Follow the specific directions given for scoring this test.
6 Much time is saved and the likelihood of errors is reduced if a single

test is scored for the entire class at one time.
o

.
C

ACER Early SchSol Setiss Recognition of Initial Consonant Sounds Test Directions for Administration. Copyright ° ACER 1981.
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DETAILED DIRECTIONS FOR
ADMINISTRATION

Materials required: Each child should have a test booklet, a cardboard
marker (size 12.5 cm x 20 cm, 5" x 8"), and a
crayon.

To administer the test follow the directions exactly as given here. The test
may be given in one session or broken up and given in two or three
sessions. If the test is to be administered in sections over a number of
days, administer Preliminary Exercise 1 and the Example Item 1 at the
beginning of each testing session and then proceed to the item following
the one which was administeredlast.

Do not elaborate on the pictures of the test items. Make sure there is no
'interfering noise. Speak clearly and distinctly. Do not repeat any stimulus
word unless you have made an error. Wait after each item until all
children 'have finished.

Throughout this test giye only the letter SOUND of the initial
*consonant. Do not use letter names.

Place a test booklet in front of each child so that the front page is face up.
Make sure that each child has the necessary test materials. Wait until all

children are ready to begin.

Ibi
Preliminary
exercise 1 .

BALL
.BOOK
BOAT
BEAR

Say:
Put your marker under yoUr first row of pictures, -
like this. (demonstrate) (pause)
Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:
BALL ... BOOK ... BOAT ... BEAR.
They all start with 'b'.
(sound the letter, do not use the letter-name)
Say (let children say it)
-Closeyour lips tightly, now open them and say 'b'.
(let children say it)
Listen again for the 'b' as I say the words.
BALL (pause), BOOK Jpause), BOAT (pause),
BEAR (pause).

- Point to each picture again and say its name after me:
BALL' (pause), BOOK (pause), BOAT (pause),
BEAR (pause).
These words all start with '13! "-
Say '13'.

ACER Early School &Ole. Recognition of WW1 Consolnt Sounds Test Directions for Administration Copyright 4 ACES 1981
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Example * Say: r
BONE Now put your marker under the next row of picturds
TENT like this. (demonstrate)
BAG Point to each picture. a
MAP Say:

Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:
BONE ...TENT ... BAG ... MAP. -
Now point to each picture again and say its name
after me:, -
BONE (pause), TENT (pause), BAG (pause),
MAP (pause).
Do any words start with 'W. pause for response)
Yes, BONE and-BAG start with 'b'.
Point to BONE and say BONE.
Point to BAG and say BAG.
Put a cross on BONE and a cross on BAG.beCailie they
start with 'b': -

Like this. (dem'onstrate)
Check that' each child has crossed out the correct pictures
and assist those children who have not. Then proceed to
Item 1.
Say:
From now on we are going to keep our crosses a
secret.
Don't let anyone see where you put your crosses.
Don't peep at anyone's book.
Now put your, market under the next row of pictures,
like this. (demonstrate)

Point to each picture.
Say:

hem 1 Put your finger on each picture' as I say its name:
TELEPHONE TELEPHONE ... BIRD ... DOG ... BIKE.
BIRD Now point to each picture again and say its name
DOG after me:
BIKE TELEPHONE (pause), BIRD (pause), DOG (pause),

BIKE (pa:4:e).
Put .a cross on the pictures that start with 'b'.
Now remember, it's a secret.

Wait until all children have finished.
Say:
TOrn the page to page 2.
This is the page whLh has two stars at the top.

ACER Eady Schoc Swift. Recogndlon.of Initial Consonant Sounds Test Dirscbons for Admintstration CoPYrIght ACER t lath.
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Preliminary
exercise 2
FLAG
FRUIT
FLOWER
FOOT

Item 2
FIRE
FISH
KITE
:NEST

VD

point to the stars at the top of the page. Wait until all
children have_ turnedto the correct page.

Putyour marker under your first row of pictures,
like thii.'(demoristrate)
Put yoUr finger on each picture As I say its name:
FLAG ... FRUIT FLOWER FOOT.
They all start with 'f.
(sound thp letter, do not,use the letter-name) I
Now point tO each picture and say its name after me:
FLAG (pause), FRUIT (pluse), FLOWER (pause).
FOOT (pause). --

They all start with T.

Now put your-marker under the next row of pictures,
like this. (demonstrate)
Put yourfinger on'each picture as I say Its name:,
r-IRE ... FISH ... KITE , .. NEST.

. Now point to each picture and say its name after me:
FIRE (pause), FISH (pause), KITE (pause), '-
NEST '(pause).
Put a cross on the pictures thestart with 'f'.
Remember, it's a sectht.4 :

lml

Prelim inary
exercise 3
MAN
MAT
MUG
MARBLES

Item 3
MOON
HOUSE
TREE
MILK

Wait until all children have finished.
Say:
Put your marker under the next row of pictures,
like this: (demonstrate)
Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:
MAN ... MAT ... MUG ... MARBLES. t
They all start with 'm':
Now point to each picture eard say its name after me:
MAN (pause), MAT (pause); ; MUG (pause},
MARBLES (pause).
They all start with 'm'.
Say:
NOw put your marker under the next raw of pictures:
like this. (demon§trate")
Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:
MOON ... HOUSE ... TREE ... MILK .

Now point to each picture and say its name after me:
MOON _ (pause), HOUSE (pause), TREE (pause),
MILK-(pause).
Put a cross on the pictures that with 'm'.
Recognition of Ingtol'Consonant Sounds Test Directions for Administration. Copyright' ACER 1981ACER Early wool Swin-
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Ili
Preliminary
exercise 4
LAMB
LETTUCE
LIGHT
LOLLY

Item 4
_DRESS
HAND
LION
LADDER

UI
Preliminary
exercise 5
JAIL
JEEP
JAR
JEANS

Wait until all children have finished.
Say:
Put yo4r marker under the next row cf pictures,

_

Mike this (demonstrate)
Put yoUr finger on each picture as I say its name:
LAMB ... LETTUCE ... LIGHT ... LOLLY.
They all start with 'I'.
Now Point to each picture and say its name after me:
LAMB (pause), LETTUCE ,(pause), LIGHT (pause), --I'
LOLLY (pause). 4

They all start with 'I'.

Say:
Now put your marker under the next row of pictures,
like this. (deMonstrate)
Put. your finger on each picture as say its name:
DRESS ... HAND ... LION .. . LADDER.
Now point to each picture and say its name after me:
DRESS (pause?, HAND (pause), LION (pause),
LADDER (pause).
Put a cross on the pictures that start with 'I'.

Wait until.all children,have finished.,
Say:
Turn your took over to page 3.,.
This is the page which has three stars at the top.

Point to the stars at the top of the page. Wait until all
children have turned to the correct page.

Put your marker under the first row Of pictures,
like this. (demonstrate)
Put-your finger on each picture as I say its name:
JAIL ... JEEP ... JAR ...
They all start with T. -
Now point Weach picture and say its name after me:
JAIL (pause), JEEP (pause), JAR (pause),
JEANS (paUse).
They all start with T.

7
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Item 5
MOUSE
JUG
TABLE
JELLY -

WATCH
SAW
BASKET.
WINDOW

Preliminary
exercise 6
WATER
WEB
WASHING
WALL

Item 6

Ishi
Preliminary
exercise 7
SHELF
SHELL
SHOVEL
SHIRT

Now put your maicer under the next row of pictures,
like this. (demonstrate)
Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:
MOUSE ... JUG ... TABLE ... JELLY.
Now point to each picture and say its name after me:
MOUSE (pause), JUG (wise), TABLE (pause),
JELLY (pause).
Put a cross on the pictures that start with T.
Remember, it's a secret.

When all children have finished,
say:
Put your marker under the nextrocapictures,
like this. (demonstrate)
Put your finger on each plat-ire as I say its name:
WATER ... WEB .,-. WASHING WALL.
They all start with 'w'.
Now point to each picture and say its name after me:
WATER (pause), WEB (pause), WASHING (pause)
WALL (pause).
They all start with.W.

Now put your marker under the next row of pictures,
like this. "(demonstrate)
Put yourfinger on each picture as I say its name:
WATCH ... SAW ... BASKET WINDOW.
Now point to each picture and say its name after me:
WATCH (pause), SAW (pause), BASKET/ (pause),
WINDOW (pause).
Put a cross on the pictures that start with 'w'.

,
.

When all children have finished,
say:
Put your mater under the next row of pictures,
like this. (clemonstrate)
Put your linger on each picture as I' say its name:
SHELF/. SHELL .... SHOVEL ... SHIRT.
They II start with,Ish'. . ....They

duce sounds; do not use letter-names)
w point to each, picture and say its name after me:

HEL .(patise), SHELL (pause), SHOVEL (pause),
SHIRT i(pause). ,

They all start with 'sh'.
ACER Early School Series. Recognition of Initial Consonant Sounds Tut Directions for Administration Copyright c. ACER 1981
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Item 7
SHOE.
MATCH
FORK
SHIT

-

[di
Preliminary
exercise 8
DONKEY
DRINK
DESK
DINNER

Item 8
CHAIR
DUCK
DOLL _

KITTEN

Nowlput your marker under the next row of pictures,
, like this. (demonstrate)

Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:
SHOE ... MATCH ... FORK .:. SHIP.
Now point to each picture and say its name after me:
SHOE (pause), MATCH (pause), FORK (pause),
SHIP (pause).
Put a cross on the pictures that start with `sh'.
Remember, it's a secret.

Wait until all children have finished.
Say:
Turn the page over to page 4.'
Fold your book back.
This is the page Which-has four stars at-the top,

Point to the stars at the top of the page. Wait until all
children have turned to the correct page.
Say:
Put your marker under the first row of pictures,
like this. (demonstrate)
Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:
DONKEY ... DRINK ... DESK ... DINNER.
They all start with 'd'.
Now point tp each picture and say its name after me:
DONKEY (pause)DRINK (pause), DESK (pause),-
DINNER (pause).
They.all start with 'd'.

Say:
Now put your marker under the next row of pictures,
like this. (demonstrate) 2 -

Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:
CHAIR .. DUCK ... DOLL ... KITTEN.
Now point to each picture and say its name after me:
CHAIR (pause), DUCK (pause), DOLL (pause),
KITTEN (pause).
Put a cross on the pictures that start with 'd'.

ACER Early School Series. Recognition di Initial Consonant Sounds Test Directions for Administration Copyright ACER 1981
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In! say:
Preliminary
exercise 9
NEST
NEEDLE
NUT
NOSE

When all children have finished,

Item 9
SUN
NAIL
NET
PENCIL

Igl
Preliminary
exercise 10
GLASS
GOAT

'GUITAR
GARDEN

Item 10
GATE
KEY
ELEPHANT

-GUN

Putqour marker under the next, row OT pictures,
like this. (demonstrati)
Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:
NEST-... NEEDLE ... NUT ... NOSE.
They all start with 'n'.
(sound the letterzlo not u e the letter -name)
Now point to each picture end say its name after me:
NEST (pause), NEEDLE (pause), NUT (pause),
NOSE (pause).

;l1They all.start with `n'.
,

Now put your marker under the net row of pictures,
like this.' (demonstrate) .

Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:
SUN .1. NAIL ... NET ... PENCIL.
Now point td each picture and saki its name after me:
SUN (pause), NAIL (pause), NET (pause),
PENCIL (pause). i
Put a cross on the pictures that Start with 'n'.

When all children- have finished,
say:

Put your marker under the next row of pictures,
like this. (demonstrate)
Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:-

, GLASS ... GOAT ... GUITAR ... GARDEN.
They all start with 'g'. .

(sound the letter, do not use the letter-name)
Now point to each picture and say its name after me:
GLASS,(pause), GOAT (pause), GUITAR (pause),
GARDEN (pause).
They all start with `g'.

Now put your marker under the next row of pictures,
like this. (demonstrate)
Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:
GATE ... KEY ELEPHANT ... GUN.
Now point to each picture and say its name after me:
GATE (pause), KEY (pause), ELEPHANT (Ouse),
GUN. (pause).
Put a cross on the pictures that start with `g'.
Remember, it's a secret.

yY
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t.

Is, sp, sti
Preliminary
exercise 11
SOAP
STEPS

. SLIDE
STAR

Item 11.
BOX
SPOON
SOCK
COAT

1-)

In

Preliminary
exercise 12.,

4) ROPE
ar RAKE

RING .

RADIO

Wait until all children have finished, .

Say:-
Turn the book over to page 5.
This is the page which has five stars at the top.

Point to the stars at the top of the page. Wait until all
children have turned to the correct page.
Say:
Put your market under the first row of pictures,
like this. (demonstrate)
Put your finger on each picture as I say its name*
SOAP ... STEPS ... SLIDE ... STAR.
They all start with 's'.
Now.point to each picture and say its name after me:,
SOAP (pause), STEPS (pause), SLIDE (pause),
STAR (p'ause).
They all start with 's'.

NOw put your marker under the next row of pictures,
like this. (demonstrate)
Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:
BOX :.. SPOON ... SOCi ... COAT.
Now point to each picture and say its name after me:
BOX (palse), SPOON (pause), SOCK (pause),
COAT (pause).
Put a cross on the pictures that start with

When until all children have finished,

Put your.marker under the next row of pictures,
like this. (demonstrate)
Put your finger on each picture as I say its name_ :

ROPE ... RAKE ... RING ... RANO.
They all start with ir'.
(sound the letter, do not use the lettername)
Now point to each picture and say its name after me:
ROPE (pause), RAKE (pause), RING (pause),
RADIO (pause).
They all start with irs.

ACER Eery School swiss. Aftognition of fn#MI Cpneensnt Sounds T,Nt Directions for Administration. Copyright ACER 1081.
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ItiM 12
HOOK
CAR

-''-:--- RABBIT
ROSE

I

(pi
Preliminary
exercise 13
PANTS
PRAM
PAN
PIN

Item 13
.DRUM
POT
PIPE
CHAIR

c,

Now put your marker under the next row of pictures,
like tip. (demonstrate)

..

Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:
HOOK ... CAR ... RABBIT ... ROSE.
Novi point to each picture and say its name after me:
HOOK (pause), CAR (pate), RABBIT (pause),
ROSE;(pause). s

Put a Cross 'on thi) pictures that start with 'r'.
When all children have finished,
say;
Put your marker under the next row of pictures,
like this. (demonstrate) .

Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:
PANTS ... PRAM ... PAN ... PIN.
They all .start with 'p'.
Now point to each picture and say its name after me:
PANTS (pause), PRAM (pause), PAN (pause),
PIN (pause).
They all start with 'pt.

Now put your marker under the next row of pictures,
like this. (demonstrate)
Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:
DRUM ... POT .. PIPE ... CHAIR.
Now point to each picture and say its name after me:
DRUM (pause), POT (pause), PIPE (pause),
CHAIR (pause).
Put a cross on the pictures that start with 'p'.

When all children have finished,
eayr------------_,
\Turn the page oviiilopage-6
Fold your book back.
This is the page which has six stars at the top. -

\

Point to the stars at the top of the page. Wait until all
children have turned to the correct page.

,
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Id -
Preliminary
exercise 14
CROSS
CAT
COAT
KETTLE

Item 14
COW

. PENCIL
BUCKET
CART

Preliminary
exercise 15
HILLS
HOUSE
HEN
HAMMER

Item 15
HAT
BED
HORSE
FEATHER

Say:
Put your marker under the first row of pictures,
like this. (demonstrate)
Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:
CROSS ... CAT ... COAT KETTLE.
They all start with''c'.
Now point to each picture and say its name after me:
CROSS (pause), CAT (pause), COAT (pause),
KETTLE (pause).
They all start with-'c'.

Now put your marker under the next row of pictures,
like this. (demonstrate)
Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:
COW ... PENCIL ... BUCKET ... CART.
Now -point to each picture and say its name after me:
COW (pause), PENCIL (pause), BUCKET (pause)
CART (pause) . ,

Put a cross on the pictures that start with 'c'.

Wait until all childten have finished.
Say:
but your marker under the next row of pictures,
like this. (demonstrate)
Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:
HILLS ... HOUSE ... HEN . HAMMER.
They all start with 'WI I

Now point to each picture and say its name after me:
HILLS (pause), HOUSE (pause), HEN (pause),
HAMMER (pause).
They all start with 'h'.

Now put your marker under the next row cf pictures,
like this. (demonstrate)
Put your finger on each picture as t say its name:
HAT ... HORSE ... FEATHER.
Now point to each picture and say its name after met,,
HAT (pause), BED (pause), HORSE (pause),
FEATHER (pause).
Put a cross on -the pictures that start with le.

ACER Early School Series. RecognItaon of Initial Consonant Sounds Test Directions for Administration, Copyright ACER 1981
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Ivl
Preliminary
exercise 16
VEGE-
TABLES
VAN
VEST
VISITOR

Item 16
CROWN
VACUUM
BIRD

. VASE

itl .
Preliminary
exercise 17
TIN
TV
TENNIS
TIGER

When all children have finished,
say:
Put your marker under the next row of pictures,
like this. (demonstrate)

Put your.finger on each picture as I say its name:
VEGETABLES ... VAN ... VISITOR.
They all start with
Now point to each picture and say its name after me:
VEGETABLES (pause), VAN (pause), VEST (pause),
VISITOR (pause).
They all start with 'v':

Now put your marker under the next row of pictures,
like this. (demonstrate) .
Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:
CROWN . VACUUM ... BIRD ... VASE.
Now point to each picture and say its name after me:
CROWN (pause), VACUUM (pause), BIRD (pause),
VASE (pause).
Put a cross on the pictures that start with 'v'.

When all children have finished,
say:
Turn your book over to,page 7.
This isi the page which has seven stars at the top.

Point to the stars at the top of the page. Wait until all
children have turned to the correct page.
Say:
Put your marker under the first row of pictures,
like this. (demonstrate)
Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:
TIN ... TV ... TENNIS .: . TIGER.
They all start with 't'.
Now point to each picture and say its name after me:
TIN (pause), TV (pause), TENNIS (pause),
TIGER (pause).
They all start with 't'.

ACER Early School Series. Recognition ot haat Consonant Sounds Test Directions lot Administration. Copyright 6 ACER 1981
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Item 17
DOG
LOAF
TRUCK
TOOTH-

Now put your marker under the next row of pictures,
like this. (demonstrate)
Put your finger on each picture as I say its name:
DOG LOAF TRUCK ... TOOTHBRUSH.

BRUSH Now point to each picture and say its name after me:
DOG (pause), LOAF (pause), TRUCK (pause),
TOOTHBRUSH (pause).

-.Put a cross on the pictures that start with
Remember, it's a secret.

Wait until all children have finished.
Say:
Now put down your crayons and close your books very
quickly.

Collect the test booklets as soon as the last item has been completed.

Scoring (Maximum score: 17)
If the test is administered in more than one session, leave the scoring until
the whole test has been completed.

Score one point for each correct item. Possible points for each item are
one (1) or zero (0).-

Zero (0) is given for items in which either one or more wrong pictures,
all pictures or no pictures have been crossed. For an item in .which one
correct and one incorrect picture aretcrossed, zero (0) points are given.

During scoring, record points in the box provided for each item in the
right-hand margin. Record the total number of-correct items where
indicated on the front of the test bii6klet.

Page Iiem

I Example bone tent bag map
2 telephone bird dog bike

2 2 fire
moon

fish .
house

kite
tree.

nest
amilk

4 dress . .land ; lion ladder
3 5 ' mouse jug

.
table jelly

6 watch saw basket window
7 shoe match fork ship

, 8 chair
sun

duck
nail

doll
net

kitten
Venal

10 gate key elephant gun
5 11 box spoon sock coat

12 hook car . rabbit rose
13 drum pot Pipe chair

6 14 .ow pencil
,

----bucked cart
15 hat bed horse feather
16 crown vacuum bird vase

7 17 dog loaf truck toothbrush
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EXPLANATORY NOTE
This test forms part of the ACER Early School Series, a set ofdiagnostic
and screening instrumeniLdesigned to. provide teachers working, with
school beginners with a yariEtrof approaches for the early identification of
certain abilities and developmentalineeds of individual children. t

All tests in the series are specifically designed to be used by teachers.
.This decision is based on the premise that the classroom teacher plays the
key role in the early identification of children who may be at risk for
learning handicaps, or other school problems. It is hoped that these tests
may complement other ways of assessment and the teacher's judgment, in
identifying children who may require more individual attention to develop
their learning potential. _

The planning of classroom activity needs to take into consideration not
only the individual differences between children in one beginners 'grade,
but also the considerable differences which are frequently found within
one and the same child with respect to the development of language and
other skills, personal experience, knowledge, and other resources.

The ACER Eatly School Series is aimed at identifying levels the child
has reached by providing a standardized assessment through tasks which
are based on regular classroom activity and which, through minimal,
interruption to the teaching program, may aid in adjusting instruction to
the individttal child's abilities and needs.

This booklet contains general and detailed directions for the
administration of the Auditory Discrimination Test.

Other tests contained in 'the series are:
Figure Formation Test
Number Test
Recognition of Initial-Consonant Sounds Test
Word Knowledge Test
Receptive Language Skills

Comprehensioh Test
Negation Test
Piepositions Tist
PronouniTest
Verb Tense Test . -

Early Identification and Intervention: A Handbook for Teachers and School
Counsellors is common to all 10 tests, and contains information concerning
the rationale of the tests, their use and interpretation, and details
pertaining to their development.

ACER arty School Woe Auckfory`Discrintinafron Test Directions for Administration. Copyright tt ACER 1981



GENERALDIRECTIONS FOR,
ADMINISTRATION

Advatide Planning .

To ensure that the results of testing are as valid and reliable as possible, it
is suggested that teachers familiarize themselves with the following
instructions during the planning stage some time before the day of testing:

1 Familiarize yourself with \Early Identification Intervention': A
I(andbook for Teachers and School. Counsellors, ith the test booklets,
and with the Detailed Directions for Adminis tfon contained in this
booklet.

2 Ensure that sufficient test booklets are available, including aIew extra
copies for emergencies. -

3 Prior to theday of testing, enter the child's name and other details
required on the front of each test booklet.

4 Have available a sufficient simply. of crayons or pencils and markets for
each child.

5' Have available a box of tissues. x -

6 Children should be tested in small groups of no more than eight
children. If at all possible nd,more than ,five children should be tested
at.bnce..

7 AttemRt to' obtain the help of another teacher as assistant for the days
of testing) 7

Arrange place for testing.
9 Ensure that you are not diPmbed while you are administer' a test.

On the ba Of Testing
'I Have this booklet open at pages giving the detailed directions.1
2 Providi yairself.with an unused test booklet for theqest you are about

, to administer: ThiS is essential as you are required to refer to the test
booklet to demonstiale during the-reading of the detailed instructions.

A useful techilique for the administration of the tests may be to hold
the test bdoklet .open at the,appropriate page so that it faces the

. children. Place your copy of the Directions in such a way that you can
read the directions and at the sine time point to the appropriate
section on' the test booklet, so that the Children can see exactly what
you are referring to.

it3 Have available_pancil for yourselfin case it is necessary for
you to make notes.

4 See that the tables or desks used during Ale testing are cleared.
5 Arrange seating in gucji a wa, as to avoid copying.

ACEF Esti,/ School Swifts. Auditory Discortstootiort Test octane for Mini alio& Copyright ACER 1981
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4

6 Arrange for all children to be tested to visit the toilet just beforesthe
start of the test.. .

7 Lay out a test booklet, crayon and mafke for each child.
8 Check the names on each test booklet to ensure that each child has the

correct booklet.

During Testing -
1 Make every effort, to maintain a manner and classroom atmosphere

which are as natural as possible.
2 Minimize distraction during the test.
3 Read the directions for each item exactly as printed.
4 During the administration of practice and examblO items (marked by

letters in the directions) spend as much time as necessary to make sure
that each child understands what is required. It is important that each
child approaches the test items with confidence.

S In the case of test items (numbered items) do not give any help
beyond readingand demonstraing the instructions as, printed...

.

Scoring General Rules
1 Do not try to score the test without using the Score Key. The Key is

provided to Make the scoring objective, quick, and accurate.
2 - Example items and preliminary exercises are not to be scared.
3 ,Record the number of points scored in the margin next to each item.

After the test has been marked, place the total score after 'Number of
correct items on the front of each test booklet,

4 All-sporing shoOld be re-checked to ensure maximum accuracy.
S Follow the specific directions given fof scoringthis test.
6 Much time is saved and thelikeliliood of errors is reduced if a single,

.testlis scored for the entire.class at.bne time.

I

-

I'
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1

, DETAILED DIRECTIONS FOR-
ADMINISTRATION

\

. . 1.

Materials required: Each child should have a test booklet, a cardbogd ,
marker (size 12.5 cm x 20 cm, 5" x 8") apd a crayozi

,

or pencil. . I

\
\

t
-

i
\

To aViinister the test jollow the directions exactly as given here. The test
may be given iri one session or broken up and given in two or three
sessions. If the test is to be administered in sections over a number of
days, administer the three example items (A, B, C) at the beginning of \
each testing session and then proceed to the item following the one which t

was administeret last .
\

Do not elaborate on the,pictures of the test items. Make sure that there
is no interfering noise. Speak clearly and distinctly. Do not repeat any
stimulus word unless you have made an error.

Place a test booklet in front a each child so that the front page is face up.
.-; Make sure that. -each child' has the necessary test materials. Wait until all

'children are ready to begin.
. . s

Say:
Today we are g9ing to work with pictures.
In each row there are two pictures to choose from.
You must listen very carefully as say the name of the
picture I want you to put a cross on.

Exanipfe A Put yqur marker under, the first row of pictures like
MOUSE . this. (demonstrate)

,.,: $
S

.-, --i--- . ,

Here we have a'picture of a HOUSE and a picture of a

,MOUSE.
$ Fipd the MOUSE. ' , I

With- your crayon put a cross on the picture 'of the

. xt-
MOUSE. .

(demonstrate)
ArEfi Early School Series. Auditory.Dtscumthation Test Directions for Administration. Copyright ,, ACE8 1981



Make sure that each child has put a cross on the correct
,picture. Assist children who have t put a cross on the
pictitre of the MOUSE. ,

z
- --Example B Say:

d' COOK Put your marker under the/next row o_ f pictures.
(demonstrate)

Here is a picture of a BrK and d-a picture of a COOK.
Find the COOK.
Put a cross on 'the picture of the COOK.

Assist children who h ive not put a cross on the correct
_picture.

N Example C Say:
HAT .Put your marker uncit the next row of pictures.

,

Frefelse have a pictiire of a HAT and a picture of aMAT.
Put a cross on the HAT. z

AssiSt children whO have not put a cross on the correct
picture. Repeat all example items until you believe each
child cle9rly understands the instructions:

Say:
Turn'the page over to page 2. Fold your book back;
This is ttl page which haS two stars at the top.

Point to the-_st4s at the topof the page. Wait until all
children have turned to the correct page. tti

0.
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'S.

1

. Say: .

.Iiem I Put your. Marker:under-the top row.- .

A-BEE A Notice the triangle (A) at the beginning and at
, the end of et row. (pause) KEY, BEE.

Find the B e. ..Put a cross on the BEE.
'

Wait until all children have finished.

Say:
Item 2' Put your marker under the next row.
SOAP* Notice the star (*) at the beginning and at the end

of the row. (pause) SOAP, ROPE.
Find the SOAP. Put a cross on the SOAP.

'Item 3
o BEDo

a

them 4
1 BAT.

-1

Check that markers are in the correct position.

When all children *e finished,
say:
Put your marker under the next row.
Notice the square (0) at the beginning and at the
end of the row. (pause) BED, BELL.
Find BED. Put a cross on BED.

When all children liave finished,
-say:
Put your marker under the next row.
Notice that there is a dot (s) at the beginning
and at the end of the row.
Place your marker in such a way that you can see
dots and two pictures in that row. (pause) CAT, BAT.
Put a cross on the BAT.

ACER Early School Series.Auditory Discrimination Test Diractions tor Administration Copynght PLEA 1981
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Item 5
÷ SAUCE +

t

Item 6
*PUZZLES,.

When all children have finished,
say:
Put your marker under the next row.
Notice the cross (+) at the beginning and at the
end of the row. (pause) HORSE, SAUCE.
Put a cross on SAUCE..

When all children have finished,
say:
Put your marker under the next row.
Notice the star (*) at the beginning and at the
end of the row. (pause) PUDDLE, PUZZLE.
Pura cross on PUZZLE.

When all children have finished,
say:
Turn the book over to page 3.
This is the page which has three -stars at the top.

Point to the stars at the top of the page. Wait until all
children h .ive turned to the correct page.

Say:
Item 7 Put your marker under the top row.
°TREE() Notice the circle (o) at the beginning and at the

end of the row. (pause) TRAY, TREE.
Find TREE. Put a cross on TREE,

Item It:
A SHIPA

Wait until all children have finished.
Say:
Put your marker under the next row.
Notice the triangle,(A) at the beginning and at the
end of the row. (pause) SHIP, SHOP.
Find SHIP. Put a cross on SHIP.

ACER Early School Series. Auditory Discrimination Test Directions for Administration. Copyright 0 ACER 1981
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When all children have finished,
say:

Iiem.9< Put your marker under the next row.
*FEATHER* Notice the dot (9) at the beginningiand at the end

of the row. (pause) FEATHER,FATHER.
.Put a cross on FEATHER.

When all children have finished,
say: .

Item 10. Put your marker underthe next row.
OSEE SAWO Notice the square (0) at the beginning and at the

. end of the row. (pause) SEE SAW, SEA SHORE.
Put a cross on SEE SAW.

When all children haye finished,
say:

Item 11 Put your marker under the next row.
*FISH4 Notice the star (*) at the beginning and at the end

of the row. (pause) FISH, DISH.
Put a cross on the FISH.

'When all children have finished,

'say:

Item 12 Put your marker under the next row.
o BELL A Notice the triangle (A) of the beginning and at the

end of the row. (pauie) BELL SHELL.
Put a cross on the BELL.

When all the children have finished,
say:
Turn the page over to page 4. Fold your book back.
This is the page which has four stars at the top.

Point to .the stars at the top of the page. Wail 'until 11

children have turned to the correct page.

ACER Early School Series. Auditory Discrimination Test. Directions for Administration. Copyright ACER 1981
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Say:
Item 13 Put your marker under the top row.
o CLOCK() Notice the circle (o) at the beginning and at the end

of the row. (pause) CLOCK, BLOCK.
-Find the CLOCK. Put a cross on the CLOCK.

When all children have finished,
say:

Item 14 Put your marker under the next row.
oMONEY0 Notice ttie square (0) at the beginning and at the end

of the row. (pause) BUNNY, MONEY.
Put a cross on MONEY.

When all children have finished,
say:

Item 15 Put your marker undar the next row.
6, ROCK & Notice the triangle (&) at the beginning and at the

end of the row. (pause) ROCK, SOCK.
Put a cross on the ROCK.,

When all children have finished,
say:

Item 16 Put your marker under the next row.
PLANE Notice the dot () at the beginning and at the

end of the row. (pause) PLATE, PLANE.
Put a cross on the PLANE.

When all children have finished,
say:

Item 17 Put your marker under the next row.
4- GRASS Notice the cross (+) at the beginning and at the

end of the row. (pause) GLASS, GRASS.
Put a cross on GRASS.

ACER Early School Series. Auditor, Discrimination Test Directions for Administration Copyright' ACER 1981
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When all children have finished,
say:

Item 18 Put your marker under the next row.
.XOTTON« Notice the star (*).at the beginning and at the

end of the row. (pause) KITTEN, COTTON.
Put a cross on.COTTON.

-
When all children have finished,
say:
Turn your book over to page 5..This page has
five stars at the top.

Point to the stars at the top or the page. Wait until all
children have turned to the correct -page.

Say:
Item 19 PUt your marker under the top row.,
o TOOTH-I

19 . Put
the triangle (.6) at the beginning and at the

end of the row. (pause) TOOL, TOOTH.
Find the TOOTH. Put a cross on the TOOTH.

When all children have finished,
say:,

Item 20 Put your marker under the next row.
+ PLAY + Notice the cross (+) at the beginning and at the

end of the row. (pause) PRA I, PLAY.
Put a cross on PLAY.

Hein- 21
.6PIGA

When all children have finished,
say:
Put your markeer under the next row.
Notice the triangle (I) at the beginning and at the
end of the row. (pause) PIG, PIN.
Put a cross on PIG.

1ACER Early School Series. Auatoty Discernination Test. Directress/ex Adnerestrabore Copynght *ACER 1981
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When all children have finished,
say:

Item 22 Put your marker unddr the next row.
°SWEEP° Notice the circle (o) at the beginning and at the

end of the row. (pause) SLEEP, SWEEP.
Find SWEEP. Put a cross on SWEEP:

Item 23
+ SHEEP +

When all Children have finished,
say:
Put your marker under the next row.
Notice the cross (+) at the beginning and at the
end of the row..(pause) SHEEP, SHIP.
Put a cross on SHEEP. .

0

When all children have finished,
say:

Item 24 Put your marker under the next row.
OTOED Notice the square (0) at the beginning and at the

end of the row. (pause) TOE, TWO.
Put a cross on TOE.

A
Item 25
O PEN 6,

.2*

When all children have finished,
say:
Turn your page over. Fold your book back.
This page has six stars at the top.

Point to the stars at the top of the page. Wait until all
children have turned to the correct page.

Say:
Put your marker under the top row.
Notice the triangle (6.).at the beginning and at the
end of the row. (pause) PEN, HEN.
Find the PEN. Put a cross on the PEN.

ACER Early School Series. Auditory Discrimination Test. Directions for Aenirasfratiov. Copyright ACER 1981
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When all children have finished,
say:

Item 26 Put your marker under the next row.
*WASH* Notice the star (*) at the beginning and at the

end of the row. (pause) WATCH, WASH.
Put a cross on WASH.

When all children have finished,
say:

Item 27 Put your marker under the next row.
+ ROOF + Notice the cross (+) at the beginning and at the

-end of the row. (pause) ROOM, ROOF.
--Rut a cross on ROOF.

Item 28
'oPETo.

When all children have finished,
say:
Put your marker under the next row.
Notice the circle (o) at the beginning and at the
end of ,the row. (pause) PET, PEN,
Find the PET. Put a cross on PET.

When all children have finished,
say:

Item 29 Put your marker undeilhe next row.
FRUI113 Notice the square (0) at the beginning and at the

1
end of the row. (pause) FRUIT, FLUTE.
Put a cross on FRUIT.

When all c ildren have finished,
say:

Item 30 Put your marker under the next row.
A STOOL Notice the triangle CM at the beginning and at the

-end of the row.(pause) SCHOOL, STOOL.
Find STOOL. Put a cross, on STOOL. .

When all children have finished,
say:
Turn ynur book over to page 7. This page has seven
dtars at the top.
Point to the stars at the top of the page_ Wait -until all
children have turned to the correct page.

ACER Early School Series. Auchtory Disciiminatan Test Directions for Administration. Copyright ACER 1981
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Say:
Item ill . Put your marker under the top row.
+ PIN + Notice the cross (+) at the beginning and at the

end of the row. (pause) PIN, PEN.
Firid PIN. Put a croseon-PIN

When all children have, finished,
say:

Item 32 Put your marker under-the next row.
oPATHo Notice the square (0) at the beginning and at the

end of the row. (paw) PARK, PATH.
Put a cross on the PATH. .

Wait until all children have finished.
Say:

Item 33 Put your marker under the next row.
TOWN Notice the dot () at the. beginning and at the

end of the row. (pause) TOWN, TOWEL.
Put a crosson TOWN.

When all children have finished,
say:

Item 34 Put your marker under the next row.
+ PEARL + Notice the cross (+) at the beginning and at the

end of the row. (pause) GIRL, PEARL.
Put a cross on PEARL.

Wait until all children have finished.
Say:

Item 35 Put-your marker under'the next row..
OMOUTHo Notice the square (o) at the beginning and at the

end of,the row. (pause) MOUTH, MOUSE.
Put a cross on MOUTH.

When all children) have finished,
say:

lieni 36 Put your marker under the next row.
A PEEL 4 Notice the triangle (4) at the beginning and at the

end of the row. (pause) POOL, PEEL.
t Put a cross on PEEL.

ACER Early School Series. Auchtotyllscritrurutton Test. Directions for Administration. Copyright o ACER 1981
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When all children have finished,
say:

Turn the page over to page 8. Fold yoLir book back.
This page-pas eight stars at the top.

Point to .the stars- a(the top of the, page. Wait until
children have turned to the correct page.
Say:

.;Item 37. Put your marker under the first row.
KNOT Notice the dot () at the beginning and at the

end of the row. (pause) KNOT, NUT.
Find KNOT. Pdt a cross on KNOT.

, ..When all children have finished,
say:

,7

Item 38 Put your marker under the next row.
+ BOARD+ Noticeithe cross (+) at the beginning and at the

end of the row. (pause) BOARD, BALL.
Put a cross on the BOARD.

When all children have finished,
say: .

Item 39 Put your marker under the next row.
dCAPo' Notice the circle (0) at the beginning and at the

end-of the row. (pause) CAP, CAT.
Put a cross on the CAP.

When all;children have finished,
say:

Item 40 Put your marker under the next row.
.FOUNTAIN* Notice the star (*) at the beginning and at the

end of the row. (pause) FOUNTAIN, MOUNTAIN.
Pu4cross on the FOUNTAIN:

Wheir alb: children have finished,
sajy:
Now put down your crayons'and close your books
very quickly.

Collect the booklets as soon as the last item has been completed.
ACER Early School Series. Auditory &acumination Tat Directions for Administration.copyright *ACER 1981.
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Scoring (Maximum score: 40)
If the test is administered in more than one session leave the scoring until

\ the whole test is completed. ,

\ Do not score example items. ,

\ Score one point for each correct item crossed, i.e. possible points for
each itet are zero (0), or one (1). Zero (0),is given for iternAjn which
Oiler th,bwrong pictures, ,both pictures, or ,neither of the pictures has

1

been crossed. I

During scoring, record points in the right -hand margin next to each '
item. Record the total number of correct items ,where indicated on the
front of the test booklet.

1

Page 'Item

1. Ex. A house
Ex. B book
Ex. Clut.

2 1 key ttm2t rope
3 ilrect bell
4 cat tat
-5 horse ter:
6 plTddle XpEcie

7 tray .3:ftw
8 C shop9e'r father

10 .1eftaga sea shore
11 dish'
12 Belk shell

4 13 DAesic block
14 bunny money
15 toelz seek.----
16 plate
17 glass xraw

-18 kitten 3;otton

Palge IteM

5

6

7 31
32
33
34
35
36

37
38
39
40

19 tool
201 pray Tlar
21 p
22 sleep
23 , Ship
24 143 /two

25 \xiart --- -2 hen.
26 1i-watch .yeasiz
27 room Itoot
28 pen
29 flute

school toot

pen
par

towel

fletuth mouse
pool xtegh.

net nut
ball
cat
mountain
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